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BJP-led NDA bites the dust in bitterly fought Bihar elections



● Chief



Minister lives up to his reputation of being a ‘Chanakya’



● RJD



chief back from political wilderness, turns kingmaker



Two-thirds majority for Nitish-Lalu Grand Alliance Brand Modi takes a major battering



People’s mandate reflects the nation’s mood, says Kumar SMITA GUPTA & AMARNATH TEWARY PATNA: As the Nitish KumarLalu Prasad duo led the Grand Alliance on Sunday to a historic, thumping twothirds majority, even reviving its junior partner, the Congress, the BJP-led NDA bit the dust — and the curtain came down on what must rate as one of the most bitterly fought Assembly elections in Bihar. Conscious that this victory would resonate through the country, influencing politics in other parts, Chief Minister and JD (U) leader Nitish Kumar — composed but clearly moved by the extent of the mandate — said: “The Bihar 2015 poll will always be remembered as a milestone in the electoral politics of the State; it reflected the national mood.” Mr. Kumar said the poll would be remembered as one where the “party at the Centre had put all its resources into an Assembly election.” Lalu Prasad, Rashtriya Janata Dal chief, has proved to be the kingmaker, providing both the mass support for the coalition and a sharp aggression at the stumps, countering Prime Minister Narendra Modi at every stage. Mr. Kumar lived up to his reputation of being a “Chanakya”: he retained his chief ministership, while helping old comrade Lalu Prasad return to the centre stage after many years in the political wilderness. In 1990, too, when Mr. Prasad became Chief Minister for the first time, Mr. Kumar’s role



in that victory had earned him the sobriquet “Chanakya” of Bihar politics. On Sunday evening, while the flamboyant Mr. Prasad, whose personal exit poll of 190 came closest to the results, threw open the gates of 10, Circular Road to the surging crowds, three houses down, the more reticent Mr. Kumar, after his press conferences, met party workers who milled around him, before walking onto the road outside. There he stood on a small wooden platform to accept more congratulations. The decisive victory ensures that government formation will be smooth. Mr. Kumar said that first his party legislators would meet, and then all the coalition MLAs would meet to settle the issue of portfolios. To a question whether one of Mr. Prasad’s sons would be his Deputy Chief Minister, he said the press conference was not an appropriate forum to discuss the matter. The swearing-in ceremony is likely to be after Diwali. At two post-victory press conferences, one at the RJD oice followed by the other at the Chief Minister’s oicial residence, where the Congress’s Ashok Chowdhury, too, was present, Mr. Prasad underscored the fact that regardless of the numbers the two parties notched up, Mr. Kumar would be the Chief Minister. Mr. Kumar called for an end to the bitterness, negativity and rancour that marked the election, stressing that he intended to work with and respect the Oppo-



“It’s not right to have over-exposed him in this way” NISTULA HEBBAR NEW DELHI: When the BJP was



sition, despite its meagre tally. As for the grand coalition, he said, it was united by a common world view, an agreed programme of action and the desire to achieve consensus on all issues affecting the future of Bihar. If the initial trends, thanks to the fact that the postal ballots were opened before the EVMs, favoured the BJP, leading its workers to celebrate prematurely, by 9.20 a.m. the trends reversed in favour of the grand coalition. It was then the turn of the workers of the JD(U), the RJD and the Congress to shout victory slogans, burst crackers and smear gulal on each other. After the JD(U) and the BJP parted ways in June 2013, all eyes were on the Bihar Assembly elections. It became a matter of prestige for both. Each looked for partners that would widen their social base; caste played a critical role in these elections,



but in the end, with Prime Minister Narendra Modi leading the NDA’s charge, it became a referendum on his 16 months in power rather than on Mr. Kumar’s decade as Chief Minister. Mr. Modi, who flew to Bihar for a record 26 times to address public meetings, and BJP president Amit Shah crafted the party’s strategy, dominating even the billboards. This gave the grand coalition an opportunity to portray them as baharis (outsiders), even as the BJP leaders and activists sulked, finding themselves on the margins.
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AAP hand(le) in JD(U)’s victory MARIA AKRAM



NEW DELHI: The Aam Aadmi Party may not have been a partner in the Grand Alliance, but it can claim a small share in the thumping victory of the coalition in Bihar. The social media campaign of the Janata Dal (United), which made Chief Minister Nitish Kumar a visible face on Twitter and Facebook, was handled by a handful of AAP experts operating from a small office in Ghaziabad. “The AAP was handling our social media campaign. Their social media team, along with the JD(U)’s team, was reaching out to the public of Bihar from a one-room office in Indirapuram, Ghaziabad,” said K.C. Tyagi, the general secretary of the JD(U).



His son Amrish Tyagi was heading the social media team, comprising 30 members. “We used to exchange notes with the AAP’s social media team and they used to guide us,” said Amrish Tyagi. The AAP’s social media team was handling the Facebook and Twitter accounts of all the candidates given tickets by the JD(U). “Even Nitish Kumarji’s Twitter account was handled by the team in Indirapuram,” Mr. Tyagi said. Sources in the AAP confirmed that the party was indeed handling the social media campaign of the JD(U). “To shed the backward image, Nitishji along with other Grand Alliance leaders were introduced to Twitter. Gone are the days when



rallies and speeches decided poll results,” said a party member (wishing anonymity). Punch lines



The JD(U) leader said the social media team of the AAP was constantly in touch with Prashant Kishor, the man who strategised the Grand Alliance’s campaign -- from approving punch lines like “Bihari and Bahari” to the colour of the hoardings. “Mr Kishor, depending on the mood of the public of Bihar, would instruct the team on what kind of tweets and Facebook pictures were to be uploaded,” said Mr. Tyagi. The AAP, which had successfully used the social media during its Delhi Assembly



poll campaign earlier this year, not only helped the JD(U) expand its online base, but its leader, Arvind Kejriwal, also appealed to the public to vote for Mr. Kumar. Before every round of voting, Mr. Kejriwal, through his tweets, urged the people to vote in favour of the JD(U). The Delhi Chief Minister also asked the Poorvanchalis, who make up around 40 per cent of Delhi’s population, to ask their relatives in Bihar to support the Grand Alliance. So how much did Mr. Kejriwal’s appeal help the JD(U) in garnering support in Bihar? “The fact that Mr. Kumar thanked Mr. Kejriwal soon after winning the elections says a lot,” said Sanjeev Jha, the head of AAP’s Poorvanchali Unit.



Debacle throws up questions for BJP VIKAS PATHAK NEW DELHI: The thumping vic-



tory of the Grand Alliance in Bihar has stunned the BJP, which will now have to take stock of where it went wrong. On Sunday, those involved in the campaign – Union Ministers Ananth Kumar and Dharmendra Pradhan and party leaders Ramlal, Bhupendra Yadav and Shrikant Sharma — met party chief Amit Shah separately to exchange notes. “There was a view that the core social combination of the Grand Alliance in caste terms was higher, and this led to the huge victory. Caste has trumped the development slogan,” a party leader said. “As for the strategy, it was made jointly with the Bihar unit.”



‘The caste base of the Grand Alliance helped it post a huge victory’ Yet, the result is a setback for Mr. Shah, who was widely seen as a wizard in micromanaging polls. String of successes After a string of successes in Maharashtra, Haryana, Jharkhand and Jammu and Kashmir, Mr. Shah acquired a formidable image. He was credited with the BJP’s massive victory in the 2014 Lok Sabha polls. However, if Delhi dented the image, Bihar has brought it under serious strain. There were murmurs of disagreement as the Bihar polls progressed.



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



readying itself for a long gruelling campaign for the Bihar Assembly poll, senior leaders, including party president Amit Shah, met Prime Minister Narendra Modi to ascertain his availability for the campaign. The Prime Minister agreed to give as much time as was required by the party, as he remained its most popular leader, and in the absence of a chief ministerial candidate, the party’s mainstay in the poll. In the process, he was over-exposed, the contest between him and Nitish Kumar becoming a referendum on Mr. Modi’s record as Prime Minister rather than on Nitish Kumar as Chief Minister. Undiminished popularity Has this diluted Brand Modi? Senior BJP oice-bearers who spoke to The Hindu on condition of anonymity said that while the Prime Minister’s personal popularity remained undiminished, “it was not right to over-expose him in this way.” “Prime Minister Modi is a political person, therefore unlike Dr. Manmohan Singh he does campaign extensively in the State polls, but it is now time to move away from the ‘big Modi rallies and nothing else’ strategy,” said the source. In all, Mr. Modi addressed over 31 big rallies, 17 in the space of a week, in the last



PM Narendra Modi greets BJP veteran L.K. Advani on his 88th birthday in New Delhi on Sunday. BJP president Amit Shah is with him. —PHOTO: PTI



three phases of the elections. A new point Coupled with how many times the Prime Minister spoke in Bihar was what he spoke. For every rally he addressed, there was a new point he made, and that was countered very efectively by the Nitish Kumar campaign team. In Gaya, on August 9, he spoke of the DNA of the Mahagathbandhan (the grand alliance). This gave the Opposition the Bahari vs. Bihari plank, that, looking at the heavy deployment of BJP central leaders in these polls, proved disastrous for the party. On August 18, Mr. Modi announced the Rs.1.25-lakh crore special package for Bihar, only to have the Nitish Kumar camp spike the ofer with the slogan jhaanse main na aayengey Nitish ko jitaaenge [We won’t be fooled by big promises, We will support Nitish].
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BRIEFLY TRAGEDY AVERTED Buildings razed after tilt NEW DELHI: Two buildings in Arjun Nagar, Safdarjung Development Area, tilted dangerously on Sunday morning and rested on a third building. Fortunately, no casualties were reported and all three buildings were vacated by afternoon. First, the three-store building in Arjun Nagar’s C-block gave way and ended up leaning on a four-storey building. With no support, the two buildings subsequently rested on a third building. Delhi Disaster Management Authority officials said the buildings were demolished and the third building sealed.



쐍 CITY | PAGE 3



Get ready for more traic chaos SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR AND DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: If the traic in the



city crawled for the better part of last week, Delhiites’ commuting woes are likely to be worsened on Monday, which marks the beginning of Diwali festivities. According to the traic police, since Dhanteras falls on Monday, the traic volume would be higher by at least 20 to 30 per cent compared to last week. “We are aware that all busy markets will be choc-o-block and other areas too will face traic jams. Slow movement of vehicles is the natural outcome of such a situation. Shopping on Dhanteras draws a lot of people, hence vehicles, to the markets, but a lot of traic movement will also be because of people travelling from one part of the city to the other just to CM YK



Since Dhanteras falls today, the traffic volume would be higher , say a senior police officer. FILE PHOTO



convey wishes,” said a senior police oicer. He added that not only vehicles but pedestrian movement in and around the markets will go up and slow down the traic further as halting vehicles are the only way to assure the safety of people crossing intersections. The precautions which the traic police plan to take include clearing the road by removing vehicles parked in an unauthorised manner or



stalled mid-way due to breakdown. The oicer said the traic wing was alert and prepared to meet the challenges. Besides deployment of personnel, more than 70 tow vehicles would be pressed into service to unclog the traic wherever required. The Hindu has earlier reported that instructions had been issued to junior oicers and field staf not to issue challans to ofenders if it hampered



smooth traic flow. Meanwhile, Sunday saw less traic on the inter-city borders compared to Saturday when the collection of environment compensation charge (ECC) from commercial vehicles entering the Capital caused long traic jams. Experts said Sunday’s relief could also be on account of the day being a holiday. The confusion over what the ECC actually was and who had to pay it prevailed on Sunday too, with truck drivers saying they had not heard of it. “We have started putting up information boards on the borders. The work will be done in a couple of days. Apart from that, we will be putting out advertisements in print media and on Doordarshan to inform the drivers,” said a Transport Department oicial.



MARCH TO DEMOCRACY Voting peaceful in Myanmar YANGON: Millions voted on Sunday in Myanmar’s general election that will test whether the military’s long-standing grip on power can be loosened. The counting started after polling closed at 4 p.m. WORLD | PAGE 14
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EU REFORMS Cameron to lay out details LONDON: British Prime Minister David Cameron will give his strongest warning this week that he might back Britain leaving the EU unless other European leaders agree to his demands for reform of the bloc.
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‘Unmindful’ pruning leaves trees in south Delhi naked



Chandni Chowk redevelopment caught in crossfire



Trees in south Delhi are being chopped in the name of pruning, with the entire crown missing in some cases. Though authorities say it is being done with due permission, residents say scientific procedure has not been followed. >> Page 5



The Chandni Chowk Redevelopment Plan has hit another hurdle as shifting of police check posts and removal of encroachments have become a bone of contention between the North Delhi Municipal Corporation and PWD. >> Page 5



Plans afoot to showcase Indian artefacts in Chinese museum STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Hidden gems from



Indian history, which put together the puzzle of our past and showcase it to the rest of the world, are placed not just in museums in the country, but in those across the globe. Over the past year, the National Museum has held many exhibitions, which are a result of collaboration with museums across the world, to put



on display exhibits that have a strong link with India. This was done to not only ofer the viewers a glimpse of the artefacts, but for them to enjoy the best practices in curation and to see how exhibits are displayed at famous museums. In fact, the National Museum has signed an MoU with Palace Museum in China to organise a ‘Gupta Art Exhibition’ next year. The memorandum was signed in the presence of



The National Museum has signed an MoU with Palace Museum in Beijing to hold a ‘Gupta Art Exhibition’ Chinese vice-president Li Yuanchao, his Indian counterpart Hamid Ansari and other Chinese dignitaries. The collaborative exhibition with the Palace Museum will showcase



art from the Gupta period from September to December 2016. It will also showcase over 100 Indian artefacts from the National Museum’s collection and other museums at Beijing’s Palace Museum. Lasting between the 4th and 6th centuries, the Gupta period was witness to many inventions in science, technology, engineering, art, literature, logic, mathematics, astronomy, religion, and philosophy. It



was also a time when sculpture-making was at its zenith in India, with the style travelling to various parts of Asia via the historic Silk Route. Director General of the National Museum, Sanjiv Mittal, said: “It is crucial for Indian collections to be shared with the world community. India’s identity and history is reflected in its art and what better than the Golden period in Indian art history — Gupta Art.”
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This Dhanteras, gold loses some of its glitter Jewellers expect demand to be more inclined towards coins and bars SWETA GOSWAMI NEW DELHI: Dhanteras, the aus-



picious day when Hindus buy precious metals as a mark of prosperity, is here. While the city is flooded with twinkling lights and shops ofering fancy gifts, jewellery outlets are quietly gauging the mood of the consumers. The situation, as jewellery traders claim, is not as bright as it was three years ago with the gold market likely to remain relatively low-key this year. Traders across jewellery stores rued of gold sales plummeting to almost 20 per cent of what it used to be. “The pattern of demand for precious metals has witnessed a change in the last few years. Many people rather like to invest in things like cars, laptops, mobile phones and so on. But because of Indian tradition, there is always a constant population that buys gold or silver jewellery,” said Ashok Chauhan, owner of Prakash and Sons Jeweller in Lajpat Nagar. Silver items and utensils are among the other products that people buy on Dhanteras, which usually falls two days before Diwali and will be celebrated on Monday this year. There is, however, a silver lining for jewellers in the national Capital as gold rates have dropped by almost Rs.1,300 to finally settle at Rs. 26,000 per 10 gram for 24 carat gold and Rs. 24,300 for 22 carat. Stores have already taken pre-orders a week or 10 days in



Jewellery traders claim that the situation this year is not as bright as it was three years ago with the gold market likely to remain relatively low-key. — FILE PHOTOS



I expect earnings on Dhanteras to go up to around Rs. 6 lakh, which is lower than what it used to be. But we cannot help it, the market conditions are such. The economy is quite weak at present,” he added. Besides, jewellers also exadvance with almost all of pect demand to be more inthem have stocked up on in- clined towards investment-reventory. “This time we expect lated items like coins and bars, a marginal increase in sales as especially after the launch of compared to last year. New three schemes by Prime Minjewellery designs have been ister Narendra Modi last week. carved out for the occasion. A Mr. Modi had earlier launched fresh collection of ‘temple three ambitious schemes — Gold Monetisation jewellery’ will also be on of- the fer,” said Shankar Maliram Ke- Scheme (GMS), the Sovereign dia, founder and proprietor at Gold Bonds Scheme and the Indian gold coin and bullion — Maliram Jewellers. Speaking about pre-orders, to reduce the physical demand Mr. Chauhan said that his for gold, and to fish out 20,000 store had received total orders tonne of the precious metal, of diferent sets worth over which is believed to be worth half-a-kilogram of gold. USD 800 billion, lying idle “Keeping aside the pre-orders, with households.



Artists come to the rescue BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN NEW DELHI: Coming to the aid of elephants, 50 of the country’s best artists — which includes painters and film stars — have put together a unique exhibition-cumsale of their work that will be showcased at Le Meridian Hotel on November 28 and 29. Among those who works will be on display include S. H. Raza, Naynaa Kanodia, Subodh Gupta, Binoy Varghese, Bose Krishnamachari, Jayasri Burman, Anjolie Ela Menon and Bollywood stars like Amitabh Bachchan, Salman Khan, Akshay Kumar and Shah Rukh Khan, who have painted fibreglass elephant statues that will be on sale. Union Women and Child Development Minister and animal rights activist Maneka Gandhi and NGO People For Animals have organised the event as a fundraiser for Wildlife SOS, which supports the Elephant Rescue Centre and works for the welfare of rescued elephants. “There are only 22,000 elephants left in the country. Of these at least 6,000 are in brutal and illegal captivity. As many as 600 elephants are killed every year by starvation, beating, drowning and ill treatment. Many are killed for insurance,” said Ms. Maneka Gabdhi. The fundraiser hopes to aid Wildlife SOS’s Elephant Conservation and Care Centre (ECCC) in Mathura, which takes care of and provides treatment for 18 elephants. The ECCC is located in the middle of natural vegetation with open fields around, giving the elephants an environment that resembles their natural habitat. The centre also provides for water pools for the elephants to bathe and play in. The ECCC is flanked by 215 acres of forest on one side and a river on the other side. The Asian elephant is included in Schedule I of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972, which means that it is entitled to the highest degree of legal protection. But, the government is yet to build rescue and rehabilitation centres for the



As many as 50 Indian artists — which includes painters and film stars — have put together a unique exhibition-cum-sale as part of a fundraiser event for elephants. PHOTOS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



species. The ECCC houses elephants that are blind, lame, crippled or have been discarded and left to die. “Each elephant costs about Rs. 50,000 to 60,000 per month in terms of medical care, feed and rehabilitation. This is about Rs. 7 lakh per elephant per year. The infrastructure required for housing each elephant also costs Rs. 15 to 20 lakh for protected contact enclosures, ponds, covered shelters, enrichment structures and elephant keepers. The cost for creating infrastructure and housing facilities for 50 elephants is about Rs. 10 crore, and the recurring costs for 50 elephants is Rs 3.5 crore per year. “The elephant is placed in puja rooms. But we ignore the plight of the elephants on our streets and in temples. This is an attempt to make people more sensitive about the plight of the elephants and ensuring they are taken care of,” added Ms. Gandhi.



CINEMA HINDI YAARA SILLY SILLY (New Release: Paoli Dam, Parambrata Chatterjee, Vidya Malvade): G3S (Rohini), PVR (Plaza, Rivoli, Priya, Saket, Citywalk, Naraina, Vikaspuri, Prashant Vihar, EDM, Mahagun, Opulent), FUN (Moti Nagar, Pitampura, Laxmi Nagar, Karkardooma), Satyam (Patel Nagar, Janakpuri, Nehru Place), M2K (Rohini, Pitampura), DT (Saket, Shalimar Bagh, Vasant Kunj), BIG (Odeon, Kaushambi, Noida), Wave (Raja Garden), Cinemax, JAM Shipra, Star X (Vaishali), SRS Cinemas, Galaxie, Spice (Noida), MMX, Movie Palace, Movie World and Silver City (Ghaziabad). FOUR PILLARS OF BASEMENT (New Release: Dilzan Wadia, Bruna



CM YK



Abdullah): PVR (Saket, Citywalk, Naraina, Vikaspuri, Prashant Vihar), Movie Time (Raja Garden, Pitampura), DT (Saket, Shalimar Bagh, Vasant Kunj), Spice (Noida), FUN (Moti Nagar, Pitampura), Inox and Q Cinemas (Faridabad). CHARLIE KAY CHAKKAR MEIN (New Release: Naseeruddin Shah, Anand Tiwari, Manasi Rachh): G3S (Rohini), PVR (Saket, Citywalk, Naraina, Vikaspuri, Prashant Vihar), Movie Time (Raja Garden, Pitampura), DT (Saket, Shalimar Bagh, Vasant Kunj), Spice (Noida), Cinemax, Inox and Q Cinemas (Faridabad). RANBANKA (New Release: Manish Paul. Ravi Kishan): Milan, Amba, Movie Time (Raja Garden, Pitampura).



MAIN AUR CHARLES (Randeep Hooda, Adil Hussain, Richa Chadda, Tisca Chopra): G3S (Rohini), PVR (Plaza, Rivoli, Priya, Saket, Citywalk, Naraina, Vikaspuri, Prashant Vihar, EDM), FUN (Moti Nagar, Pitampura, Laxmi Nagar, Karkardooma), M2K (Rohini, Pitampura), Movie Time (Raja Garden, Pitampura), DT (Saket, Shalimar Bagh, Vasant Kunj), Satyam (Patel Nagar, Janakpuri, Nehru Place), BIG (Odeon, Vaishali, Noida), SRS Cinemas, Spice (Noida), Galaxie, Star X (Vaishali), Movie Palace, Movie World (Ghaziabad), Inox (Faridabad). (BOOKING ENQUIRIES: PVR 51513391; Spice Gold 012043890000; Satyam Cinemas 25797385; Delite 23272903; Wave 51832222) ND-ND
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Buildings razed after tilt



Pollution dampens festive air



MARIA AKRAM



This season, the level of PM2.5 has already surpassed the levels recorded on Diwali night last year



NEW DELHI: Two buildings in Ar-



BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN/ DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: The Capital’s air quality is currently poorer than what it was last year on Diwali day (among the highly polluted days in the city) according to figures released by the monitoring stations. Air quality this season is so poor that the level of PM2.5 has already surpassed the levels recorded on Diwali night last year. With extensive bursting of firecrackers, the festival of lights is also one of the most polluted days of the year. On Diwali 2014, which was on October 23, the PM2.5 levels in Pitampura, Janakpuri and Pragati Maidan was 678, 510 and 323 micrograms per cubic metre respectively, according to a report of the Central Pollution Control Board. But this year, the levels of PM2.5 have already peaked at over 700 micrograms per cubic metre, which is more than 10 times the standard of 60.



Delhiites suffered through the weekend, many complaining of stinging and watering eyes. —FILE PHOTO



Sunday saw severely polluted skies, with the Anand Vihar monitoring station seeing an average PM2.5 level of 490 micrograms per cubic metre, as per the National Air Quality Index. Two other stations — Punjabi Bagh and Mandir Marg — saw “severe” warnings with average PM2.5 levels of 434 and 404 micrograms per cubic metre re-



spectively. Delhi has sufered through bad air quality from October onwards with the situation worsening in November. The heightened levels of PM 10/2.5 drop in temperature and high moisture content among other polluting causes is contributing to low visibility and poor air quality; note several environment observers.



Delhiites sufered through the weekend with many complaints of eyes stinging/watering and experiencing a sense of choking. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has noted that air pollution increases the risk of respiratory and heart disease in the population. Both short and long-term exposure to air pollutants have been associated to health impacts. More severe impacts afect people who are already ill. Children, the elderly and poor people are more susceptible. Pollutants of major public health concern include particulate matter, carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide. Outdoor and indoor air pollution cause respiratory and other diseases which can be fatal, notes WHO. Meanwhile, it was the common man on the street who is the worst hit. A daily wager sanitation employee in Pandara Road, Ali (40) from As-



Gambling racket busted



Man tries extortion to enter politics



STAFF REPORTER



NEW DELHI: Politics, at times, is described as a heady cocktail of big money and crime and stray events. A recent extortion case, which has come to light in East Delhi, reiterates the fact. Delhi Police have arrested a tailor, who in order to fulfil his aspiration of contesting a federation chairman election in his native Uttar Pradesh, allegedly hatched a conspiracy to demand Rs.5 crore from one of his wealthy clients, a garment businessman. The accused Munna also roped in two accomplices and



NEW DELHI: The Delhi Police



claim to have busted a gambling racket on Sunday. The kingpin has been identified as Vinod Gurjar. Deputy Commissioner of Police (South West) R.A. Sanjeev said a raid was conducted after a tip-of. “The raiding team led by Inspector Ramesh Kumar found gambling on the first floor. As those there tried to run away, the police overpowered them and seized over Rs.10 lakh,” said Mr. Sanjeev.



SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR



sent an extortion note to the local businessman. The matter was reported to the police by the victim who purportedly received a letter that was handed over to him by a rickshaw puller, who has been delivering goods at the victim’s shop in Janta Gali, Gandhi Nagar for the past six months. Deputy Commissioner of Police (East) B.S. Gurjar said that the letter was written with red ink, in a kid’s handwriting and had a warning message for the businessman reading that both his sons will be killed if he did not send Rs.5 crore in cash in a carton with the same rick-



Teen biker rams into truck, dies STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: An 18-year-old boy



was killed and his friend was critically injured after his bike rammed into a Central Industrial Security Force truck in South Delhi’s Katwaria Sarai area on Saturday. The victims have been identified as Akash Kataria (deceased) and his friend Gyanendra. According to the police, the two were driving on Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg when the vehicle collided with a truck that was coming from the direction of Adhichini. They were left injured and profusely bleeding on the road.



The two boys were rushed to Rockland Hospital by a passerby “The two boys were rushed to Rockland Hospital by a passerby, but while Akash was declared brought dead, Gyanendra is under treatment at Safdarjung Hospital where he was referred from AIIMS trauma centre. We have registered a case under IPC Section 279 (rash driving or riding on a public way) and 304A (causing death by negligence). Details of the accident are being verified,” said the oicer. A CISF personnel, who



was driving the truck and was on duty at the time of accident, was let of after a brief questioning session, said the police. Eyewitnesses told the police that after the accident, Kataria came under the wheels of the truck and Gyanendra was thrown a few meters away and was injured badly. “We have impounded both the vehicles. Family members of the victims have been informed. Kataria’s body was handed over to his family after post-mortem. We are trying to question witnesses to determine the sequence of the incident,” said another officer.



shaw puller. A police team investigating the case first nabbed the rickshaw puller who revealed that one Niyazu handed over an envelope to him to deliver it to the complainant. He also said that in lieu of this act, he was promised a sum of Rs.1 lakh by Niyazu. Niyazu (58) was apprehended and interrogated who further revealed that one day Munna asked him about the business and properties owned by the businessman and lured him by saying that he would get a share if he assisted him in extorting money from the man.



jun Nagar, Safdarjung Development Area, tilted dangerously on Sunday morning and rested on a third building. Fortunately, no casualties were reported and all three buildings were vacated by afternoon. First, the three-storied building in Arjun Nagar’s Cblock gave way and ended up leaning on a four-storied building. With no support, the two buildings subsequently rested on a third building. While the Delhi Disaster Management Authority oicials said that the buildings were soon demolished and the third building sealed, the exact reason for the tilt remains unknown. Oicials said the “building foundation was weak and the soil was dampened due to water seepage over time.” But, residents of the building said that after the last Earthquake on October 26, the 55 square yard building had developed cracks. Manik Lal, one of the residents, said that they shifted to the house nine years ago and



sam complains that the city becomes unliveable during winter. “I have a constant burning sensation in my eyes and a choking sensation in my chest. During winters, I have a wheezing problem, which worsens during late December and January. The government is doing little to ensure that there is any preventive healthcare ofered to the poorer sections of the society. I wear a mask sometimes…besides that there is nothing I can do,’’ he said. Also, people who want to go out during the festival season say that the polluted air is ‘spoiling the mood’. Ashutosh Gill from Minto Road notes that his family has avoided going out for shopping as his old parents are unable to bear the burning sensation in their eyes and chest. “My father is asthmatic and it is impossible for him to go out for his morning walks. Shopping can get too much for him,” he added.



2 dead in accident STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A woman was among two killed when the car she was in rammed into a round-about near Panchkuian Road on Sunday. The accident left three injured. Police said that the driver of the vehicle and a woman sitting beside him died due to the impact. The only clue, according to senior oicers, has been identity cards in the pockets of two of the youths (Mayank, a resident of Dehradun and Rakesh a resident of Haryana). The rest of the persons could not be identified.



Demolition of buildings in progress at Arjun Nagar. —PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



now they are left with nothing. With no construction taking place nearby, the residents are convinced that the buildings tilted because of the earthquake. “The efect of the tremors is sometimes not immediate. The damage is visible after sometime,” said Tajinder Singh, a resident of the third building. This incident brings back the debate over illegal construction. Experts say that 80 per cent of buildings in Delhi are unsafe and the Arjun Nagar incident is just an exam-



ple. “Common walls shouldn’t be there. But the cause of building tilt in itself is dangerous. “If liquification isn’t the reason and buildings tilt on its own, it’s a warning sign,” said Mahesh Tandon, president, Indian Association of Structural Safety. He said that Delhi is a tinder box and buildings are constructed in a haphazard manner with no safety measures taken. If a high-intensity earthquake hits, the damage will be very high.



Youth killed after brawl STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A young boy who was



assaulted by six youths, including a juvenile, in South East Delhi’s Okhla Industrial Area last week, succumbed to his injuries on Sunday. The deceased was the sole earning member of his family. It was on November 2 that the victim Suraj Kumar entered into an argument with the group over a petty issue leading to the attack. His friend



Amit claimed that in the past, too, the group had threatened him. Suraj stayed with his two siblings at the Indira Camp after their parents passed away three years ago. He was pursuing a Bachelor’s degree and had also taken up a job to look after his brothers. “He had an argument with his neighbours, Akshay and Raja over blocking a lane outside their hutment during which the youths attacked him with stones and iron rods,” said



Amit. The accused youths fled the scene after the incident. Suraj was rushed to the AIIMS where he underwent surgery. But, he died on Saturday. His body was handed over to the family members after an autopsy. One of the accused Raja was arrested. During interrogation, Raja said that Suraj often abused him and his friend Akshay and they had committed the murder in a fit of rage. The other accused are currently on the run.



READERS' MAIL Learn from Chandigarh Recently, I visited Chandigarh and Kurukshetra and I wish to share a note on one of the features of the visit. At Chandigarh, the Capital Complex Tour is a walking tour conducted thrice a day. Well-trained tourism police personnel lead groups of visitors to see a few of Le Corbusier’s architectural creations. At Kurukshetra, the Brahmasarovar Complex, the Srikrishna Museum and the Panorama and Science Centre are well maintained attractions. At the Brahmasarovar, the beat constable politely told us to get in touch with him should we face any issues. At the Srikrishna Museum, the security personnel were extra polite and courteous and added to the overall pleasant



experience. Most other heritage sites show signs of poor maintenance and tourist misbehaviour. Delhi has plenty of tourism potential and this must be realised by engaging well-informed, well-trained tourism ‘ambassadors’. R Swarnalatha, New Delhi



Ban commercial surrogacy This is with reference to the article written by Ms. Geeta Aravamudan on surrogacy. I would like to say that commercial surrogacy must be completely banned in India because it is a completely patriarchal notion. Feudal notions, the quest for an ‘own’ to inherit and to propagate the family line are at the bottom of this highly secretive industry, which operates through a front of IVF



clinics and advertises itself as ‘ART’ services in which surrogacy is never openly quoted. The propaganda of this industry romanticises motherhood, glorifies it and reinforces patriarchal stereotypes. The entire burden of infertility is placed on women in the customer couple by the propaganda. She is made to feel unequal to her biological task, but strangely enough the use of a ‘paid surrogate’ for completion is acceptable. Probably the propaganda caters to a class which is used to owing whatever it can buy. If commercial surrogacy is regulated through laws, why is there a need to ban the transaction of human organs? Deepika Jain, New Delhi



Commuters must have patience The Delhi Government’s plan to encourage public transport is a good initiative but switching from a private vehicle during the festival season is a bad idea. In the past week, I can recount five or six occasions when the automated doors of Metro trains did not close because of the overflowing passenger volume. This causes delays and rings alarm bells for the maintenance of the wagons also. Impatience of commuters is to blame for this. In their rush, people forget that the next one will follow shortly. All it takes is a few minutes of wait to make journeys comfortable and safe for commuters. Is this too much to ask for? G Sudershan Rao, Gurgaon



DELHI TODAY Photography: “Tales & Fables from India & Japan: Animation, Film & Photography” – photo exhibition at The Japan Foundation, 5A Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar IV, 10 a.m.–8 p.m. Photography: “Environmental Change on a Himalayan scale” - an exhibition by Professor Dr. Marcus Nuesser at Open Palm Court Gallery, India Habitat Centre, 10 a.m.–7 p.m. Paintings: Solo show of paintings by Meena Laishram at Convention Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 10 a.m.–8 p.m. Exhibition: Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt presents “Egyptian Folk Tales” an exhibition of fantasy stencils and collage-based monoprints by Mohamed Abla at Art Gallery, Annexe Building, India International Centre (IIC), 6:30 p.m. Music: Trikalaa Gurukulam presents “Anantham-Aanandam-A Journey Back to Godhead”, performance of



three Indian classical dance styles at C.D. Deshmukh Auditorium, Main Building, India International Centre (IIC), 6:15 p.m. Theatre: “The Tale of IYA” talk followed by the film screening at The Japan Foundation, 5A Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar IV, 2:30 p.m. Shriram Bharatiya Kala Kendra presents the 59th edition of the Ramlila. The Kendra’s Ramlila is ‘education through entertainment’ - where tradition presents mythology in a contemporary context. Produced and directed by Mrs. Shobha Deepak Singh. From 6.30 p.m. to 9.15 p.m. at Kendra Lawn, 1, Copernicus Marg. Tickets available at Kendra, 1, Copernicus Marg, New Delhi. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



Disclaimer: Readers are requested to verify & make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper. Published by N. Ram at Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860, Anna Salai, Chennai-600002 and Printed by S. Ramanujam at HT Media Ltd. Plot No. 8, Udyog Vihar, Greater Noida Distt. Gautam Budh Nagar, U.P. 201306, on behalf of KASTURI & SONS LTD., Chennai-600002. Editor: Malini Parthasarathy (Responsible for selection of news under the PRB Act).
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NO SOLUTION IN SIGHT



North Corporation, PWD bicker over shifting of transformers, removal of encroachments



Chandni Chowk redevelopment project caught in the crossfire MARIA AKRAM



T



he Chandni Chowk Redevelopment Plan has hit another hurdle as shifting of transformers and police check posts and removal of encroachments from pavements have become a bone of contention between the North Delhi Municipal Corporation and the Public Works Department. According to PWD oicials, there are two transformers on the southern side of the carriageway, from Red Fort to Fatehpuri, which were proposed to be shifted underground in the lawns of the Town Hall, which is owned by the North Corporation. The oicials said the corporation is now demanding Rs. 2.10 crore as annual rental charges. “The PWD will not be using their property for personal use and moreover, this project was initially theirs and it was later transferred to us,” said a senior PWD oicial. The civic agency at a meeting with the SRDC on Friday took up the matter as the corporation is ‘impeding the work’. “They are unnecessarily placing hurdles by making unreasonable demands.” The PWD oicials argued that the transformers would be taken underground and a park on the surface would be maintained. “Not that their space will be reduced.” North Corporation oicials are of the view that for using the corporation’s property they will have to pay charges. “Even if it is underground, our property is used. It is not our project,” said an oicial. In the project’s first phase, all utilities have to be taken underground and the PWD along with the BYPL has been working on the northern carriageway. This has cost the civic agency around Rs. 40 crore already. The work on the southern side is yet to start. Neither the PWD nor the North Corporation has come to a con-



The transformers would be taken underground and a park on the surface would be maintained. Not that their space will be reduced



sensus. SRDC oicials said a meeting with Union Power Minister Piyush Goel is sought to resolve the matter. “The project is delayed as work on relocation of transformers has stopped.” Even the High Court on Thursday expressed ire as Chandni Chowk road redevelopment had been stalled due to lack of coordination among agencies. Not only the transformers, the civic agencies have to relocate five police check posts from the northern side and pavements have to be cleared of encroachments. The PWD has to shift the check posts, but an alternative land is not available. “Instead of five police check posts, we have suggested to have two police check posts. Because the area is very congested and finding land within the proximity is diicult,” said a PWD oicial. The North Corporation is entrusted with the work to remove encroachments, including five re-



ligious structures. “It is a sensitive issue and we have asked the various religious committees to do it on their own. But it seems they are reluctant,” said a corporation oicial. PWD engineers said with many changes made in the original plan, the project has further delayed. The AAP government in August decided to drop trams proposal and instead have low-floor e-buses ply in the area. AAP MLA Alka Lamba told the Hindu that the DMRC proposed that the trams would ply beside the shops and would be a two-way track operating in a circular fashion, but that would cost as much as Rs. 800-1,000 crore, apart from the cost of the project. “Now, 100 battery-operated buses would come instead for as little as Rs. 20-30 crore and help in decongestion without causing pollution.” However, BJP leaders are mooting for trams. Sources in the government said the BJP leaders will



be soon meeting the SRDC board of directors and the Lieutenant Governor to include the trams in the Chandni Chowk redevelopment project. To this, Ms. Lamba said for eight years, the project was with the BJP - six years with the municipal corporation and one year under the L-G rule - but they didn’t do anything. “Now, when the AAP government is trying to expedite the project, they are hindering the work.” However, with the ongoing BJP-led corporation and the AAP government tussle, the traders are at the receiving end. Last year, for eight months, the northern side of the carriageway, from Fatehpuri to Red Fort, was dug up and work was moving at a snail’s pace. “We are fed up as our business sufers while they bicker. It is impossible to even walk in the area ,” said Sanjay Bhargava, general secretary, Chandni Chowk Sarv Vyapar Mandal.



‘Unmindful’ pruning leaves trees naked AKANKSHA JAIN NEW DELHI: Pruning helps maintain a strong tree structure and allow sunlight. But, in Saket, Malviya Nagar, and C R Park, trees are being chopped in the name of pruning, and in some cases, the entire crown is missing. Branches are being cut in the wrong place, which creates an entry point for pests. The authorities concerned said pruning is being carried out by the corporation with permission from the forest department. Lalima Dang, a resident of Saket, was shocked to see one morning that trees at a park in E block were deprived of almost all of their crown and



If there is any wrong pruning, people can send me their complaint on WhatsApp, says Somnath Bharti



branches for the sake of allowing sunlight. “Why are trees pruned for sunlight at a park? It is shocking to see naked trees,” she said. In Malviya Nagar and Sarvodaya Enclave, trees were pruned after some people approached area MLA Somnath Bharti’s oice and shared the danger the heavy branches posed and the obstruction



these caused for sunlight in winters. However, after the pruning, some concerned residents are crying foul that even the trees standing in the park have been pruned, while others have been cut without following scientific procedure. Padmavati Dwivedi, a resident of Sarvodaya Enclave, said branches were being chopped randomly. Same was the scene in Malviya Nagar where some trees at Bhagat Singh Park were being pruned. South Delhi forest department’s senior oicials confirmed having sanctioned such requests and added that once such a request is re-



ceived, permission of pruning is given to the MCD. When contacted, Mr. Bharti said, “We received requests from residents of some areas in my constituency that some trees were posing risk to their property. We have carried out pruning of only those trees and that too with due permission from the forest department.” On being told about the residents’ complaint, Mr. Bharti said, “See, for many years there was no pruning and now after a lot of eforts, it is being done for dangerous trees. However, if there is any wrong pruning, people can send me their complaint on WhatsApp.”



In Saket, Malviya Nagar and C R Park, trees are being chopped in the name of pruning, and in some cases, the entire crown is missing. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Things come full circle Satyendra Garg's pick by MHA takes him to the same ministry, which served a show cause notice on him



T



hings have come full circle for Satyendra Garg, the senior Delhi Police oicer, who was picked by the Union Ministry of Home Afairs as the new Joint Secretary (North East) last week. This move takes the 1987 batch IPS oicer from the Arunachal Goa Mizoram Union Territories (AGMUT) cadre to the same ministry, which, in 2013, had served a show cause notice on him and his three senior Delhi Police oicer colleagues for not discharging their duties when the December 16 gang rape occurred. Back then, Mr. Garg was the Joint Commissioner of Police (Traic). Soon he moved to Arunachal Pradesh only to return to the Delhi Police on a promotion, this time as a Special Commissioner in charge of the Legal Cell and Research Wing. Post his empanelment for posts at the level of joint secretary under the central staing scheme, several ministries had vacant posts (22 joint secretaries were appointed in the latest round), but it was the MHA, which chose him for a post where his multiple stints in North East are expected to come in handy. am Aadmi Party Ministers and oicebearers have appealed to the visitors at the Delhi



A



Secretariat not to ofer them gifts on Diwali. Outside their oices, the AAP Ministers have pasted a hand-written appeal – ‘Please don’t embarrass by ofering Diwali gifts, including idols of gods’. Instructions at the reception were given that anyone with gifts coming to meet any AAP member shouldn’t be allowed. “Accepting gifts from supporters is another kind of corruption and a way to oblige them,” said a party member. new parking scheme introduced in the Delhi High Court last week, encouraging lawyers to use the underground automated parking facility, is witnessing some teething troubles after initially providing clear passage to vehicles. Though there is no congestion in the surface parking area, chaos prevails inside the automated parking, leading to delay in retrieval of



A



DERC pulled up by appellate tribunal SWETA GOSWAMI NEW DELHI: At a time when the



role of Delhi’s power regulator has been reinforced by the High Court, the Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission (DERC) has been pulled up the Appellate Tribunal for Electricity (APTEL). In a stronglyworded order, the APTEL has criticised the commission for ‘non-compliance’ of its direction for filing a counter aidavit on a petition filed by the city’s distribution companies. The petition challenged the DERC’s decision to disallow a number of charges in the power purchase adjustment costs (PPAC) of the discoms. Warning the power regulator, the tribunal said if it does not comply with its directive, it should be ‘ready to pay heavy cost for non-compliance’. It gave two weeks to the DERC to file the counter aidavit in the case. “We warn the DERC to be careful in future and comply with orders of this tribunal, otherwise be ready to pay heavy cost for non-compliance, irrespective of the fact that the DERC is a State commission just like the lower court in civil matters,” the tribunal said. The appeal filed by BSES Rajdhani and Tata Power in the APTEL challenged the disallowances in the DERC’s PPAC order issued on June 12, 2015. The regulator in its order disallowed generation (MUs) and



The petition challenged the DERC’s decision to disallow a number of charges in the Power Purchase Adjustment Costs of the discoms all associated costs attributed to the power plants in Anta, Auraiya and Dadri. Speaking to The Hindu, DERC chairperson P. D. Sudhakar said, “We refused to recognise the power procured form these three gas stations as the discoms had renewed power purchase agreements with them without the commission’s approval.” Besides, the discoms have sought two per cent normative rebate in the surcharge, including fixed cost of regulated plants like Rithala plant. The APTEL’s directions came after the DERC was given two weeks’ time to file the counter aidavit. The tribunal in the last hearing had extended the deadline for filing the affidavit. After hearing the submission of the regulator, the tribunal said, “No more time shall be granted to the commission. In the past too, the DERC was given time to file the counter aidavit and reply, but it did not comply with the orders of this tribunal… Rejoinder, if any, be filed within a week thereafter,” the tribunal said. The matter will now be heard on December 2.



vehicles. The High Court Bar Association has attributed the confusion to the shortage of lift operators and other employees in the automated parking. While only one person deployed at the accounts window is unable to deal with the long queue, retrieval of vehicles becomes diicult in the absence of the advocates’ identification numbers. The HCBA, which has asked its members to deposit Rs. 550 as refundable security towards issue of radio frequency identification tags for parking, has requested the High Court’s administration to allow the drivers working for valet facility to retrieve vehicles for a month in order to encourage lawyers to use automated parking. HCBA president Rajiv Khosla has written to the High Court’s Building Maintenance Committee chairman, Justice S. Ravindra Bhat, with the request to consider suggestions for streamlining the parking inside and outside the High Court compound to avoid congestion, and also ensure smooth flow of traic on Sher Shah Road, where the court building is situated. Contributed by Shubhomoy Sikdar, Maria Akram and Mohammed Iqbal



DMRC staf on hunger strike SWETA GOSWAMI NEW DELHI: The protesting non-



executive employees of the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) have begun a hunger strike, claiming that their demands for salary restructuring are going unheard by the administration. As many as 3,600 employees, mainly technicians, are taking turns to protest at Jantar Mantar and at the seven metro depots. As many as 32 of them have already been hospitalised. Members of the staf council are likely to meet the administration on Monday to reach a consensus. The demand letter, a copy of which is with The Hindu, states that the salaries of technicians be revised from Rs. 8,000-14,140 to Rs. 10,17018,500. For senior technicians, they have demanded a hike from Rs. 10,170-18,500 to Rs. 14,000-26,950, and for head technicians, from Rs. 14,00026,950 to Rs. 16,000-30,770. According to Kuldeep Maan, general secretary, DMRC Employees Union, the employees fear that once the Seventh Pay Commission is implemented, their problems with the corporation will be quashed. “We have been the victims of the DMRC’s exploitation since 2007. Our protest has been on for long, but nothing has happened. On November 3, we decided to extend the protest to Jantar Mantar and on November 5 the employees began their hunger strike,” he said.



PUCL condemns govt ‘hostility’ towards writers, filmmakers STAFF REPORTER DELHI: The People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) has condemned the BJP-ruled Union government’s ‘hostility’ towards writers, filmmakers, actors, scientists, and historians, who had returned their awards in protest against the ‘intolerance in the country’.



NEW



Nazi-like attitude In a statement by its national president Prabhakar Sinha and general secretary V. Suresh, the PUCL criticised the government for ‘its Nazi-like attitude to the members of a particular community for not toeing the line of the government’. The government had lashed out at the protesters instead of engaging with them, the PUCL said. Paper rebellion “Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has termed it a manuCM YK



factured paper rebellion. Telecom Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad has alleged they are protesting because they hate Modiji,” said the statement. The PUCL said the attack on Shah Rukh Khan by BJP general secretary Kailash Vijayvargiya and MP Yogi Adityanath showed the ‘vituperative reaction of the ruling party’.



DEATH



Growing intolerance The actor had spoken about growing intolerance in the country when Yogi Adityanath compared him to Hafeez Saeed, the mastermind of the 2008 Mumbai attacks.



Please contact: 011-43579797 from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m
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Metro conducts safety audit of Jahangirpuri-Samaypur Badli stretch SWETA GOSWAMI NEW DELHI: After two cancellations,



safety audit of the 4.49-km Jahangirpuri-Samaypur Badli stretch of the Delhi Metro has finally been conducted by the Commissioner of Metro Rail Safety (CMRS). With this, the line could be open for public as early as the end of this month. Although relatively small with just three stations, the stretch which is an extension of the Huda City Centre –Jahangirpuri (Yellow line) is bound to make commuting easier for lakhs of people residing in North Delhi areas like Jahangirpuri, Samaypur Badli, Transport Nagar, G.T. Karnal



Road and parts of Rohini. At present, Jahangirpuri is one of the terminal stations on the Yellow line and its commuters have to change multiple trains to get to the heart of the Capital. The average ridership on this section is expected to be around 30,000. This part of the line has been ready since September, but the CMRS had to postpone the mandatory inspection of the line twice before finally conducting it on November 4 and 5. Trial runs on the Delhi Metro’s Jahangirpuri-Samaypur Badli corridor began on July 3. Metro oicials had then said that the commissioner had not cited any



specific reason for the cancellations and rather had just mentioned some “urgent work” in his communication. The application inviting the CMRS for the audit was sent by the DMRC on September 9. Once operational, after the trial runs and mandatory approvals, the length of the Yellow line from HUDA City Centre in Gurgaon to Samaypur Badli will be 49 km. The three elevated stations under this section include Haiderpur, Rohini Sector 18 and Samaypur Badli. By 2016, the ridership on this route is expected to touch 7,186 at Badli; 11,133 at Rohini Sector-18 and 10,262 at Samaypur Badli.
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Kabaddi tournament in Bisada DAMINI NATH NOIDA: Bisada village, where



a Muslim man was lynched for allegedly slaughtering a cow and eating the meat in September, will host a special kabaddi tournament starting Monday. The Sadhbhavna (goodwill) Kabaddi Tournament, being organised by the Gautam Budh Nagar district administration and police, aims to bring together the Hindus and Muslims of the village through sport. The tournament, which will see 12 teams compete, will be inaugurated by District Magistrate N.P. Singh and Senior Superintendent



EDUCATIONAL



of Police (SSP) Kiran S. on Monday morning. The final match in the tournament and the prize distribution will be held on Tuesday. Apart from Bisada, there are teams from the neighbouring areas like Bulandshahr. “We are aiming to bring together the communities in Bisada through this tournament,” said a district police spokesperson. Bisada, which is in Dadri tehsil, was catapulted onto the national and international spotlight when 50year-old Mohammad Akhlaq was beaten to death by a Hindu mob who accused him of eating beef.
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According to developers, about 62 per cent of unsold real-estate is in areas that are currently uninhabitable, a problem compounded by delays in regulatory clearances and litigation. — FILE PHOTO ASHOK KUMAR GURGAON: Despite the recent rate cut by



the Reserve Bank of India and festive season ofers by developers, investment in property has remained low in and around National Capital Region (NCR) due to lack of confidence in the state of the economy, delay in projects execution, lack of fresh employment generation and overall slowdown, a recent study by ASSOCHAM revealed. “The sentiment in the housing market is low key. Prices have almost crashed — be it Rohini, Dwarka, South Delhi, Noida or Gurgaon. The prices are down by 25-30 per cent as compared to the last two years,” said ASSOCHAM Secretary-General D. S. Rawat. The festive season is considered an auspicious time for buying a home and contributes to over 30 per cent of annual realty sales. However, the study, a survey of nearly 125 NCR real-estate developers, revealed that demand for property has decreased by nearly 30 per cent over the last year. Adding to the problems are inordinate delays in getting approvals from multiple regulations and authorities resulting in cost and times overruns, said developers. The resale or second-



ary market is also dull this festival season as there is very little resale, adds the survey. According to developers, about 62 per cent of unsold real-estate is in areas that are currently uninhabitable, a problem compounded by delays in regulatory clearances and litigation. The NCR residential market has an estimated 1,70,000 units of unsold inventory, which is approximately 30 per cent of the units under construction. There are nearly 8.5 million workers engaged in building and other construction activities in India. The ticket price for three-bedroom, two-BHK and single-room flats has seen correction by 30 per cent in Noida, 25 per cent in Gurgaon and 15 per cent in some key areas of Delhi but still, the demand stays subdued. Modular kitchen, LED TVs and ACs are among the most common freebies on ofer this Diwali. Some developers are even ofering hefty discounts to the basic sale price for early investors and taking just five to per cent of the house price as booking amount and that too in instalments, with balance payment on possession. Many others warned of sharp revision in property rates post-Diwali. However, the lure of freebies has failed to charm home buyers so far.
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CHANGE OF NAME



It is for general information that I Sushil Kumar Sharma S/O Ramveer Sharma residing at A 81 Nand Nikunj Ghaziabad U.P. declare that name of my father has been wrongly written as Raj Kumar Sharma in my PAN card. The actual name of my father is Ramveer Sharma respectively which may be amended accordingly.
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45 RM Business Class Hotel at Trivandrum city. 09847060167, 09446557631
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Akali Dal appeals to Sikhs to reject anti-panthic forces



LUCKNOW: The BSP on Sunday



“Some vested interests exploiting Sikh sentiments over incidents of sacrilege” CHANDIGARH: The Shiromani Akali Dal on Sunday asked the Sikhs to reject ‘anti-panthic and anti-Punjab forces’ saying they wanted to destroy the institution of Akal Takht to divide and weaken the community. Led by party secretary general Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa, SAD leaders Ranjit Singh Brahmpura, Balwinder Singh Bhundurand and Daljit Singh Cheema said it was clear from the recent events that some vested interests were exploiting Sikh sentiments arising out of the ghastly incidents of sacrilege. “These forces must know that the incidents of sacrilege were planned and executed by anti-national forces and they should not play into the hands of such forces,” they said. Asserting that convening of ‘Sarbat Khalsa’ by a section of Sikhs at



Amritsar on November 10 was a “direct challenge” to the Akal Takth, Mr. Dindsa said it would only result in taking the State back to the earlier turbulent times. The move was against the interest of peace-loving Punjabis as well as the Sikh community which did not want the return of the old dark era at any cost, he added. Stressing that the Akal Takht was supreme, the SAD leaders made an appeal to the organisers of the congregation planned for November 10 not to do anything which would harm the great institution. “The Sikh community has protected this institution from various conquerors who wanted to destroy Sikhism by targeting the Akal Takht. No one could succeed in destroying the Sikh spirit,” they said.



The leaders also asserted that the Sikh community has always remained united against oppressors. “Now a situation has arisen in which Sikhs like you who are part of the community have taken upon yourselves to weaken the community. You should desist from such designs and repose your trust in the Akal Takht,” Mr. Cheema said. The SAD leaders also urged the Sikh community and the people of the State to take into account the history of the people who were organising the so called ‘Sarbat Khalsa’. They said these people, who were not even maintaining the maryada (tradition) for holding such a conference, had in the past practised divisive politics and even preached a hate agenda. “There is no place in present day Punjab for



65 public servants convicted in Haryana CHANDIGARH: As many as 65 public ser-



vants have been convicted in 51 cases under the Prevention of Corruption Act in Haryana in the last one year. “Keeping in view the State government’s commitment towards providing good governance by putting a check on corruption, 65 public servants and eight others have been convicted in 51 cases under the Prevention of Corruption Act between October 26, 2014 and October 18, 2015,” a State Vigilance Bureau spokesperson said. A total of 213 cases have been registered by the Bureau during this period and raids were conducted in relation to 190 of these cases, he said. Between this time period, 124 inquiries were registered of which 80 have



been finalised. On the basis of these inquiries, 23 cases have been registered against public servants, the spokesperson said. Detailing enhanced measures taken by Haryana Government during the first year of its tenure, he said Chief Vigilance Oicers were appointed in all departments and reports were sent to the government for change in procedures to stop or curtail avenues for corruption. Moreover, 151 source reports were generated against public servants for malpractices. A large number of these reports were sent to the departments concerned for action, the spokesperson added. - PTI



Reply sought from DGP on plea by Amitabh Thakur LUCKNOW: The Allahabad High Court



has sought a reply from the Director General of Police, Uttar Pradesh, and the Principal Secretary (Home) on a writ petition by suspended IPS oicer Amitabh Thakur seeking a direction to the state government to transfer the investigation of a criminal case lodged against him on corruption charges. A Lucknow division bench of justice Ajai Lamba and justice Brijesh Kumar Srivastava-ll gave this order on Friday on the petition. The petitioner alleged that the investigation into this case is not be-



ing conducted independently and sought transfer of the investigation to an “appropriate” oicer. The case under Prevention of Corruption Act against Amitabh Thakur, husband of activist Nutan Thakur, was filed at Gomtinagar police station here. On behalf of the state government, senior advocate J N Mathur, along with advocate Rishad Murtaza, appeared and sought time for filing a counter aidavit, which was granted by the High Court while listing the matter on December 12. -PTI



such an agenda as people of the State want peace and progress and want to take their State forward and not back into an age of darkness,” the leaders said. They said SAD was doing its best to ensure that the incidents of sacrilege did not cause disharmony in Punjab. “We have succeeded in that with peace and communal harmony being maintained in Punjab despite the grave provocations by anti-Punjab forces,” they said. They also pointed out the various steps taken by Punjab government including forming a judicial commission headed by a retired High Court judge to look into the incidents of sacrilege, formation of a SIT team and also handing over the case for a CBI probe. - PTI



termed the Bihar election results as “historic” and said the people have handed over a “crushing” defeat to “communal forces”. “Results of Bihar elections are historic. The people have handed out a crushing defeat to communal forces, led by the BJP and Prime Minister Narenrdra Modi, which were disturbing harmony by sowing seeds of hatred,” Leader of Opposition in Uttar Pradesh Assembly Swami Prasad Maurya said.



The BSP leader said: “With the power of vote, the people of Bihar have crushed communal forces. This is BJP’s second defeat after Delhi, but it has not learned any lesson. “This election was contested directly under the leadership of Narendra Modi and he held 40-45 rallies there; after the manner in which people have rejected them, he (Modi) should introspect.” “Lalu and Nitish’s victory is the victory of democratic values. Modi made populist promises, but he



miserably failed in fulfilling them. At last the BJP was left with polarisation of votes as the last weapon, which was rejected by the people,” Mr. Maurya said. Uttar Pradesh Congress Committee president Nirmal Khatri said it was “victory of the people of Bihar”. He alleged that SP supremo Mulayam Singh and BSP chief Mayawati used all tactics to ensure victory of BJP in Bihar, but they were rejected by the people. - PTI



WEATHER WATCH (City-wise reading yesterday) For metros highlighted, readings show max temperature



Delhi | 29.0° C



Kolkata | 32.8° C



Mumbai | 00.0° C Hyderabad | 32.6° C



Bengaluru | 36.5° C



Chennai | 31.1° C



Image & Data: India Meteorological Department



Forecast for Monday: Heavy to very heavy rain would occur at a few places over north Tamil Nadu with extremely heavy fall at isolated places and heavy rain at isolated places over south Tamil Nadu, south Coastal Andhra Pradesh, Rayalaseema, south interior Karnataka and Kerala. Fishermen are advised not to venture into sea along and off Tamil Nadu & Puducherry coasts. Fog at NE region, Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Delhi, north Rajasthan. Max Min Agartala Ahmedabad Allahabad Aizawl Bengaluru Bhopal Bhubaneswar Chandigarh Chennai Coimbatore Dehradun Gangtok Goa Guwahati



31.0 34.9 32.6 29.3 28.5 33.0 32.8 28.3 31.1 31.3 29.2 16.2 34.0 28.2



17.7 17.0 21.3 11.7 19.3 19.2 21.6 14.7 25.1 22.6 12.2 11.4 24.0 14.3



Max Min Hubballi Hyderabad Imphal Jaipur Kohima Kolkata Kochi Kozhikode Kurnool Lucknow Madurai Mangaluru Mumbai Mysuru



32.0 32.6 30.1 30.1 22.0 32.8 32.0 33.4 35.1 32.2 27.0 34.3 36.5 28.9



21.0 21.7 20.6 20.6 9.00 22.5 23.0 23.6 22.0 16.3 24.1 24.4 20.7 19.0



Max Min New Delhi Patna Port Blair Pune Puducherry Raipur Ranchi Shillong Shimla Srinagar Vijayawada Visakhapatnam Thiruvananthapuram Tiruchi



29.0 31.5 32.6 33.1 25.2 33.2 30.0 19.6 19.2 12.4 33.5 31.0 31.5 26.3



17.1 18.7 24.9 17.0 24.2 20.7 15.0 9.70 7.50 4.90 22.3 24 .0 23.8 24.5



Bail refused to Sadhvi Pragya MUMBAI: The special court for



Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act cases has rejected the bail application of Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur, a key accused in the 2008 Malegaon blast case. Sadhvi had moved the application last month on the ground that she was sufering from breast cancer. However, special NIA prosecutor Avinash Rasal argued that she was getting proper medical treatment at government hospitals while in judicial custody. She owned the motorcycle used to plant the bomb and there was no evidence that it had been sold to anyone else at the time of the crime, he said. Recently, the court also rejected the bail pleas of Lt Col Prasad Purohit, Dyanand Pandey alias Swami Amritanand Dev, Rakesh Dhawade and Major (retd) Ramesh Upadhyay, all coaccused in the case. Twelve persons, including the Sadhvi and Purohit, were arrested for carrying out a blast at Malegaon, a predominantly Muslim town in north Maharashtra, on September 29, 2008, killing six persons and injuring 100. Booked under MCOCA The accused have been booked under stringent MCOCA, the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) and Indian Penal Code. Following a Supreme Court order, a special court has been constituted to exclusively hear the case. Sadhvi is also an accused in the case related to the murder of RSS activist Sunil Joshi in Madhya Pradesh. -PTI CM YK
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Greater weightage to be Betting big on the realty boom given for theory in ISC exam Jews are planning to settle down in Israel after selling their property in Andhra Pradesh



which is control.



RAHUL DEVULAPALLI



Change in marking scheme evokes mixed response from students and teachers TANU KULKARNI BENGALURU: The Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE) has changed the marking scheme of its Class XII examinations from 2016 onwards. Under the new scheme, greater weightage will be given to theory. Hitherto, equal weightage was given to theory and practicals in six subjects -- Indian classical music (Hindustani), Indian classical music (Carnatic), western music, computer science, fashion designing and physical education. But from the 2016 examination, there will be 70 per cent weightage to theory and 30 per cent to practicals. This initiative, understandably, has evoked mixed response. Robin Colaco, ISC coordinator at the St Joseph’s Boys High School, said that the



As many as 71,141 students from 909 schools in India have registered for the ISC exam.



move could put at disadvantage students who are good at practicals but weak in theory. “Giving equal weightage was probably a better option,” he said. However, he said that the move may help streamline admissions after Class XII. Gerry Arathoon, Chief Executive Oicer and Secretary of CISCE, said that the move was initiated to take into consideration the requirements of the universities. “While



all subjects already had a 70:30 pattern of marking, these six subjects had a 50:50 and universities insisted that the students have the 70:30 one. To make it easier for students, we have decided to shift to this model,” he said. All school heads have been informed about the change.As many as 71,141 students from 909 schools ailiated to the council all over India have registered for the ISC exam and will appear



for 58 diferent subjects comprising 15 Indian languages, eight foreign languages and three classical languages. A Class XII student who has taken up physical education as one of her subjects said that the move would help bring about uniformity and also help them as it would facilitate easier access to higher education institutions. Srikantham Nagendra Shastry, head of the department of music, Maharani’s Arts College, said the move would make students bookworms who treat music as history and science but hardly help them become practical musicians. He urged the authorities to rethink on this matter. John Zachariah Principal, Bishop Cotton Boys School, however said that it was a step in the right direction.



HYDERABAD: On October 22, when the who’s who of the country descended on Amaravati, the new dream capital of Andhra Pradesh, tensions between Palestinians and Jews reached another flashpoint in the city of Nablus, situated to the north of Jerusalem. Well aware of both the developments were a group of people from Kothareddypalem of Guntur district, just 40 km from Amaravati. The self-proclaimed Telugu-speaking members of Jewish tribe “Ephraim” have started making grand plans to shift to Israel, thanks to the real estate boom in and around the new A.P. capital. “Price of land in our locality has shot up 20 times. We are trying to raise money hoping that we will have enough to settle down in Israel,” said 66-year-old Shmuel Yacobi, representative of



Shmuel Yacobi says he will travel to Israel in December to zero in on the proposed site near Nablus city. — PHOTO: T. VIJAYA KUMAR



over 50 families who shot to limelight a decade ago when they claimed their ancestry to a Jewish tribe. “We have formally approached the Israeli government to help us migrate and ofer citizenship but the process is taking time. So, we have decided to buy



a piece of land with our own money and build guest houses as well as mobile homes on that plot.” According to Mr. Yacobi, he will be travelling to Israel in December to zero in on the proposed site near Nablus city



under



Palestinian



‘Youth keen on relocating’ “Once we set up a centre there, we will take our people in batches of 10. They will be educated on the culture, language and ways of the country. Employment also would not be an issue as I have already been ofered a teaching post in an educational institution. Agriculture and technology are other lucrative sectors to find jobs,” said Mr. Yacobi, who has visited Israel more than half a dozen times and has a son who is settled in Tel Aviv. In the past, security agencies had arrested members of an Islamic terrorist module who allegedly wanted to target the community. Though the tribe members maintained that they have followed Jewish customs and were converted to Christianity after their migration to India, some have expressed doubts.



Minister to inaugurate STP at Sabarimala SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT PATHANAMTHITTA: The modern sewage treatment plant (STP) at Sabarimala is ready for commissioning. Minister for Devaswoms V.S. Sivakumar will inaugurate the STP at the temple Sannidhanam on Tuesday.



Rs. 22.5-crore project The Rs. 22.5-crore STP is located in a low-level area near Malikappuram, enabling gravity flow of the sewage into the STP.



CM YK



The trial run of the plant is under progress. Sewage is treated under a highly sophisticated and evolved process that includes anaerobic treatment, aerobic treatment, and ozonation. The sewage treatment plant has been constructed by the Kochi-based Vasco Environmental India Pvt. Ltd. on behalf of the Hyderabadbased Ramky Constructions Pvt. Ltd. The Chennai-based Pithavadian and Partners Ltd. is the consultant for the project.



Trial run in progress at the modern sewage treatment plant at Sabarimala.
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The sad plight of prisoners in Bihar 1,800-page report describes many cases of custodial torture, delay in filing of charges



|9



Mars Orbiter Mission is in good nick, says ISRO chief GANESH PRABHU



SUVOJIT BAGCHI KOLKATA: A couple of years ago,



prisoner Devi [name changed] of the Seikhpura prison in south Bihar was alone in the woman ward, when Devendra Ram, a jail staf member, came in and groped her. According to Devi, she rushed to the gate only to find that two other inmates (Sanjay and Rama Singh) were standing outside the gate. She says the two were “standing there with the intention of guarding the gate to facilitate the rape.” Despite her many requests, the jailor refused to meet her. Ms. Devi The report also focusses on the condition of juveniles and aged says no action has been taken prisoners. — FILE PHOTO: RANJEET KUMAR so far, and her medical examination was conducted after a nials, five reasons are cited as of the case status and the law“area of concern” in the cases yer,” says the survey titled delay of 14 days. ‘Status Report-2015, Based on Allegations are plenty in of torture. Those are “delay of nearly Survey, Inspection and Analymany of Bihar’s 58 prisons, according to a voluminous re- two weeks in conducting sis.’ The committee visited 58 port commissioned by the Bi- medical examination; delay of jails and interviewed 30,070 har State Legal Services nearly two years in filing of prisoners, including 26 termiAuthority (BSLSA) and en- charge sheet and two years in nally ill and 102 mentally chaldorsed by the senior-most framing of charges.” Besides, lenged. The number of prisoners in judge of the State. The 1,800- the victims told an investigapage report, perhaps the first tion committee that they need of medical attention was of its kind to make it to the could not “aford private law- 176. Besides custodial torture public domain, has graphical- yers;” legal aid panel lawyers and denial of justice, the rely described many cases of refused to fight cases of cus- port focuses on the physical todial rape and torture. More- condition of the inmates, the custodial torture. On the basis of testimo- over, the “victim [is] unaware condition of juveniles and



Country not lagging in higher education: Smriti STAFF REPORTER



aged prisoners, remission and prison punishments. “A majority of the prisoners said they were brought from police stations to the court for production. In the court, they were kept in the court lockup and were not taken to the magistrate,” according to a case scenario. Another scenario under the chapter on inmates’ access to the judicial process says many prisoners were brought from police stations to courts. Then they “were kept standing at the back side of the court room and the magistrate did not interact with them.” Then, they were sent to “court lock up…kept there for hours and brought to prison.” Going by such testimonials, the report concludes that at least 2,799 prisoners are “in need” of legal aid. “In most cases, they do not have access to lawyers, [and] there actually exists no mechanism for prisoners to meet lawyers. However, the prisoners are at the centre of the criminal justice system but they are denied access to justice, and this is perhaps true for all jails of the country,” said Smita Chakraburtty, who headed the committee that



produced the report on behalf of Human Rights Law Network, a Delhi-based legal aid group. The report, howsoever commendable, indicates that the State has failed to provide justice to prisoners in many ways. But the senior-most judge of Bihar, Justice V. N. Sinha, as the head of the BSLSA, commissioned the report and even brought it to the public domain. Arguing why he has commissioned the report, Justice Sinha said in the foreword that as the BSLSA chairperson, he was “conscious” of his “responsibilities towards prisoners as they were not only entitled to legal services…but also access to justice” and the BSLSA is required to “at least hear their voice in person.” He, however, acknowledges that justice could not be delivered. “For a prisoner to step into the Legal Aid Clinic and ask for a lawyer, he has to cross socio-economic and psychological hurdle(s). Given the demography of the prisoners, it is but obvious that the Legal Aid Clinic, though fully functional in its capacity, fail to reach out to each of the prisoners.”



KOLKATA: Human Resource DeVIJAYAWADA: Amateur archaeol-



The Minister said there was lack of awareness among Indian researchers with regard to patents



getting their research works published in international journals was among the key reasons for the current situation. “One of the criteria for featuring in global rankings is the number of foreign students in the related institutions,” Ms. Irani said. She also said that on December 25 she would dedicate the digitised version of 29 under graduate (UG) books to the nation. She termed the initiative as “E UG Shala.”



ogists Y. Ramakrishna Reddy and Lakshmi Kanta Reddy, have stumbled upon Mesolithic period rock paintings at Gandikota Fort in Kadapa district. The duo is serving in government departments have shown interest in archaeology. Mr. Ramakrishna Reddy, working as conductor in the Proddutur bus depot of AP State Road Transport Corporation (APSRTC) and Mr. Lakshmi Kanta Reddy, a police constable in APSP battalion, Siddhavatam, were on a visit to the fort when they discovered the paintings. They found the paintings on the rocky surface at Peddakona, also known as Dongalakona, located next to Farah Bagh area on the way from the Anantapadmanabha temple of the fort to the gorge of the river Penna. The paintings representing



New book rues the destruction of Mumbai’s poor neighbourhoods RAHI GAIKWAD MUMBAI: The posh areas of the island city have remained untouched by the marauding effects of real estate development. However, working class neighbourhoods like LalbaugParel in central Mumbai — which was also the seat of the historic mill workers’ strike of 1982 — have been completely ravaged by malls and high rises and its inhabitants evicted. The collusion of money, mafia and politics that brought about this transformation is the subject of a fictional novel in Marathi Lust for Lalbaug by IAS oicer and author Vishwas Patil. Noted scientist and former Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Anil Kakodkar released the book on Sunday at the Bharatmata



Over 200-year-old Kali idol stolen RANGIYA (ASSAM): An idol of Goddess Kali, which was more than 200-year-old and made of gold worth Rs. 2 crore, was stolen from a temple here in Assam’s Kamrup (Rural) district, police said on Sunday. Unidentified miscreants broke open the doors of the Jayantipur Kali Temple and stole the idol along with the gold ornaments adorning it last night, the police said. A massive search operation has been launched and a dog squad pressed into service to nab the culprits. The idol was gifted by Ahom King Lakshmi Singh to Ratneshwar Buzarbaruah, a resident of the area, in 1770 and whose descendants later donated it to the temple. — PTI



CM YK



Cinema in Parel, an integral part of the former mill colonies. “The book chiefly explores the connection between the underworld and the overworld, the nexus of politicians, bureaucrats and mill owners and how they systematically sold of FSI worth Rs. 14,000 crore,” Mr. Patil told The Hindu on the sidelines of the launch function. “I have seen powerful people from close quarters. I, therefore, needed a big canvass to present this spectacle of deals and sell ofs.” Many of Mr. Patil’s family members worked in the mills and he nurtures fond memories of growing up in the area. However, he is uneasy with the transformation of the area from a textile town to a commercial hub. “Nothing has happened to



Malabar Hill [one of Mumbai’s most residential expensive places], but the Mumbai where the poor lived has been destroyed many times over in the name of development. The poor have been thrown out of the city. I have seen both phases of Lalbaug, as a boy queuing up outside a common toilet and as an administrator,” Mr. Patil said. Mr. Patil’s book is replete with the sights and smells of the erstwhile Lalbaug-Parel. He recalls how as a boy he was detained by the local police for carrying a suspicious bag. When the bag was opened it contained ‘bhakri’ and dry fish, which the station oicer ate with relish as it reminded him of his mother. “When I see the high rises, I am reminded of the aroma of the ‘bhakris’,” Mr. Patil said.



The Peddakona and Gandikota rock paintings discovered in Kadapa district.



geometrical designs are seen on a big boulder executed in red ochre. The lines painted in the shape of rectangles, triangles and circles denote abstract forms of some animals. Based on the information given by Mr. Ramakrishna Reddy, archaeologist and



CEO of The Cultural Centre of Vijayawada (CCV) E. Sivanagi Reddy inspected the site and confirmed that the rock paintings belong to the Mesolithic period datable to 10,000-8000 B.C. Dr. Reddy said that the paintings executed on a big



Future plans To a query, he said Chandrayaan-2 would carry a lander and a rover. It would help in having a controlled landing on the surface of the moon.



SHIV SAHAY SINGH KOLKATA: Female butterflies are



better than their male counterparts at mimicking noxious and unpalatable butterflies, which helps them avoid bird predators, according to a study by scientists of the National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bengaluru, and the National University of Singapore. They achieve this mimicry The butterflies achieve the by changing their wing col- mimicry by changing their oration and patterns over wing coloration and patterns. long evolutionary periods. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT nature — this phenomenon of changing colours of their wings to escape from their predators is crucial to their survival.



rock (5.0 mts x 2.00 mts) and vary in size from 1.5 mts to 2.00 mts in length and 0.50 mts to 6.5 mts in height in outline and rendering is done with a single thick brush stroke. Similar paintings of the mesolithic period were earlier noticed in the same district at Chintagunta and Dappalle and Kethavasam in Kurnool district and Bollaram in Mahbubnagar district, according to N. Chandramauli, a specialist in rock art studies of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. Dr. Reddy said that the CCV will take up the work of documentation of these rock paintings under a Digital Heritage project soon. He requested oicials of the Archaeological Survey of India, the custodians of Gandikota, a medieval fort, to erect signages and legend boards on the importance of these rock paintings for the benefit of tourists and research scholars in history.



ISRO Chairman A.S. Kiran Kumar handing over the certificate to a student at the graduation day ceremony of SMV Institute of Technology and Management in Udupi district on Sunday.



The rover would move on the surface of the moon. It would collect data and send it to Earth. Chandrayaan-2 was likely to be launched in 2017 or 2018. The ISRO was planning to launch Aditya, the satellite, which would help in studying solar eclipses on continuous basis and also other aspects of the Sun. The ISRO had also set up a study team which was studying the future programmes to be taken by the organisation. The team would study if there was a need for another Mars Mission or the need to go to Venus or asteroids. “The team is going to come up with a study report. The ISRO also



has an advisory committee headed by scientist U.R. Rao, which will take a decision on future missions,” he said. All the five payloads of the Astrosat, the dedicated multiwavelength space observatory launched by the ISRO in September, were functioning well. The four payloads on it were returning data and its systems were working well. In the immediate future, the ISRO planned to increase its launch frequencies. GSAT-15, a communication satellite, would be launched on November 10. There would be a launch every month from December 2015 to March 2016.



Intolerance: ‘media response disappointing’ STAFF REPORTER BHUBANESWAR: N. Ram, Chair-



man, Kasturi & Sons Ltd., said news media and journalists en masse have not done justice to the gravity of climate of intolerance prevailing in the country and have not risen full-throatedly to the challenge like writers, film-makers and academic historians. Delivering the Pradyumna Kishore Bal Memorial Lecture 2015 here on Sunday, Mr. Ram said, “There is not a shred of doubt in anyone’s mind about who the assailants are. The Sangh Parivar’s fingerprints are there behind every assault during the period the Narendra Modi government has been in oice.” “The crescendo of voices against the assaults on free speech, reason, and the scientific temper are gathering mass, getting louder, and being heard from all over India. Writers, film-makers, academic historians, scientists and other intellectuals are



speaking up, protesting spiritedly in various ways, as we have not witnessed for a long time,” Mr. Ram observed. Analysing media’s response to the issue, he said, “To be fair, they have given some space to the various statements of protest. Newspapers have written editorials, for the most part, cautious, against intolerance and in defence of free speech. News television channels have fielded debates on the subject, with the anchors usually playing neutral umpire, adopting the posture that much can be said on both sides.” On coverage of the Bihar election, he said, “Never has the credibility of opinion polling and exit polling commissioned by the major news television channels taken such a body blow as it has done this time,” Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik handed over citation to B. Chittiama who won this year’s prestigious Pradyumna Bal Memorial Award.



Punjab releases Rs. 71 crore towards payment of cane arrears



For a peaceful Diwali



VIKAS VASUDEVA



Border Security Force personnel light candles along the fence ahead of Diwali at the Indo-Bangladesh Border in South Dinajpur district of West Bengal on Sunday. — PHOTO: PTI



Female butterflies better than male in fooling predators, reveals study



Visual mimics In the natural world, mimicry is not entertainment; and for butterflies — one of the most striking visual mimics in



Space Research Organisation Chairman A.S. Kiran Kumar said on Sunday that the health of the Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM) or Mangalyaan was extremely good. Speaking to presspersons after participating in the Graduation Day ceremony of SMV Institute of Technology and Management (SMVITM) here in Karnataka, Mr. Kumar said that the ISRO had a programme in Bengaluru on November 5, where it marked two years of completion of launch of Mangalyaan and more than a year of its orbiting around the Mars. All five payloads of MOM were sending data on a regular basis. “It is completing one revolution around the Mars roughly in two and a half days. All the sub-systems are working fine. We still have about 35 kg of fuel. The satellite is expected to last for quite some time,” he said.



Amateur archaeologists discover Mesolithic rock paintings in Kadapa P. SUJATHA VARMA



velopment Minister Smriti Irani said here on Sunday that just because Indian higher education institutes do not figure in global rankings it does not mean that the country is lagging behind in higher education and quality research. “A hue and cry is often raised about our higher education institutes not figuring in global rankings. The reason is not lack of high quality research work but the fact that in India a large section of research work is done in vernacular languages whereas global rankings only consider research in English,” Ms. Irani said. The Minister was here to address the concluding session of a national seminar on the New Education Policy The Minister admitted that the “lack of awareness” among Indian researchers with regard to patents and



BANTAKAL (UDUPI DISTRICT): Indian



The study by scientists Shiyu Su, Matthew Lim and Krushnamegh Kunte, recently published in the science journal Evolution, reveals fascinating insights into the evolution of butterfly wing patterns. “Female butterflies carry heavy loads of eggs, which impairs their escape flight when they are attacked by birds and other predators. Hence, compelled by the necessity of survival, female butterflies are under intense natural selection to be very good mimics. Therefore, it makes sense that females are better mimics than males,” Mr. Krushnamegh Kunte told The Hindu over telephone from London.



Another interesting aspect of the study is that lower (ventral) surfaces of butterfly wings show better mimicry than the upper (dorsal) surfaces. This is contrary to scientists’ perception that upper wing surfaces are exposed during flight and likely to be more easily spotted by bird predators. One of the possible reasons for such variation in the change of colours is that birds prey more frequently on resting butterflies when their ventral wing surfaces are exposed to predators. The study was conducted on 26 diferent species of butterflies found in the Western Ghats.



NEW DELHI: The Punjab government has released Rs. 71 crore through banks for immediate payment of outstanding arrears to sugarcane farmers. The spokesperson of the Chief Minister’s oice on Sunday said that the CM had directed the State Cane Commissioner to hold a joint meeting with owners of private sugar mills and the representative of the banks soon to ensure that the balance amount of Rs. 135 crore was also released to the cane growers without any delay. The State government had already approved a soft loan of Rs. 200 crore the order had been issued in this regard.



Concern over move to delegate regulatory powers for mining T. NANDAKUMAR THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: The State Environment Impact Assessment Authority (SEIAA), the regulatory body that grants Environmental Clearance (EC) for projects in Kerala, has expressed strong reservations about the move by the Union government to delegate the regulatory powers for mining of minor minerals to district-level authorities. Discussing the draft notification issued by the Union Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change, a meeting of the SEIAA here on October 16 observed that the proposed District EIA Authority (DEIAA) and District Expert Appraisal Committee (DEAC) would dilute the reg-



Centre proposes creation of district-level regulatory agencies ulatory process. It noted that the State government had no role, even recommendatory, in the selection of members to the DEIAA and DEAC. According to the draft notification, the Union government would constitute the four-member DEIAA chaired by the District Collector and the nine-member DEAC headed by the senior most Executive Engineer, Irrigation Department. Senior State government oicials said the proposed DEAC would not be competent to deal with the expert appraisal of mining



projects. The notification issued on September 22 proposes amendments to the EIA notification, 2006 to bring the mining of minor minerals in an area less than or equal to five hectares within the ambit of DEIAA (B2 category). The meeting chaired by K.P. Joy called for a special package for Kerala, in view of the special dispensation in the mining sector for shortterm permits and the smaller extent of mining areas. It also urged the Centre to grant the SEIAA supervisory jurisdiction over the districtlevel authority and designate it as the first appellate authority over the decisions of the DEIAA on environmental clearance. ND-ND
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How Modi surrendered Bihar monday, november 9, 2015



NEELANJAN SIRCAR



Pluralist vision triumphs in Bihar



T



Victory for the Grand Alliance Victory for the Grand Alliance in Bihar is a victory of love over hatred, of tolerance over intolerance, of secularism over growing communalism. The real credit for this decisive victory goes to the patience and far-sighted leadership of Nitish Kumar. He has once again proved his political acumen and shown that true leadership involves not dividing people on sectarian grounds but uniting them on common ideals of peace and prosperity despite having diferences and diversities. However, the real test, for both Nitish Kumar and Lalu Prasad, lies ahead. They, along with the Congress, have to understand that people have voted for them with great hope. They have to fulfil the aspirations of a large section of the young population that seeks better infrastructure, education and employment. Manzar Imam, Purnea



The Bihar election results have once again proved that regional heroes have an upper-hand over national figures when it comes to State elections. It is the second-consecutive debacle for the BJP after the Delhi elections. It is time for the BJP to introspect and hone its CM YK



ASHISH RANJAN



The Grand Alliance (Mahagathbandhan) has received a massive mandate from the people of Bihar, absolutely crushing the BJP-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) in the 2015 State Assembly elections. According to numbers on the Election Commission of India (ECI) website at 4.55 p.m. on November 8, the NDA was leading or winning in just 59 Assembly constituencies (ACs), whereas it had won 172 ACs in the 2014 national election. In a matter of 18 months, the NDA has lost nearly twothirds of its seat share. Even accounting for shifting alliances, the NDA was in a position to win if it played its cards right. As the NDA tries to pick up the pieces, it must reflect on what went wrong and how it can do better in future elections. Narendra Modi no longer seems like the juggernaut we saw when he came to power in 2014. Truth be told, given its commanding lead in 2014, the NDA should have won this election easily. All it had to do was to repeat Modi, vikas, naukri (Modi, development, jobs) over and over again to win. But the NDA lost the script; too often it started talking about reservations, beef and Pakistan instead of vikas, shooting itself in the foot. After a diicult first two phases in this five-phase election, the NDA sought to retool its campaign. We were in Buxar, where Narendra Modi unveiled the new campaign strategy just before the thirdphase polls. Mr. Modi, in his usual thunderous tone, declared, “Nitish and Lalu are conspiring to take away five per cent of reservation of the OBCs, EBCs and Dalits and give it away to a particular community (that is, Muslims).” We looked at each other incredulously; only a bahari (outsider) would think this tactic would work. We knew then and there that the NDA was dead in Bihar. The NDA ran, quite simply, one of the worst State-level election campaigns in recent memory. This election started with a large reservoir of “floating voters”, people who were looking to be convinced during the campaign. Issues like beef do not convince floating voters; a person for whom beef was an important issue was already likely voting for the NDA. As we argued previously, Nitish Kumar and Narendra Modi represent competing models of vikas; Mr Kumar’s notion of vikas envisions an expansive state through schemes, while Mr. Modi’s notion promises private invest-



he clear mandate for the Grand Alliance of the Janata Dal (United), the Rashtriya Janata Dal and the Congress in Bihar is not only a vote for social welfare and economic development, but also a vote against all forms of divisive politics of communal hate and religious intolerance. Between the Lok Sabha election of 2014 and this year’s Assembly election, politics in Bihar saw unprecedented churning, bringing together parties of diferent ideologies and social bases in the face of a rising tide of aggressive majoritarianism stirred up by the Bharatiya Janata Party. Indeed, for the BJP, its very success in last year’s Lok Sabha election in Bihar proved to be its undoing. As fringe elements allied to the party and within the Sangh Parivar misinterpreted the 2014 verdict as public endorsement of their hidden agenda, opposition parties realised that they stood no chance if they did not jointly resist this common threat. As a matter of fact, the seeds of the BJP’s defeat in Bihar in 2015 were sown even before its spectacular victory in the 2014 Lok Sabha election. As Mr. Modi became the national face of the BJP in 2013, the prime mover of the JD(U), Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, was quick to recognise the social cost of his political alliance with the safron party. After his attempt to emerge as the sole alternative to the BJP ended in failure, with the RJD and the Congress occupying the political space for a secular opposition, Mr. Kumar pieced together the Grand Alliance with his long-time political foes. Lalu Prasad, whom Mr. Kumar had pilloried for running a “jungle raj” in Bihar, thus became his principal ally against a marauding BJP, which was feeding into a highly divisive communal agenda. That Mr. Prasad had been disqualified from contesting elections following his conviction in a corruption case must have helped in settling the issue of the leadership of the Grand Alliance. Without standing on political ego or false prestige, the RJD chief seemed all too willing to forgive Mr. Kumar, and went to great lengths to accommodate him politically. In both vote share (18.4 per cent) and the number of seats (80), the RJD did better than the JD (U) (16.8 per cent and 71 seats), but Mr. Prasad had already made it clear before the vote count that Mr. Kumar would be the Chief Minister irrespective of the number of seats the RJD won. The eforts the two leaders put in to make the alliance work seem to have paid of in the end. But it was not just the electoral arithmetic that worked against the BJP. In the months since the Lok Sabha election, the party pushed the Hindutva agenda very hard even while paying lip service to growth and development. Eighteen months is too long a period to not deliver on the promise of ‘vikas’, or development, which was meant to translate into jobs and raise standards of living for the people. To make matters worse, the Hindutva agenda seemed as if it were designed to divert public attention from livelihood concerns. That much of the campaign in Bihar was taken up by issues such as cattle slaughter would not have gone down well with a vast majority of the voters, who would have expected the BJP to come up with some ideas on bettering the achievements of Mr. Kumar as Chief Minister. Instead, the party seemed to confirm Mr. Kumar’s assessment of it being socially reactionary and divisive. Statements of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh chief Mohan Bhagwat calling for a review of the reservation policy providing for quotas in education and employment also worked against the BJP. Mr. Kumar must now use the mandate to scale up his vision for Bihar and build on the eforts to improve governance. A lot was done in the last ten years to alter Bihar’s image as one of the most backward States in the country, but he needs to do more. For a start, he could hold Mr. Modi to his promise on providing a Rs.1.25 lakh crore package to Bihar. But most importantly, the new government in Bihar will need to counter the socially disruptive agenda of Hindutva elements, who are just as dangerous whether in or out of power. After all, the vote is for a pluralist vision of India, for an idea of Bihar that is both inclusive and progressive. The setback in Bihar should lead to some serious introspection by the BJP’s top leaders, including Prime Minister Modi and his Cabinet colleagues. The party always seems to be under the compulsion to cater to its core constituency of hard-line Hindutva elements, although it cannot possibly expand its base without presenting itself as the agent of economic growth and social progress. There is no way the BJP can ride both horses at the same time. Indeed, the Hindutva agenda is in direct conflict with the economic agenda. Sooner or later, the core will have to yield to the pressures from the crust. Else, not only will the Grand Alliance’s success be replicated by other players in other States — but, more crucially, India will sufer severe damage to its social and democratic fabric.



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR



BHANU JOSHI



The BJP-led NDA could have won this election easily, by repeating Modi, vikas and naukri over and over again. A recap of how they lost the script entirely



ment and job creation. We opined that the person who won the vikas debate would also win the floating voters and the election. But, too often the NDA got sidetracked and failed to engage in the debate. Internal divisions within the party made the BJP refrain from taking credit for the recent progress in Bihar and publicising State BJP leader Sushil Modi, even though he was the Finance Minister for much of Mr. Kumar’s tenure as Chief Minister. In short, the NDA handed the



In 2014, the BJP won 22 of its 282 seats from Bihar, and this loss in Bihar may have a carry-on effect to Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh, where it won 71 Lok Sabha seats in 2014. In short, the drubbing in Bihar significantly weakens the BJP’s position at the Centre



vikas debate to Mr. Kumar on a platter, and the Grand Alliance won the lion’s share of floating voters. Initial look at the data We now discuss the phase-wise data in this five-phase election, as given by the ECI website at 4.55 p.m. on November 8. It is important to remember that these are not final counts, just a calculation of who is leading. However, they give an indication of the efectiveness (or lack thereof) of the NDA’s campaign strategy. As had been widely reported, the NDA campaign faltered severely in the first two phases of the election, in which 81 constituencies went to the polls; this is borne out in the data. Of these 81 constituencies, the NDA won 65 constituencies in 2014 (36 of the 49 phase-1 constituencies and 29 of the 32 phase-2 constituencies) for an overall strike rate of 80 per cent. In this election, the NDA was leading or winning in just six phase-1 constituencies and nine phase-2 constituencies, for a paltry overall strike rate of 19 per cent in the first two phases. There was almost a two-week gap between the phase-2 and phase-3 polling dates. In this period, the NDA completely retooled its campaign, but the data show that the NDA’s strike rate only rose slight-



CARTOONSCAPE



Mr Modi’s mandate is predicated on fixing the economy and generating employment, not religious division. The ‘side actors’ are spoiling it for the BJP; if they continue to behave in this manner, the party must rebuke them publicly ly to 27 per cent in the final three phases. In the final three phases, 162 constituencies went to the polls, and in 2014, the NDA had won 107 of these constituencies (37 of 50 phase-3 constituencies, 53 of 55 phase-4 constituencies, and 15 of 57 phase-5 constituencies) for an overall strike rate of 66 per cent. In this election, the NDA was leading or winning in just 13 constituencies in phase-3, 20 constituencies in phase-4, and 11 constituencies in phase-5. Of particular interest is whether the NDA’s strategy to manufacture Hindu consolidation in Muslim-heavy areas (phases 4 and 5) yielded electoral benefits. It seems to have been an abject failure. In phase-5 constituencies, the tally dropped from the 2014 national election to this election, but the NDA was never seriously challenging for many seats in this region. In phase-4 constituencies, in what had been a stronghold for the NDA in 2014, the strategy seems to have severely backfired by leading to a huge erosion of votes. Any way one slices the data, the NDA performed poorly across the board. Its attempts to retool its campaign strategy had only a small impact on the electorate. Worse yet, a last minute attempt to polarise the electorate along religious lines seems to have hurt their vote share even further. A barren electoral patch The BJP had hoped to do well in Bihar, so it could swing the Rajya Sabha in its favour to unclog the deadlock taking place at the Centre. The most immediate impact of this election is that the deadlock is likely to remain in place. But Bihar means much more to the BJP. In 2014, the BJP won 22 of its 282 seats (8 per cent) from Bihar; the current loss in Bihar may have a carry-on efect to Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh, where it won 71 Lok Sabha seats in 2014. In short, the drubbing in Bihar significantly weakens the BJP’s position at the Centre. Many policies that it had hoped to push through are now likely to be blocked or compromised. Adding to the misery, the BJP is unlikely to do well in the 2016 State Assembly elections. In 2016, Assam, Kerala, Puducherry, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal will have go for polls. Of these States, the BJP has a chance to have a reasonable seat share only in Assam (which will likely go to the polls in October 2016), although it has not fared well recently. This means that the BJP could go at least two years without winning a State election, and likely will go longer without winning. This will severely weaken the party as it heads into the all-important 2017 State Assembly election in Uttar Pradesh. The BJP needs to do some soul-searching. It has now been routed in two straight State/Union Territory elections, Delhi and Bihar. The Delhi defeat could be explained away by the charisma of Arvind Kejriwal, but the thrashing in Bihar can only be explained by incompetence in designing the campaign. Mr Modi’s mandate is predicated on fixing the economy and generating employment, not on religious division. The “side actors” are spoiling it for the BJP; if they continue to behave in this manner, the party must rebuke them publicly. Ultimately, the BJP must decide if it is more interested in talking about beef and Pakistan, or if it wants to win elections. (Neelanjan Sircar, Bhanu Joshi and Ashish Ranjan are all ailiated with the Centre for Policy Research in Delhi. Special thanks to the Trivedi Centre for Political Data, Ashoka University, for providing electoral data in real time.)
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governance skills to regain the confidence it enjoyed earlier, that resulted in its Lok Sabha victory. Congratulations to Mr. Nitish Kumar for scoring a hat-trick, and I hope he meets the people’s expectations. Anshu Patel, Dhanbad



The landslide victory of the Grand Alliance in the Bihar elections proves that the bedrock of secularism on which Indian democracy was founded is safe. The dispassionate observer was watching with growing anguish the recent developments in India. The Prime Minster of India is the head of a pluralistic society with multifarious interests. He should not just satisfy himself with mob oratory and unfulfilled promises. He should be a champion of the teeming millions and, by his words and deeds, commit himself to the allround development of the country, irrespective of his political and personal leanings. Further, he should be respectful of our ideals, the time-tested values of truth, socialism, democracy and secularism. Bihar has shown in unmistakable terms that Indian democracy is far too sturdy to be swept away by fissiparous tendencies. Abraham Kuruvilla, Kottayam



The results will check the spread of the BJP in eastern India as Bihar is the gateway to the eastern part of the country. The BJP should take a lesson from this result and follow the advice of Moody’s Analytics, which warned the Prime Minister that unless he steps in to rein in members of the party, India runs the risk of losing credibility. It is also advisable that Mr. Modi avoid involving himself too much in State elections as it becomes a PM vs. CM battle, which is against the spirit of our federal structure. Lajpat Rai, New Delhi



When Arun Shourie expressed his disappointment with the NDA’s declining popularity, it was brushed aside by BJP leaders due to overconfidence. The Delhi Assembly results, coming so soon after a spectacular show by the BJP in the general elections, should have warned the party that there is a silent undercurrent moving against it coming to power in States. Its election strategy should have focused on gaining the confidence of voters and not on personalised campaigning. The BJP failed to see the warning signals and has paid the price. The tragedy of the Bihar results is that it has made some parties like the RJD —



which were responsible for impoverishing Bihar earlier — more relevant. The outlook is gloomy for the BJP. It has to either improve governance or face the rout in future elections as well. Ramachandran V.N., Vadodara



Congratulations to the Mahagathbandhan in Bihar. It is a victory for the lesser evil, but a good lesson for polarising BJP leaders such as Sakshi Maharaj and Yogi Adityanath. I hope that at least now, the Prime Minister will ensure that these hate mongers are not allowed to dominate the agenda. That polarisation doesn’t always help win votes is clear. I am, however, sceptical about whether the mandate can be called a ‘victory of the seculars’. I do not think either the RJD, the JD(U) and the Congress can claim to be the sentinels of secularism. K.B. Dessai, Margao



Memoirs as histories A memoir, even assuming it to be a true account, is bound to disappoint at least some sections of readers (“Democracies must celebrate political memoirs,” Reading, Nov.08). That it is subjective is only expected since it is written either



by a loyalist or someone with an agenda. The reader also expects some juicy information. Considering its length, an author’s inclinations do make his presence and memoirs can never reach the heights of history books. A majority of history books are written after collection of material from various sources and there is a certain authenticity to them. V. Lakshmanan, Tirupur



comes as a breath of fresh air (“Collegium: public too can give opinion,” Nov.06). Public opinion and dialogue form the basis on which the history of independent India has been built. The Supreme Court is one of the handful of institutions in India to have come to the people’s rescue. At a time when every oice is so plagued by corruption that there is hardly a thought spared for the ‘first stakeholders’, the move will give people confidence. Neha Singh, Gurgaon



Meat and cancer The article “Red signals from meat” (Being, Nov.08) is a wake-up call for all meat eaters. The carcinogenic efects of high-fat diets are getting scientifically proved. In the battle against cancer, the medical and scientific communities, despite all their advancement in research, are yet to make the desired breakthroughs. Further, taking into consideration the environmental impact of meat production and its impact on health, it will be good if a sincere, nonpolitical and non-religious awareness campaign is launched. R.K. Jacob, Palayamkottai



Judicial appointments The move by the Supreme Court to open the collegium system to public scrutiny



Specialists as Ministers The recently-formed government of Canada has many MPs of Indian origin, some of whom have become Ministers. (“4 Indo-Canadians in Trudeau’s Cabinet”) However, one lesson for India from the Canadian Cabinet is that many Ministers are experts in their fields. A doctor has become the Health Minister, a farmer has become the Agriculture Minister and a businessman the Finance Minister. To maintain good bilateral relationships, people from other countries have been given a chance. We in India would do well to emulate the model, devoid of nepotism which restores credibility in institutions. Jatinder Singh Mann, Mohali ND-ND
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Moody’s, Modi and mood



Forcing a shift in strategy Bihar is a symbolic setback for the BJP as it failed to triumph over an alliance of OBC chieftains and emerge as an umbrella party of castes



A. S. PANNEERSELVAN



VIKAS PATHAK



I often wonder how sixteenth century artists would allegorically portray the trials and travails of the twenty-first century newspaper ombudsman. Many of the European masters worked on a range of conflicts, emotions, attributes and aspirations in their body of work called the allegorical series. I recollect the import of at least four paintings that went beyond the usual metaphorical meaning to capture something that was sublime and multi-layered in their readings and renderings: Venetian painter Paolo Veronese’s two huge canvasses, Allegory of Wisdom and Strength and Allegory of Virtue and Vice, part of the Frick Collection in New York, and two intriguing canvasses — Allegory of Time by the Florentine artist, Agnolo Bronzino, and An Allegory of Prudence by another Venetian master, Titian at the National Gallery, London. The inscription on Allegory of Prudence reads: “From the experience of the past, the present acts prudently, lest it spoil future actions.” Do we, always, get prudent questions? What are imprudent questions and what do they imply? Last week, this newspaper, like many others, carried a story about Moody’s Analytics cautioning Prime Minister Narendra Modi that unless he reined in the members of his Bharatiya Janata Party, India ran the risk of losing domestic and global credibility. The story was based on a report titled ‘India Outlook: Searching for Potential’, by Moody’s Analytics, which expressed concern over what it called the belligerent provocation of various Indian minorities. There was a barrage of mails that ques- The power of trolls tioned the need for carrying the report. The three major arguments against the story in sustaining a lie were: Moody’s Analytics — the economic and demonising a research and analysis unit of Moody’s Corp. — is distinct from the global rating arm, newspaper for doing Moody’s Investors Service, and hence does what it should do, not deserve coverage; it was authored by the son-in-law of a left-leaning historian; undermines public and that the analyst is not a senior person competent to comment on a large economy discourse — trolls like India. never accept that



Symbolically, the Assembly elections in Bihar were the biggest after Lok Sabha 2014. If the 2014 vote gave the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) unprecedented prominence as a national party, trumping caste politics in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, a year-and-a- half on, Bihar 2015 was seen to be a test of the durability of Brand Modi, his capacity to embody the BJP’s agenda in State after State. That question seems to have been settled, to the BJP’s clear discomfort. In more practical terms, the Bihar verdict will force the government to recalibrate its hopes of making up numbers in the Rajya Sabha to more confidently push through key legislation like the Goods and Services Tax Bill. The fate of the Modi government’s “development” pitch — which had caught the imagination of a growing urban middle class that saw faster economic reforms and investment as central to progress — hinges on the passage of reforms. The BJP has already gone back on its changes to the land acquisition legislation, which was supposed to amend the UPA’s “pro-farmer” initiative of 2013 by freeing some categories from the consent clause and social impact assessment. The Bihar verdict is likely to make it diicult to revisit this. With the Grand Alliance racing to a tally of about 180 out of 243 seats and the National Democratic Alliance (NDA)’s tally being just about 60, Bihar will certainly not add much to the BJP’s Rajya Sabha kitty. And the government risks battling charges of “policy paralysis”, the way the UPA did through its second term, in the absence of a Rajya Sabha majority. But more than mere numbers, the manner of the Alliance’s victory, and the personalised clash it set up with Prime Minister Narendra Modi, will give the Opposition an aggressive spring in their step. Having tasted blood, the Opposition is likely to be more assertive in Parliament’s winter session. The last few months have seen many controversies on the cultural front — with intellectuals and artists returning awards, citing “growing intolerance” — and these are likely to resonate in Parliament later this month.



they made a mistake



PMO statement The pitch was further queered when the Prime Minister’s Oice (PMO) rejected the report. “The government notes with distress that the personal opinion of a junior analyst was passed of as a commentary on India by a rating agency by the media to buttress the narrative it wants to portray. The media has a great role in enriching our national discourse, and such episodes seriously hamper its credibility, while spreading misinformation among the masses,” the PMO statement said. It also accused the media of not doing due diligence and of not informing the readers about the diference between Moody’s Analytics and Moody’s Investor Services. Both the defenders of the government and the PMO were proved wrong on many counts. First, with reference to the status of Moody’s Analytics, this newspaper was upfront in declaring that it was not Moody’s Investor Service when it carried the report. Second, Moody’s Analytics has denied that its report expressing concern over what it called the belligerent provocation of various Indian minorities was the personal opinion of an analyst employed with it. Third, on November 5, 2015, when The Hindu contacted the spokesperson from Moody’s Analytics, the response was: “The report was published by and is the view of Moody’s Analytics as part of its economic outlook series. The report included a section observing political developments in the context of their potential economic impact, and did not advocate any political agenda or perspective.” The newspaper reproduced the relevant portion of the report titled, India Outlook: Searching for Potential, that clearly stated that the publication was produced by Moody’s Analytics and “if sourcing or referencing any contents from this publication please quote Moody’s Analytics.” It also established that the PMO issued the statement without consulting Moody’s Analytics. The question of the author of the report being the son-in-law of historian Irfan Habib was pure fiction created by trolls on social media. Saman Habib, daughter of Irfan Habib, had to publicly deny that she is married to the author of the Moody’s Analytics report. When this oice tried to politely point out the fact of the matter to those who called us, we were accused of bias and more: “You have no sense of national pride. How can you not name the person who authored the report? Isn’t this censorship by the media?” The power of trolls in sustaining a lie and demonising a newspaper for doing what it should do, undermines public discourse. Trolls never accept that they made a mistake, they never apologise for their excesses, they oscillate between downright abuse and subtle innuendoes, they are not accountable to anyone, they have a hold over digital news ecology to plant suspicion and flag non-existent issues. The fact is that trolls neither verify their facts nor attempt to develop fact-checking abilities. In this environment, the legacy media becomes critical for providing crucial information to the citizens. Its ability to check facts and to provide the context helps readers to sift the chaf from the grain. A contemporary artist may come up with ‘An allegory of troll and truth’ to capture the contradictions an ombudsman has to navigate. [email protected]
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PERSPECTIVE



NOIDA/DELHI



Image dented The Bihar polls seem to have unsettled many narratives that had informed Indian politics in the last one year and opened the country to multiple possibilities and uncertainties. Mr. Modi seemed invincible until just the other day — but for the one setback in Delhi, where the BJP was wiped out — but Nitish Kumar and Lalu Prasad’s convincing victory has cut into that discourse of invincibility. “Bihar is not Delhi. It is a large, populous state that is politically crucial. If Nitish Kumar wins, his national stature



LOSS FOR HINDUTVA “The result may have delivered a setback to hard Hindutva as an instrument for electoral success.” Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressing an election rally last month. — PHOTO: PTI



will rise overnight,” a BJP leader had told me more than a week ago. The sense in the BJP’s ranks is that another term for Mr. Kumar catapults him to a symbolic stature he had never enjoyed before, and that he may become the fulcrum for anti-BJP forces nationally. For, he had positioned himself against Mr. Modi two years back and lost badly in the Lok Sabha polls, but has emphatically regained regional prominence now by convincingly defeating the BJP. However, there is a caveat here. Some feel that despite the Grand Alliance’s strong showing, the fact that the result has given a new lease of life to Mr. Prasad’s Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) may lead to a clash of personalities in Bihar in the long run. Mr. Kumar will also have to rein in unruly elements in the RJD, who may be emboldened, having gained power after a decade. How far the duo of Mr. Kumar and Mr. Prasad can dent the BJP’s base depends on how the two get along and whether Mr. Kumar can deliver a sound administration in alliance with a resuscitated RJD. Moreover, regional leaders have conflicting ambitions, and a potential victory for Mamata Bannerjee in Bengal in 2016 may fuel her own national ambitions. For the Congress — India’s grand old party — the feelings are mixed. “Do people still talk about the Congress on the streets?” a Congress leader asked me last month in Patna. People indeed did not, but the question itself showed the kind of dilemma the party is grappling with. It swept north India decades back but does not have any presence independent of its allies now. Thus, while the BJP’s drubbing comes as a breather for the Congress, as it has helped halt the safron party in its tracks for the moment, the fact that regional parties have been in the vanguard of this



With Lalu Prasad Yadav and Nitish Kumar joining hands to trounce the BJP, it can be said that Mandal politics has got a fresh lease of life “secular” victory isn’t great news for the Congress. For, it would not want regional players to hog the limelight and be seen to be playing second fiddle. Hindutva agenda The result may also have delivered a setback to hard Hindutva as an instrument for electoral success. The Bihar polls saw acerbic debates on beef, with the BJP also courting controversy by running an advertisement in local newspapers of a woman embracing a cow and posing questions to Mr. Kumar about statements of his allies on beef-eating. BJP President Amit Shah also controversially said that fire-crackers would go of in Pakistan if the BJP lost the election. Add to this some unsavoury statements on film-star Shah Rukh Khan from BJP leaders over his remarks about “growing intolerance” in India, and many saw Hindutva as a key part of the safron party’s poll strategy. With the plan not working, the BJP has earned its share of brickbats for its apparent bid to polarise the electorate. The party may now be forced to rethink using this strategy in Uttar Pradesh (UP), which goes to the polls by early 2017 and has had a history of communal problems. Moreover, the fact that some organisations in the larger Sangh Parivar see Hindutva as part of their longterm vision may make the government’s choices more diicult. Caste politics seemed to have receded in UP and Bihar in 2014, with the BJP



A vote for development — Nitish style In the personality contest, people may not have completely rejected Narendra Modi but have overwhelmingly accepted Nitish Kumar SANJAY KUMAR



FROM THE ARCHIVES (dated November 9, 1965)



One million Home Guards Security and civil defence measures were discussed to-day [November 8, New Delhi] by Mr. G.L. Nanda, Home Minister with the Chief Ministers. While it was said the measures adopted were fairly successful, the consensus was that the Centre should bear a larger share of the expenditure on civil defence, Home Guards etc. It was also urged that special consideration must be shown to border States. The Chief Ministers felt that civil defence measures should be strengthened and more intensive training given to those engaged in it. It was agreed that a million Home Guards should be raised and special training given to the hard core of Home Guards. Relief of the victims of Pakistani aggression in India and the displaced persons was considered in detail.



Farmers to get subsidy Mr. T.T. Krishnamachari, Finance Minister, told Chief Ministers who met him here [New Delhi] to-day [November 8] that he would arrange for bulk supplies of diesel pumps at lower rates and also tractors, if the States notified their needs for a year. Mr. Krishnamachari indicated that the Centre would be willing to provide subsidy for the purchase of diesel engines by farmers. For lowCM YK



powered diesel sets up to 5 h.p., the subsidy could go up to 50 per cent while for higher power sets the subsidy would be lower. The Chief Ministers pointed out that the non-availability of fertilizers was responsible for their inability to increase food production.



Opium in taxi: driver acquitted The Supreme Court has held that from the mere fact that the driver of a taxi was in possession of the key of the vehicle’s luggage boot, it could not be proved that he was “knowingly in possession” of the contraband opium found in it. In this view of the matter, the Court set aside the conviction and sentence on the driver-appellant on the charge of possessing contraband opium. Mr. Justice Sarkar (who delivered the judgment) said that on examination of evidence, it was found that the taxi took some passengers at Sibsagar (Assam) and that the boxes containing opium were put that the taxi took some passengers who had got them from the Air Assam oice there. There was nothing to show that the driver had any hand in getting the boxes into the car or that he had gone into the Air Assam oice. The only fact on which the Assam High Court found the appellant guilty appeared to be that he was in possession of the key of the luggage boot.



sweeping the States and reducing Mandal politics and Mayawati’s Dalit mobilisation to footnotes there. With Mr. Prasad and Mr. Kumar joining hands to trounce the BJP, Mandal politics has got a fresh lease of life. The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) also contributed to this, with its chief Mohan Bhagwat more than once calling for a committee to review who should get the benefit of quotas and for how long. The success of the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) in panchayat polls in UP last week too is a warning for the BJP. Though many among the Extremely Backward Classes — a category created by Mr. Kumar to carve out a fresh vote bank in Bihar — seemed to be looking at their individual caste interests rather than behaving like a cohesive bloc this time, the Grand Alliance’s success has consolidated the salience of Mandal politics. This, then, is another symbolic setback for the BJP: it has failed to triumph over an alliance of OBC chieftains and also failed to get the lion’s share of Dalit votes despite its alliance with Ram Vilas Paswan and Jitan Ram Manjhi. In other words, it has failed to emerge as an umbrella party of castes down the Hindu social pyramid. Despite the setback to Mr. Modi, there is no doubt that he is still popular on the ground in Bihar. But the BJP had no chief ministerial face to take on Mr. Kumar, who was hailed as a good Chief Minister across the State for improving Bihar’s roads and its law and order situation. This seems to have proved to be the crucial diference between the two parties. Many BJP leaders feel that despite Mr. Modi being popular, he was “over-exposed” in Bihar. The strategy, they feel, backfired, harming Mr. Modi’s own image in the process. [email protected]



Let’s be clear about how we read the verdict for the 2015 Bihar Assembly elections. This is not a victory merely of electoral arithmetic crafted by the Janata Dal(United) [JD(U)]-Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) and Congress alliance, nor is it a vote on caste identity. The results are clearly a vote for the development work, but not for what Prime Minister Narendra Modi promised in his various public rallies, but for the development work done by Nitish Kumar’s government during his last two terms in government. This verdict is also a complete rejection of the divisive style of politics tried by the Bharatiya Janata Party(BJP)-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) throughout the campaign. In the personality contest between Nitish Kumar and Narendra Modi, people may not have completely rejected Mr. Modi, but have overwhelmingly accepted Mr. Kumar as their next Chief Minister. It is more a positive vote for Nitish Kumar than a negative vote against Narendra Modi. The Grand Alliance’s spectacular victory is due to impressive performances by all the three partners. Of the 101 seats contested by both the RJD and JD(U), the former won 80 while the latter managed to win 71. The Congress, which contested 41 seats, managed to win 27 — a huge improvement on its tally of four seats in the previous Assembly. The victory has put to rest speculation that the alliance may not work at the ground as the core supporters of the JD (U) and RJD would not vote for the alliance partners. The successful transfer of votes gave the Grand Alliance a massive victory. BJP, allies slump The NDA was badly defeated because of not only the allies, but the BJP’s own poor performance. Of the 160 seats which it contested, the party managed to win only 53 with 24.4 per cent of the vote. Its vote share declined by 5.46 per cent compared to 29.86 per cent in the 2014 Lok



Sabha election. The BJP’s vote share has declined in all five Assembly elections held since the 2014 Lok Sabha polls. It is important to note that in terms of seats, the BJP was reduced to the third position, with the RJD at number one and the JD (U) coming second. The BJP’s allies also fared badly. The Lok Jan Shakti Party (LJP) managed to win just two of the 40 seats contested while the Jitan Ram Manjhi-led Hindustan Avam Party (HAM) was successful in only one of the 20 seats contested. Amongst the NDA alliance partners, the worst performance was by the Upendra Kushwaha-led Rashtriya Lok Samata Party (RLSP), which managed to pull of a victory only in two of the 23 seats contested. The alliance partners within the NDA were unable to transfer votes to their allies. The NDA also failed to consolidate the Dalit vote despite an alliance with two Dalits leaders — Ram Vilas Paswan and Jitan Ram Manjhi. The lack of coordination and mutual criticism seems to have



sent a wrong message to the Dalit voters. The five-week long campaign also seems to have had an impact on the verdict. The NDA was certainly ahead when the elections were announced, but it lost the momentum during the campaign. As in a one-day cricket match, where sometimes a team makes a good beginning, fumbles at some point, keeps making mistakes and then ends up losing the match, with every passing week of the campaign, the NDA kept losing its popular support while the Grand Alliance gained. Tone of the campaign As the campaign progressed, the tone of the BJP changed from promising development to personal attacks. This did not go down well with Bihar’s voters. The overexposure of Prime Minister Narendra Modi also went against the party. Unlike many other elections in the recent past where a large number of voters took their voting decision well in advance, in Bihar, several voters decided at the very last minute, a clear indication of a careful



choice after looking at the candidates and the issues raised. Clearly the BJP seemed to be a loser in this process. The one issue which turned out to be the game changer both for BJP and the Grand Alliance was the statement by Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) chief Mohan Bhagwat on the need for a review of the policy of reservations. This created an uncertainty among the Other Backward Classes (OBCs) and the Dalits. The lower OBCs, who seemed somewhat divided at the beginning of the campaign, went on to vote en masse in favour of the Grand Alliance, which championed the cause of reservations. The long campaign thus resulted in a shift amongst the lower OBCs and Dalits, away from the BJP, and a further consolidation of the Yadavs and the Kurmis in favour of the Grand Alliance. The centralised nature of the BJP’s campaign also hurt the NDA. The BJP went into the campaign with only its two popular faces, Prime Minister Modi and the party president Amit Shah. The local leadership was completely sidelined, missing even from the posters and the hoardings. This, on the one hand, made the local party leadership unhappy even as the Nitish-Lalu duo used this to their advantage and led the campaign of “Bihari” versus the “bahari”. The BJP also sufered due to its strategy of not declaring a chief ministerial candidate. Finally, the soaring prices of pulses angered some sections of voters who decided to vote against the NDA. The beef controversy further consolidated the Muslim vote in favour of the Grand Alliance. The victory of the Grand Alliance is sure to open possibilities of a coming together of non-BJP parties, specifically in the four States that go to the polls next year. At the same time this defeat will open the gates for discussion within the BJP about what went wrong with the party campaign. It also raises a bigger question about the BJP's inability to win election when faced with a united opposition. (Sanjay Kumar is a Professor and currently the director, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies. Views expressed are personal) ND-ND
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NEW DELHI: Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal defined the Bihar elections result as a referendum against Modi government. Congratulating the people of Bihar, Mr. Kejriwal said that a clear majority to the Grand Alliance was a slap on those who resort to hate politics to garner support. “People of Bihar proved that hate politics doesn’t work.” He termed the verdict ‘historic’ in many ways as it has shown that the people of the country do not want politics of hate. “I hope this atmosphere of intolerance will end.” Criticising Mr. Modi's style



P



Narendra Modi must reconcile his pugnacious and combative style of politics with the need to be above the fray as Prime Minister.



cious and combative style of politics with the need to be above the fray as Prime Minister, especially in Assembly elections. Brand Nitish Kumar has gained immeasurably in these elections, to a point where he is being seen as the fulcrum of opposition to Mr.



Modi. As the BJP is set to come up against Amarinder Singh in Punjab and Tarun Gogoi in Assam, the Bihar poll will be a salutary lesson for the BJP on how not to diminish your best asset in fights where other tactics could have well been deployed.



governance, party workers said, many made issues like beef a core one. The beef campaign — on which the party issued an advertisement towards the end of the polls — did not work. “At the local level, speeches made by leaders often raked up the beef issue,” a BJP leader said. This could mean questions being posed on whether the party should be seen as more liberal. Here, the BJP may face some problems from some organisations within the Sangh Parivar for whom Hindutva is part of the core worldview. The RSS also has problems with beef-eating and conversions but has be-



lieved that these issues should be taken up without noise. “There wasn’t any talk on this on Sunday,” a BJP leader said. BJP general secretary Ram Madhav said: “We will have to accept the people’s mandate. Yes, it was an important election for us and we had fought it with all our might... We will analyse the reasons for the defeat.” Party spokesperson Sudhanshu Trivedi said: “In my opinion, this election was not fought on the performance of Narendra Modi.” Asked whether Mr. Shah would resign, Mr. Trivedi said: “I am nobody to answer this question.”



of governance, the Delhi CM said that he must tone down his arrogance. “The way the Prime Minister was working with arrogance and pride and the manner in which the Modi-Amit Shah duo were functioning dictatorially, this poll result has broken the Centre's arrogance,” he said. Comparing their arrogance to that of the Congress, he said, “They are as arrogant in one year just as Congress was after seven-eight years in power.” Advising Mr. Modi to learn from the Bihar elections and cut down his foreign trips so that he could focus on the country, he he hoped that the PM would stop interfering in



the States. “After this mandate, I hope he focuses more on governance in the country,” he said. Taking potshots at Mr. Amit Shah and BJP’s brass, Mr. Kejriwal said BJP MPs and MLAs from now on would be given due respect and given the opportunity to openly voice out their opinions. Mr. Kejriwal, who had earlier extended his support to Nitish Kumar, said that it was now time for the Grand Alliance to perform and respect people’s mandate. He congratulated Mr. Nitish Kumar for the ‘historic victory.’ “Many congratulations Nitishji on this historic victory,” he earlier tweeted.



BJP’s ‘big three’ to blame: Shourie NEW DELHI: Former Union Minister Arun Shourie on Sunday said Narendra Modi, Amit Shah and Arun Jaitley should be held accountable for the BJP’s defeat in the Bihar Assembly elections and predicted that the “silent non-cooperation movement” in the party against the leadership would now deepen. He said a “Modi-centric” campaign “lacked credibility” because of the unkept promises of the past and blamed the BJP’s “divisive tactics” for the drubbing.



Pak. in a losing nuclear race: NYT STANLY JOHNY



‘A referendum against Modi govt.’ MARIA AKRAM



Mr. Shourie, a Minister in the Vajpayee government, who is no longer with the party, accused Mr. Shah and Mr. Jaitley of “fomenting” a coalition against Mr. Modi by forcing the other Opposition parties, which command over 69 per cent of vote, to get into an alliance. He said the BJP came to power at the height of Mr. Modi’s popularity with merely 31 per cent vote. “It is Modi, the master strategist (Shah) and Jaitley,” he told PTI when asked who



should be held responsible for the defeat. “There is no fourth person in the party or the government.” ‘Campaign lacked punch’ Asked what went wrong with the party’s Bihar campaign, the former Union Minister said, “Everything.” Elaborating his comments, he said: “A Modi-centric campaign, a divisive campaign and the campaign lacked credibility as promises of the past have not been kept.” — PTI



ersuading Pakistan to rein in its nuclear weapons programme should be an international priority, according to The New York Times. In an editorial published on November 7, the American daily said Islamabad’s competition with India, “which is adding to its own nuclear arsenal, is a losing game”. At present, Pakistan is spending about 25 per cent of its budget on defence. Reining in its nuclear operations would be in the country’s long-term interest, the editorial said. “It cannot provide adequate services for its citizens” be-



cause of the huge allocation for defence. Pakistan’s oicial position is that it needs more nuclear weapons to counter India’s conventional arsenal. It’s expected to become the world’s third largest nuclear power with as many as 120 warheads, behind the U.S. and Russia. Last month, Pakistan Foreign Secretary Aizaz Chaudhary had told a news briefing in Washington that Islamabad had built low-yield nuclear weapons, or tactical nuclear weapons, “to counter Indian aggression”. Such weapons “are more likely to be used in a conflict with India and could more easily



vestment of efort in Pakistan, which, along with India, has so far refused to consider any limits at all.” The Obama administration has begun talks with Islamabad in this regard. But a nuclear deal similar to the fall into the hands of terror- one with India is not on the cards. American oicials ists…,” added the editorial. The NYT has also urged “are discussing what Pakisthe U.S. to keep trying to re- tan needs to do to justify ach a deal with Pakistan American support for its aimed at reining in its nucle- membership in the 48-nation Nuclear Suppliers ar programme. “The major world powers Group, which governs trade nuclear fuel and spent two years negotiating in an agreement to restrain the technology.” At present, Pakistan is not nuclear ambitions of Iran, which doesn’t have a single an internationally recognuclear weapon. Yet there nised nuclear power. The fahas been no comparable in- ther of the country’s nuclear



Modi blamed for not doing anything to engage Islamabad on security issues



Bigger role may come Nitish’s way NISTULA HEBBAR NEW DELHI: From the outset, the Bihar Assembly election was more than just a State-level contest. While the Delhi poll had been the first sign of some sort of Opposition revival, the Bihar mandate may soon show whether the wind had a direction or was just a local phenomenon. Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar’s emphatic win and his statement thereafter, that “the Bihar mandate gives strength to an alternative alliance at the national level,” more or less signals the direction the oppositional politics is likely to take. “There is a growing desire in the country for a strong Opposition. It is also the requirement of a functioning democracy,” Mr. Kumar said. Mr. Kumar may become the pivot for this politics, if one goes by the fact that both Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and his West Bengal counterpart Mamata Banerjee wished him victory be-



SWEET SUCCESS: JD (U) supporters celebrating outside Nitish Kumar's residence in Patna on Sunday. — PHOTO: RANJEET KUMAR



fore the polling process began, and wishes from many regional satraps such as M. Karunanidhi of the DMK and Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik have been pouring in since. “If you notice, most of the elections fought in the 18 months that Mr. Narendra



Modi has been in power, where the BJP had been taking on the Congress, have been won by the former. Delhi was the first reversal of this trend, and Bihar the next. In both these States, nonCongress Opposition parties have won. The confusion at the top in the Congress and its lack of ideological direc-



SUHASINI HAIDAR NEW DELHI: With days to go



CM YK



The BJP office in Patna looks deserted on Sunday after the party’s poor show. Not just party president Amit Shah but a string of other leaders too raised the Pakistan bogey during the campaign. — PHOTO: RANJEET KUMAR



Bangladesh came up for frequent comment, as did Mr. Modi’s whirlwind travels abroad. Perhaps, the most noted comment came when BJP president Amit Shah told a crowd, “If, by mistake, the BJP loses the election, then firecrackers will be burst in Pakistan.” Explaining his comment a day later in a television



interview, Mr. Shah said it was clear that Pakistan was anti-India and that if “Modi and BJP are weakened, it is natural for the anti-national forces to be happy.” Mr. Shah was not the only one to make comments about Pakistan, with a string of BJP leaders bringing in external relations to the discourse.



tion has led to this,” said a source in the Janata Dal (United). All India Congress Committee (AICC) general secretary Randeep Surjewala, however, denied a diminishing role for the Congress. “The Mahagathbandhan (Grand Alliance) happened because the Congress played a cementing role. (Congress vice-president) Rahul Gandhiji ensured that Nitish Kumarji becomes the face of the alliance and the chief ministerial candidate of the Mahagathbandhan,” he said. According to him, the strongly held view of Mr. Gandhi that the Congress and the JD(U) stay away from divisive issues prevailed and led to a positive campaign. Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) chief Lalu Prasad put the import of Sunday’s victory for the Opposition in his own inimitable style. “The BJP wanted to reach Kolkata, but we have managed to block them in Bihar itself,” he said, after the results came out.



In seat share, RJD is the biggest gainer RUKMINI S.



ferred to the alliance.



NEW DELHI: The Bihar election results have five big takeaways. Here are these:



Compared to LS The issues before voters in national and State elections are likely to be very diferent and voters do not necessarily vote in the same ways in the two types of elections. However, if the 2014 Lok Sabha election results were broken down by Assembly segments for Bihar, there is a five percentage point fall in the BJP’s vote share, and a halving of its seat share. The RJD, the JD (U) and the Congress strike rates also improve dramatically.



Seats In terms of seats, the biggest gainer is undoubtedly Lalu Prasad’s RJD and the biggest fall is that of the BJP. What makes these changes all the more remarkable is when compared with the number of seats each party contested. Both the JD(U) and the BJP, which were in an alliance in 2010, had remarkable strike rates — the proportion of seats contested that were won — in that election. While the BJP’s strike rate is down to one out of three in this election, all three Grand Alliance parties have converted the seats they contested at a high rate. Votes The large number of seats contested by the BJP has bolstered its vote share, while the JD(U) and the RJD con-



tested 60 seats fewer than it. Despite going from contesting all seats on its own in 2010 to contesting just 40 seats in 2015, the Congress has experienced only a marginal drop in its vote share. Vote transfer When the Grand Alliance was announced, questions were raised about whether



the three parties — which had all contested separately in 2010 — would eat into each other’s votes or simply add up arithmetically. While the overall vote share of the combination of the parties has declined from 50 per cent to 42 per cent, indications are that in the seats each party contested, the votes have largely been trans-



How foreign policy found its way into election campaign for the India Africa Forum Summit in October, a tussle broke out between the External Afairs Ministry and the BJP satraps, as it became clear that Prime Minister Narendra Modi would have to fly to Bihar for campaign rallies even while the Heads of State or government were in Delhi. Eventually, oicials say, the Prime Minister’s campaign commitments ranked over diplomatic niceties and protocol, and the Ministry had to scramble to rearrange bilateral meetings with 39 leaders over three days, even as Mr. Modi flew to Muzafarpur and Gopalganj. But while the Prime Minister may have put the Bihar campaign over bilateral meetings in one respect, India’s foreign policy played a sizeable role on the campaign agenda. Pakistan, Nepal and even
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Editorial says international community should persuade nation to rein in weapons programme



Debacle throws up questions for BJP Some party leaders felt that the Prime Minister should not have been “overexposed” in Bihar, as it unnecessarily cast a question on his appeal, the party’s greatest asset. The results come just before the party’s presidential polls, though this may or may not impact them. “If one loss here or there would have changed the party chief, the BJP wouldn’t have had a party chief till now,” a BJP leader said days ago. Another key question the poll outcome has thrown up is about the eicacy of Hindutva as an electoral strategy. While the party’s key leaders talked about an agenda for
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Brand Modi takes a major battering The BJP’s team, on the other hand, had no counter to this depiction of the Prime Minister as a hyperbolic jhaansa dene waala [trickster] and could not cash in on the package. In the later parts of the campaign, Mr. Modi spoke of beef and alleged a conspiracy on the part of Mahagathbandhan leaders to dilute the reservation for the Extremely Backward Class and the Other Backward Class in order to favour “one community.” Coupled with Mr. Shah’s assertion that if the Mahagathbandhan won, crackers would be burst in Pakistan, this went over the Lakshman Rekha of fringe and mainstream utterances. Will Brand Modi be able to recover from the battering it has received? That entirely depends on whether he manages to reconcile his pugna-
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“Vote for PM Modi as both China and Pakistan are afraid of him,” said Sushil Modi, even as he questioned why Nitish Kumar travelled to Pakistan in 2012. “Why didn’t he travel to Buddhist countries like Japan, Thailand, Myanmar and Sri Lanka?” Mr. Modi tweeted. While BJP MP Ashwini Kumar Choubey said Mr. Nitish Kumar and Lalu Prasad would have to “go to Pakistan” after the election results, senior leader and MP Rajiv Pratap Rudy questioned why the JD(U)’s campaign ads were being used by Google ads on Pakistani news websites. It took several angry tweets from web users to explain to Mr. Rudy that Google ads are based on reader’s interests worldwide, and it merely proved that Pakistani readers were interested in the Bihar election. On result day on Sunday,



in fact, the Bihar election was a trending topic online in Pakistan, as several Pakistani commentators wrote and spoke about the impact of the poll on IndiaPakistan relations, and on the ‘intolerance debate’ in India. The Opposition too, brought Mr. Modi’s foreign policy to the election battleground, with repeated comments by the Congress over his visits abroad. “On one side you have Nitishji who visits his people, on the other you have Mr. Modi who only visits foreign countries,” said Mr. Rahul Gandhi, himself accused of too many visits abroad, at an election rally. As the price of pulses rose in September, Digvijay Singh came up with a sarcastic line on PM Modi’s partiality for “Tour dal,’ alluding to his foreign tours. For the record, the PM did not undertake any foreign trips in October.



Finally the elephant in the room, was the unfolding crisis in Nepal, where India has been accused of taking a partisan interest favouring Madhesis, many of whom are related to Bihari families, against the government in Kathmandu. While India has consistently denied the charge, saying it only seeks a more equitable Constitution, on the ground, the tough position of the government seemed to sway voters along the border checkpost constituency of Raxaul, which elected the BJP candidate. With the election behind the government, experts hope it may have a freer hand in patching up ties with Nepal, as it will also take steps towards normalising relations with Pakistan, given that the Prime MInister is expected to travel to Islamabad for the SAARC summit in mid-2016.



Phase-wise When the BJP’s rhetoric changed dramatically midway through the election, there was speculation that the party had received word from the ground that the election was not going well. However, an examination of the phase-wise progress of the election shows that the National Democratic Alliance trailed badly from the very first phase.



weapons programme, A.Q. Khan, has been accused of providing nuclear technologies to countries such as North Korea and Iran. Recently, former Iranian President Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani had said in an interview that Tehran had received nuclear centrifuges from Pakistan. It is worth noting that the NYT editorial comes at a time when tensions are running high between India and Pakistan. The editorial also criticises Prime Minister Narendra Modi for not doing anything “to engage Islamabad on security issues, and he also bears responsibility for current tensions.”



Owaisi, Pappu Yadav fail to make impact AMARNATH TEWARY PATNA: They entered the Bihar poll scene with much fanfare but proved “non-performers.” All India Majlis-eIttehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM) leader Asaduddin Owaisi and Jan Adhikar Party (JAP) leader Pappu Yadav were expected to queer the pitch but did little. Later, the six-party formation of the “third front” too was projected to be the real spoiler for the BJP-led NDA and Nitish-Lalu-led Grand Alliance. But had no impact. Mr. Owaisi was even charged with being in the fray to split the secular votes of the Grand Alliance. Initially, Mr. Owaisi declared he would contest 24 seats in the Seemanchal (border) area but later put up just six candidates and camped in Kishanganj district for over three weeks to campaign for his party candidates. He created a buzz in Muslim-dominated Seemanchal constituencies and hit the headlines but failed to bring in the votes for his candidates. His party came a cropper losing all the six seats. State party chief Akhtarul Iman, who contested from Kochadhaman in Kishanganj, came second. Earlier, there was a charge that expelled RJD MP and JAP leader Pappu Yadav was tasked by the BJP with cutting into the Yadav vote bank of Lalu Prasad. Mr. Pappu Yadav, however, dismissed the charge and said he would ensure the defeat of both the NDA and the Grand Alliance. Under the “third front,” Mr. Pappu Yadav’s party contested more than 40 seats but failed to make its presence felt. Poll analysts told The Hindu that Mr. Pappu Yadav failed to cut even two per cent of the Yadav votes in his stranglehold of the Kosi area. Similar was the fate of NCP leader Tariq Anwar in Seemanchal who too could not make any mark. The Samajwadi Party and the Bahujan Samaj party also failed to make any visible impact.



‘Nitish thought of doing business after 2 defeats’ PATNA: Following two succes-



sive defeats in the Assembly elections of 1977 and 1980, present Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar had pondered to start some business, says a new book. Mr. Kumar was defeated by Congress nominee Bhola Singh in 1977 and 1980 from Harnaut seat. He had then told his close friend Munna Sarkar, “Aese kaise hoga, lagta hai koi business karna hoga (This will not do, it seems I have to take up some business now),” says the book written by journalist Santosh Singh. “Nitish’s family had been getting impatient with his failure. The choice of taking up a job on the basis of his Engineering degree was still there. “Nitishji asked his wife Manju, who was a teacher at a government high school at her paternal village of Seodah, to give him one last chance with politics at the 1985 elections,” the book titled “Ruled or Misruled” says. Facing a strong opponent in Bhola Singh who enjoyed big



Nitish Kumar was defeated by Congress nominee Bhola Singh in 1977 and 1980 from Harnaut seat clout, Mr Kumar’s friends mobilised donation for him to contest the 1985 poll. “While Nitish had been fighting his political battle, we had decided to take any measure to counter his opponent this time to ensure his win. Manju (Nitish Kumar’s wife) gave Rs 20,000 from her accumulated savings,” the book quoting his friend Narendra says. Finally, Nitish won the 1985 elections and reached the Assembly, it said trailing Kumar’s political background. The 339 page book mentions many interesting tales about Kumar, Lalu Prasad and Sushil Kumar Modi, all products of the 1974 movement launched by Loknayak Jayprakash Narayan. - PTI ND-ND
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Resurgent Opposition will have a say in reforms Nothing short of a call for support from the Prime Minister himself can save the Winter Session of Parliament and the pending GST Bill PUJA MEHRA



T



he drubbing the Bharatiya Janata Party received in Bihar will dim prospects for economic reforms at the Centre, unless Prime Minister Narendra Modi invites the Opposition, ahead of the Winter Session of Parliament beginning later this month, for discussions on the pending key reforms Bills. The risk, on the downside, is of government turning to populism — the Seventh Pay Commission is expected to submit its report to the Prime Minister on November 20, with recommendations for generous hikes for government employees. The Modi government needs a two-thirds majority, or 163 votes, in the Rajya Sabha to carry the Constitution (122nd Amendment) Bill, 2014, needed to roll out a unified goods and services tax (GST) regime, but currently has 63. Even if the AIADMK and the Samajwadi Party pitch in, the total votes for the Bill will not breach the 100-vote mark. The Bill is unlikely to clear the Rajya Sabha without the support of 70 members of the Congress-led United Progressive Alliance. Of the 16 seats from Bihar in the Upper House, five that are currently held by the Janata Dal(U) will come up for re-election next year. The National Democratic Alliance is expected to gain only one of these. In 2018, six seats come up for re-election of which the BJP currently holds two and the JD(U) four. The BJP is not expected to bag any of these. So, even if the BJP were to win every seat in every other State that goes to the polls between now and 2019, it will not gain a majority in the Rajya Sabha. It won’t even reach 100 seats, in fact.



Grudge match for campaign chiefs NISTULA HEBBAR



MAN OF THE MOMENT: Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar greets



supporters in Patna on Sunday after the thumping win in the Assembly elections.— PHOTO: PTI



based on specific objections. He cautioned that if BJP members kept up their attitude towards the Opposition and go on calling protests against intolerance “manufactured”, then the government’s legislative agenda could remain diicult and that it itself was responsible for this. Also due in the Winter Session is the report of the Joint Parliamentary Committee on the Modi government’s Bill for amending the UPA’s land acquisition law. Since the government let the land acquisition ordinance lapse after promulgating it thrice, the Bill is expected to favour farmers more than industry.



Labour laws Other reforms for which the government will depend on the Opposition’s support in the Rajya Sabha include the nine Bills that Labour Jaitley’s ofer Minister Bandaru Dattatreya said On November 4, just four days on October 30, he would strive to taahead of Sunday’s election result, ble and get passed. These include Union Finance Minister Arun Jait- the two codes that are a part of the ley had said that he was willing to Modi government’s initiative to reach out and speak to Congress simplify India’s labour laws. Mr. vice-president Rahul Gandhi on the Jaitley had in his budget speech in Bill, but sources indicate that noth- February identified the reform of ing short of a call for support from the bankruptcy law as a key priority the Prime Minister himself can now for improving the ease of doing save the Winter Session and the Bill. business and had announced that a On Sunday, Congress leader and comprehensive Bankruptcy Code, former Finance Minister P. Chi- meeting global standards and prodambaram called for Mr. Modi “to viding necessary judicial capacity, correct the course” and reach out to would be brought in this financial the Opposition. He reiterated that year. The Bankruptcy Law Reform the opposition of the BJP to the UPA’s proposal on the GST was “un- Committee has already submitted reasoned, blind and arbitrary”, its report and the government has while that of the Congress was invited comments on the report by November 19. The fate of all this legislation will also now depend on the political situation.



The Modi government needs 163 seats in the Rajya Sabha to carry the GST Bill, but currently has only 63



(With additional reporting by Rukmini S.)



NEW DELHI: If the Bihar election had been termed a grudge match between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, then their campaign chiefs too had a history that made it another great moochon ki ladai (high-stakes game). JD(U) campaign strategist Prashant Kishor and BJP chief Amit Shah had worked together once on Mr. Modi’s 2014 win, but one got the glory, the other fell out with the main team. Mr. Kishor, formerly with the United Nations and considered to be the brains behind campaign innovations such as chai pe charcha in 2014, left the team after some differences between him and Mr. Modi and Mr. Shah. The victory of the Grand Alliance



Prashant Kishor, JD(U) campaign strategist.



has brought some measure of closure to more than a political contest. Mr. Kishor told The Hindu “that today is the day for those who have won, like Nitishji, Laluji and the Congress, not me”, but sources close to him revealed that victory in these elections had been vital to him not just because of his election



management firm, the Indian Political Action Committee (IPAC), but also to make a point on just how credit for Mr. Modi’s 2014 poll victory had been divided. Mr. Kishor’s strategy was centred on how to occupy mindspace in the media and in public discourse, in the face of Mr. Modi’s undoubted abilities to grab centre stage. “We decided that this has to be done by baiting him on Twitter — so before his rally in Muzzaffarpur we made Nitishji ask him four questions on Twitter. We knew he would answer these questions,” said a source close to Mr. Kishor. Sure enough, Mr. Modi began his speech by answering some of those questions and was therefore led away from his prepared speech, which gave Mr. Nitish Kumar a tangible presence on the rally stage.



The incredible Lalu-Nitish bond bouring Uttar Pradesh, which goes to the polls in early 2017, to revive the idea of the merger of the parties of the Janata Parivar. Given the backdrop to these elections — of growing intolerance and rising communal tension, to which the two men referred to on Sunday as they did during the polls — the two parties also see themselves as harbingers of change, a change that will end the BJP rule in the country.



SMITA GUPTA PATNA: Last year, when Jayapra-



kash Narayan’s protégés, Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar and Rashtriya Janata Dal supremo Lalu Prasad came together — after a separation of around two decades — it was because they felt they were both facing imminent political irrelevance. Sixteen months after those disastrous Lok Sabha elections, when they were all but wiped out, Mr. Kumar is a few days away from being sworn in as Chief Minister for the third time, while Mr. Prasad has made the biggest political comeback in years, emerging as the leader of the single largest party in Bihar. On Sunday, as they posed for the cameras, hugging each other, beaming from ear to ear, the question that everyone was asking was: can the two men who have together scripted this unbelievable victory stay together? Or will personal ambitions come in their way? Clearly conscious of the existence of these doubts, the two men — now both in their 60s — were at pains to address them. On Saturday evening, when I met Mr. Prasad at his residence, he made it clear he had no chief ministerial ambitions and that he planned to leave the running of the State to Mr. Kumar as he was extremely capable. He, on his part, was



PARTNERSHIP PAYS OFF: RJD chief Lalu Prasad and his family greet



Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar on Sunday. — PHOTO: AP



The two came together after a separation of around two decades. going to launch a people’s movement, with his first stop in Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s parliamentary constituency: there was need, he said, to provide a national alternative to the divisive politics of the BJP, and a victory in Bihar would provide that beginning. On Sunday, Mr. Kumar said, “The people of Bihar have given us this huge mandate: they will not forgive us if we let them down again.” The fears that people have about Mr. Prasad are the following: that his Yadav com-



munity will be on the rampage, endangering the law and order situation, and that as the largest party in the coalition, he might impose his views, MLAs and sons on Mr. Kumar. But as RJD leaders point out Sunday’s victory would not have been possible without Mr. Prasad — he is the one who pulled in the votes, he is the man with the mass base, something that Mr. Kumar is well aware of. Today, in Patna, amidst the post-victory euphoria, there was even talk of merging the two parties, with party workers from both sides saying: all that is needed is to pull down the metaphorical walls between the two neighbours. It will also put pressure on the Samajwadi Party in neigh-



Workers jubilant On Sunday, at Mr. Kumar’s residence, as party workers milled around him, the slogan they were shouting was: “Desh ka pradhan mantri kaisa ho, Nitish Kumar jaisa ho [what should the next prime minister be like? Like Nitish Kumar].” If these elections have given Mr. Kumar a third term as Chief Minister, it could also become a launch pad for him to play a national role. If he were to move to Delhi, Mr. Prasad could have a nominee of his choice in Patna. In the end, Mr. Kumar cannot get to Delhi without Mr. Prasad’s help and Mr. Prasad needs to maintain a good equation with Mr. Kumar to stay in the game. At 68, he now sees his role as one who will complete the task of ensuring social justice to those who are still excluded; Mr. Kumar has his sights set on Delhi.



When BJP strategy backfired



A day of twists and turns



AMARNATH TEWARY



ANURADHA RAMAN



PATNA: After the Delhi poll de-



NEW DELHI: Opinion polls have gone wrong in the past. Exit polls too. On counting day of Verdict Bihar, several news channels got their math wrong in calling a BJP win, too soon and too early in the morning. From the beginning to the end, Verdict Bihar as it played out on the news channels had twists and turns that define a blockbuster. In the end, the Mahagathbandhan led by Nitish Kumar won and so did Axis Ad Print Media Ltd. that had predicted a sweeping victory for the party but the predictions were not aired by CNN-IBN on Thursday. On Twitter, the efforts of Axis were acknowledged. But that was towards the end. On Sunday, within the first two hours, with slender leads available with them, a clutch of channels, most notably NDTV predicted a BJP win. A tweet went out at 9.30 a.m.: “NDTV calls the elections. BJP and its allies all set to form the Government in Bihar with 145-149 seats.” Around the same time, CNN-IBN predicted a win for the Mahagathbandhan, after dipping into ETV Bihar data. A majority of leading news channels had contracted market research agency A.C.



bacle, the BJP had apparently put all its might and political resources in devising strategies and programmes to win the crucial Bihar battle. It was soon apparent that it was turning into a personal contest between Chief Minister Nitish Kumar and Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The Bihar battle was dubbed as the one destined to set the political discourse of the country and all eyes were fixed on its outcome. A lot was at stake for the BJP. So it launched its campaign early, starting with four well-attended rallies of Prime Minister Modi in four corners of the State: Muzaffarpur, Gaya, Bhagalpur and Saharsa. Mr. Modi then went on to address 26 more meetings across the length and breadth of Bihar. He was the only crowd-puller for the BJP and the party ended up overprojecting him. The party introduced about 20 Ministers in Mr. Modi’s Cabinet into the campaign. Party leaders from Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Haryana too were called in. Party president Amit Shah was the man in charge of the campaign team and he camped for over two months in a posh hotel in Patna. The CM YK



party’s bill boards, hoardings and posters carried pictures of only two leaders: Narendra Modi and Amit Shah. But the catch was that Mr. Shah was an unfamiliar figure for remote area voters. And local BJP leaders had been largely ignored. Similarly, alliance leaders like Lok Janshakti Party chief Ram Vilas Paswan, Rashtriya Lok Samata Party president Upendra Kushwaha and Hindustani Awam Morcha (S) leader Jitan Ram Manjhi were hardly used. True, they



were the part of the campaign team, but they did not find a place on posters. At the end of the first two phases, BJP bosses realised that they had miscalculated and pushed hard to make up. They hurriedly put up posters of local party leaders and alliance leaders and changed the text. Micro-issues were brought into focus in posters. However, by then the damage had already been done. In panic, BJP leaders started highlighting issues of caste, creed and crime (jungle raj).



The leaders went hammer and tongs at Lalu Prasad and the Yadavs reacted by consolidating like never before against the party. In the midst of all this came the statement of RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat on the need for a review of the reservation policy. It caused a major setback for the BJP. Some BJP leaders told The Hindu that Amit Shah behaved like a school principal. “He took classes for us as if we knew nothing about State politics.”



ON TENTERHOOKS: RJD supporters track the poll results on a



digital screen at the party office in Patna on Sunday.— PHOTO: PTI



Nielson to share its findings and the agency went about its work by posting its oicers in 42 counting booths. As trends emerged, they were relayed to channels. The first to be counted are the postal ballots and these are in the region of a couple of thousands. When the voting machines are opened, the numbers leap by couple of thousands. The confusion, channels say, perhaps was in the failure of A.C. Nielson to clarify the diference between postal ballot and the counting on EVM machines. “From past experience, we know that postal ballot usually gives a lead to the BJP and this may have caused the channels to jump to early conclusions,” said a news broadcaster. BJP workers broke into an



impromptu jig as crackers were burst. Other channels like Times Now and News X were cautious but with the slender leads for the BJP showing up on their screens, discussions followed on the implications. Prannoy Roy of the NDTV ofered an explanation and an apology. “The first data we got was all wrong and our trend analysis was based on the data which was incorrect. We have asked the agency for an explanation.” At 9.45 a.m., the Election Commission showed the Grand Alliance in the lead. And that’s when channels started falling in line. By 10.25 a.m., there was a semblance of similarity among the news channels as they went about their tallies.



Nitish a mahanayak, says Sena NEW DELHI: Rubbing salt into BJP’s wounds, NDA ally Shiv Sena hailed Nitish Kumar as a “mahanayak” (superhero) after the grand alliance victory in the Bihar elections, adding that the defeat “denotes decline of a leader” in an apparent reference to Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Asserting that it will bring in a “new” turn in the country’s politics, Sena leader Sanjay Raut also said if elections were to be held in Maharashtra now, similar results would emerge. “The BJP fought the Bihar elections under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi. This defeat denotes the decline of a leader. The BJP should accept it. If elections are held in Maharashtra now, Bihar will repeat,” Mr. Raut said. “Nitish Kumar’s victory was the need of Bihar. He has done good work there. The results in Bihar will bring a new turn to the country’s politics,” he said.



Good job, says Uddhav Shiv Sena supremo Uddhav Thackery called up Mr. Kumar and congratulated him on his resounding success. “Uddhavji telephoned Nitish Kumar and said it was a victory of his leadership qualities,” said a Sena leader quoting Uddhav. “You worked a lot and did a good job convincing the voters and this is why people of Bihar reposed their faith in you,” the Sena chief reportedly told Mr. Kumar. — PTI ND-ND
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WORLD ON A DEMOCRATIC COURSE



Counting under way; Suu Kyi supporters confident of win in nation’s freest election ever



Millions vote in Myanmar polls W



ith tremendous excitement and hope, millions of citizens voted on Sunday in Myanmar’s historic general election that will test whether the military’s longstanding grip on power can be loosened, with Opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi’s party expected to secure an easy victory. The count began after polling stations shut at 4 p.m. Early indications were of an “80 percent” turnout, according to Union Election Commission deputy director Thant Zin Aung. In a country that was under military rule for almost a half a century, many of the eligible 30 million voters cast ballots for the first time in what was billed as the nation’s freest election ever. It was the first time even for Ms. Suu Kyi, the epitome of the democracy movement who had defied the junta for decades. Wearing her trademark thazin flowers in her hair, a smiling Suu Kyi arrived at the polling station near her lakeside residence, where she was mobbed by hundreds of journalists. She quickly cast her vote and left without speaking to reporters. Many people lined up in Buddhist temples, schools and government buildings early in the morning to vote, well before a heavy downpour beat down in Yangon an hour before voting ended peacefully in the late afternoon with no reports of major irregularities or violence. Election monitors called it “a remarkable day” full of excitement and energy. Vote counting began immediately, and hundreds of supporters gathered under umbrellas at the



I think the country will be better if the party we chose or the leader we chose actually becomes the leader. MYO SU WAI First-time voter



Junta will still wield power YANGON: Myanmar’s military Commander-in-Chief Min Aung Hlaing said on Sunday there would be no re-run of the last free vote in 1990, when Suu Kyi won but the Army ignored the result. She spent most of the next 20 years under house arrest before her release in 2010.



The election was the first even for Opposition leader Aung San Su Kyi, the epitome of the democracy movement who had defied the junta for decades. — PHOTO: AFP



opposition National League for Democracy party’s oice hoping to see results. But party functionaries announced that results would not be available until Monday, and that the 70-year-old Suu Kyi would not address the crowd as expected, urging the crowds to return the next day. “We won’t be able to announce the results yet. All I can say is that the NLD is in a very good position,” said Tin Oo, a co-founder of Ms. Suu Kyi’s party. “It will take a while for the results to be announced.” Separately, the election commission said it would begin announcing results at 9 a.m. Monday and would continue throughout the day and week. It has not said when final results are expected. Although more than 90 parties are contesting the elections, the main fight is between Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy and the ruling Union Solidarity Development Party, made up



France’s climate warning: life on planet is at stake PARIS: France’s top diplomat,



who will preside over a yearend Paris summit tasked with inking a global pact to rein in global warming, warned Sunday of a looming planetary “catastrophe”. With the key UN conference just three weeks away, Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius also announced that Russia’s President Vladimir Putin would attend the November 30 opening. Russia, a major oil producer, is seen as a deal-maker or breaker in the years-long attempt to negotiate the world's first truly universal pact to rein in global warming by curbing climate-altering greenhouse gas emissions. “It is life on our planet itself which is at stake,” Mr. Fabius told journalists as ministers and climate envoys from 70 countries met in the French capital for pre-summit talks to iron out tough political questions. “There is absolute urgency,” he added, in chasing the UN goal of limiting global warming to two degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit)



largely of former junta members. “I think the country will be better if the party we chose or the leader we chose actually becomes the leader,” said first-time voter Myo Su Wai. “I’m voting for NLD. That’s my choice.” Certainly, though, the election will not bring full democracy to this nation, which spent nearly five decades under brutal military rule and the last five years under a quasi-civilian government. Myanmar’s constitution guarantees 25 per cent of seats in Parliament to the military, and was rewritten to keep Ms. Suu Kyi, the country’s most popular politician, from the presidency. After taking power in 1962, the junta first allowed elections in 1990, which Ms. Suu Kyi’s party won overwhelmingly. A shocked Army refused to seat the winning lawmakers, with the excuse that a new constitution first had to be implemented, a task that ended up taking 18 years. — AP



“No reason not to accept” Asked how he would feel if the NLD won this time, Min Aung Hlaing told reporters: “If the people choose them, there is no reason we would not accept it.” Ms. Suu Kyi is barred from taking the presidency herself under a constitution written by the junta to preserve its power. But if she wins a majority and is able to form Myanmar's first democratically elected government since the early 1960s, Suu Kyi says she will be the power behind the new president regardless of a constitution she has derided as “very silly”. Even if the NLD is victorious, the military will retain significant power. It is guaranteed key ministerial positions, the constitution gives it the right to take over the government under certain circumstances, and it also has a grip on the economy through holding companies. Myanmar has had little experience organising elections and so 10,000 observers were enlisted to scrutinise the process. Security was tight, with 40,000 specially trained police watching over polling stations, and many restaurants and markets were closed in Yangon. — Reuters



THE HINDU



Prime Minister says vested interests hatching a plot behind the scenes HAROON HABIB



Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina said here on Sunday that vested interests were putting “massive pressure” on her government to “admit” that the Islamic State (IS) had played a role in the recent killings and attacks in the country. She said “a vested quarter is cooking a plot behind the scenes” to taint Bangladesh’s image and create a situation similar to those in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Libya, Iraq and Syria. At a press conference here on Sunday on returning from a visit to the Netherlands, she, however, did not name any country or groups engaged in the plot. While she was abroad for three days, a policeman was hacked to death in an attack on a police checkpoint on the outskirts of Dhaka. Last week, a publisher was killed and another critically injured in two daring attacks. On October 24, a bomb attack on a Shia gathering in Old Dhaka left two dead and



DHAKA:



Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has just returned from the Netherlands. — FILE PHOTO: AFP



scores injured. A police oicer was stabbed to death at a checkpoint in the capital just a day before. A foreigner was killed in Dhaka on September 28 and another in Rangpur on October 3. SITE, a U.S-based monitoring group, reported that the IS claimed responsibility for most of the attacks, though the government had been denying it repeatedly, saying the terror group had no organisational presence in the country.



“We definitely don’t expect any situation in Bangladesh similar to that in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria and Libya … We don’t want anybody to use our lands [for terrorism],” the Prime Minister told presspersons. Ms. Hasina, who leads a political coalition of secular parties, said the external quarter in support of a local vested group (meaning her political opponents, the Jamaat-e-Islami and the Bangladesh Nationalist Party) wanted the government to admit that the IS was present in Bangladesh. “If they succeed, they’ll just prey on us; many have that type of planning,” she said. She said the recent incidents in Bangladesh were being created “artificially”. “I want to say it clearly that we are seeing who are doing this … Those who have been held for their alleged involvement in such incidents are the members of a particular political party. During their student life, they were involved in Chhatra Shibir, the students’ front of Jamaat-e-Islami, or involved in the BNP.”



Cameron says he will not rule out U.K.’s exit from European Union LONDON: After months without a breakthrough, David Cameron will finally give more details on Tuesday of what reforms he wants for Britain to stay in the European Union before a looming referendum. Nearly three years after promising a vote before the end of 2017, the British Prime Minister will deliver his shopping list in a letter to EU president Donald Tusk, which is expected to be made public.



Summit next month The letter comes ahead of a crunch European summit in Brussels next month and amid hopes that the British



British PM to outline demands in a letter to be released on Tuesday referendum on whether to remain an EU member state can be held next year. Mr. Cameron will warn in a speech Tuesday that if Britain’s concerns are met with a “deaf ear”, he will have to “think again about whether this European Union is right for us.” “I rule nothing out,” he will add, according to pre-released extracts. His Europe Minister David



Lidington told journalists last week not to expect too much new detail in the letter, adding it would be “ambitious” to hope for a deal at December’s summit. “My advice to the prime minister has always been don’t publish a detailed negotiating position,” he said. He also highlighted that there would have to be four months between any deal being agreed and the vote being held. In recent weeks, European partners have put increasing pressure on Cameron to lay out in more detail what kind of reforms he wants. — AFP



Russian inspectors en route to Egypt



Vladimir Putin is expected to attend the global meet



CAIRO: International passengers departing Egypt’s Red Sea resort of Sharm el-Sheikh continued to line up for flights on Sunday, as the first of three teams of Russian inspectors was dispatched to the country to examine



over pre-Industrial Revolution levels. The UN’s climate science panel has warned of an average temperature rise of “four, five, six degrees, if we do not act extremely quickly,” said Mr. Fabius. Problems of peace “This would have catastrophic consequences because there would be drought... and colossal migration problems, including problems of war and peace.” The three-day ministerial gathering, from Sunday to Tuesday, must seek political convergence on key political issues still dividing nations negotiating for a climate pact. It is meant to be inked by ministers at the end of a November 30-December 11 UN summit. The Paris agreement will be the first uniting all nations in curbing greenhouse gas emissions. — AFP
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Dhaka under pressure to admit IS presence: Hasina



Remembrance Sunday



airport security following last weekend’s airline disaster. The Russian flight’s crash in the Sinai Peninsula that killed all 224 people onboard continues to generate fallout, after the Islamic State claimed responsibility for its downing and U.S. and British officials say intelligence shows it was likely brought down by a bomb on board. Russia has suspended flights to Egypt. — AP



Nepal’s children in a crisis: UN



Queen Elizabeth II attends the annual Remembrance Sunday Service at the Cenotaph on Whitehall in London on Sunday. People across the UK gathered to pay tribute to service personnel who died in the two World Wars and subsequent conflicts. — PHOTO: CARL COURT/GETTY IMAGES



Taiwan Opposition says the Xi-Ma meeting has not made people feel safer TAIPEI/BEIJING: Only the people



of Taiwan can decide its future and will do so in elections in January, the island’s opposition leader and presidential frontrunner said on Sunday, as China’s top newspaper warned peace was at risk if it opted for independence. A day after Chinese President Xi Jinping and Taiwan President Ma Ying-jeou held historic talks in Singapore, Tsai Ing-wen, leader of Tai- Taiwan’s President Ma Ying-jeou and China’s President Xi wan’s independence-leaning Jinping wave at their meeting in Singapore on Saturday. Democratic Progressive Par- — PHOTO: REUTERS ty (DPP), said the leaders’ meeting had done nothing to gether of leaders of the two their way. Mr. Tsai said Mr. make Taiwan's people feel sides since China's civil war Ma’s performance had anended in 1949, Mr. Xi told Mr. gered many people in Taiwan, safer. “Only the majority public Ma they must not let propo- and what he did was not a repopinion on Jan. 16 can decide nents of Taiwan’s independ- resentation of mainstream public opinion. Taiwan's future and cross- ence split them. “As a nation’s leader, Presistrait relations,” Ms. Tsai Mr. Ma in return called for wrote, referring to ties with mutual respect for each oth- dent Ma did not make his peothe mainland. er’s systems and said Taiwan ple proud or feel safe. Instead, At the meeting in neutral people were concerned about he created more anxiety,” she Singapore, the first get-to- mainland missiles pointing added.



humanitarian crisis as the country reels under political strife and blockade in the Terai region bordering India, severely impacting their health. United Nations Children Fund (UNICEF) Executive Director Anthony Lake issued a statement on Saturday and warned that natural devastation following the KATHMANDU: The UN has warned earthquake and political that Nepal’s children, already conflict are compounding the hit by the devastating misery for Nepal’s children. earthquakes, are facing a new — PTI



Palestinian rams car into Israelis



‘Only democracy can decide future’



CM YK



NOIDA/DELHI



In a commentary, the Communist Party’s oicial People’s Daily said the two leaders sitting together showed a desire not to let the “tragedy of history” repeat itself nor to let the fruits of peaceful development be lost. Progress over the past seven years — referring to the rule of the China-friendly Ma — has been possible due to a joint political will to oppose Taiwan independence and accept there is "one China", albeit it with diferent interpretations, the paper said. “If this ‘magic cudgel’ did not exist, the boat of peace would encounter a fierce and frightening storm, or even flip over completely,” it wrote. “Compatriots on both sides of the Taiwan Strait must join together and resolutely oppose the Taiwan independence forces and their separatist activities,” the newspaper added. — Reuters



Ranil says reforms will ensure equitable growth T. RAMAKRISHNAN COLOMBO: Sri Lankan Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe, who recently unveiled in Parliament a blueprint for what he called third-generation economic reforms, has assured his country that the proposed reforms will promote the “benefits of development among all” and “pave the way for sustainable development”. Mr. Wickremesinghe, who also holds the portfolio of national policy and economic afairs, said the present government had planned to pay attention to five issues: generation of one million job opportunities, enhancing income levels of people, development of rural economy, ensuring land ownership to a cross-section of people, and creation of a “wide and strong” middle class. Giving an account of the global economic scenario, Mr.



Wickremesinghe said there would not be a “favourable” climate, given the reports of the United States Federal Reserve’s plan to increase interest rates and the Chinese economy going through a phase of uncertainty. Alluding to the previous year’s provisional figure of budget deficit of six per cent of the GDP, he said the plan was to reduce it to 3.5 per cent by 2020 and this would be done through merging all sources of finance. Land ownership would be ofered to diferent categories of people. In respect of estates’ workers, which also covered persons of Indian origin who had been living in “line rooms” for over 10 years, the government would provide small pieces of land and houses. The Prime Minister’s observation followed the government’s move in April to assign land to each plantation family.



JERUSALEM: A Palestinian rammed a group of Israelis with a car at a junction in the West Bank on Sunday, wounding three of them, and was then killed by security



forces, police said. The alleged attacker was said to have driven the car into an area south of Nablus where Israelis typically gather to hitch rides. A checkpoint is located nearby and Israeli border police opened fire. Later, a Palestinian woman stabbed a security guard near a West Bank settlement and was shot by the victim, the Israeli police and army said. The incident occurred near the Beitar Illit settlement south of Jerusalem. — AFP
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Godrej Properties plans to reduce net debt further



Flipkart sets out to be more mobile-centric



Thermal coal imports soar 18 % in April-October



Godrej Properties, which cut its net debt by 25 per cent to nearly Rs. 2,200 crore, during the quarter ended September, plans to further reduce it by monetising commercial assets, its MD & CEO Pirojsha Godrej said. — PTI



Indian e-commerce giant Flipkart will become more mobile-centric in the next two years through adoption of newer technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) and social networks, its Chief Product Officer Punit Soni said— PTI



Thermal coal imports surged 18 per cent to 55.90 million tonnes in the first seven months of the current fiscal amid government efforts to boost domestic output, led by state-owned Coal India. — PTI



REVIVAL PLANS



Government considers Africa route to help central PSUs If the plan becomes a reality, many of the CPSUs, currently struggling in India, can get a new lease of life and turn profitable ARUN. S



T



he Centre is considering a plan to help the Central Public Sector Undertakings (CPSUs), including those of them incurring losses, set up subsidiaries or form joint ventures with State-owned enterprises (SOEs) in poor African countries. The proposal has been moved by the department of public enterprises (DPE) of the heavy industries and public enterprises (HI & PE) ministry, and is currently being considered by the Ministry of External Afairs (MEA), oicial sources told The Hindu. The DPE wants the MEA to influence African countries, especially those with hardly any private capital invest-



ment currently, to replicate the ‘Nehruvian’ post-independence period industrial policy of India that heavily favoured SOEs. For such a policy, the DPE, as per its proposal, wants these African countries to reserve several sectors for SOEs so that these CPSEs can operate in a near monopolistic environment for about 15-20 years, the sources said. “The African countries will have to make policies conducive for the PSUs to operate. Private companies tend to not take the risk of investing in unstable economies such as those in Africa. So PSUs, with the help of African governments, can take the lead in investments and the private sector can then follow,” an oicial, who did not wish to be named, said.



I would caution against approaching all the 54 African countries in the same manner. Some such as South Africa are inclined towards capitalism, but others like Zimbabwe are strongly socialist. Then there are countries where there is a mix of both W. P. S SIDHU, NON-RESIDENT SENIOR FELLOW (FOREIGN POLICY), BROOKINGS INDIA



Cairn wants India to appoint arbitrator by November 11 NEW DELHI: Cairn Energy of UK



is willing to suspend its appeal to International Court of Justice seeking appointment of an arbitrator on behalf of Government of India to resolve the Rs.10,247 crore tax dispute, provided an arbitral panel is put in place by November 11. The British oil explorer late last month wrote to Finance Minister Arun Jaitley reminding him of government’s promise to appoint an arbitrator “soon” to resolve



the issue. Sources privy to the development said Cairn told Mr. Jaitley that he and the government on two separate occasions in September promised to appoint an arbitrator but no tangible progress has been made even after more than six weeks. The IT Department says Cairn Energy allegedly made a capital gain of Rs.24,503.50 crore in 2006 while transferring all its India assets to a new company, Cairn India. — PTI



Desai Brothers eyes new segments INDRANI DUTTA KOLKATA: Keeping in mind the globalised Indian, the Mother’s Recipe brand, owned by Pune-based Desai Brothers, is eyeing new segments even as it readies its own e-commerce platform, a company oicial said. The foods division of DBL has a national presence in pickles and culinary pastes. Its largest market share of 30 per cent is in the West. DBL is now exploring its opportunities in segments like ‘spreads’, as the market for such ready-to-cook foods is catching up with global Indians and among nuclear families with fast lifestyles. It also hopes to put up its own ecommerce platform within this year, Sanjay Desai, Executive Director said. The company oicial was here on Thursday to announce their acquisition of ELMAC, a 40-year-old citybased brand bought to in-



Announces acquisition of ELMAC, a 40-year-old city-based brand crease its share in the packaged food industry. In the retail segment, ELMAC products will focus on sauces and condiments and in the food service segment their products will augment the Mother’s Recipe range. DBL, which diversified into food business in 2002, under the brand name ‘Mother’s Recipe’ (which it acquired from a Pune-based company) has witnessed growth of over 25 per cent CAGR and has a strong presence across India and in West Asia, Australia, U.K. ,Europe, U.S., Canada and Africa, Its product portfolio in India consists of pickles, condiments pastes, blended spices, ethnic chutneys, papad, ready-to-cook spice mixes and instant mixes.



Textile sector can create 45-50% of direct jobs in rural India VIKAS VASUDEVA NEW DELHI: Textile sector has a potential to create 45-50 per cent of direct jobs in the rural India and this sector would be the driving force behind Skill India and Make in India initiatives, said S. K. Panda, Secretary Textiles. He was speaking at the Indian Cotton Conference 2015 organised in Gurgaon, by Indian Cotton Association Limited (ICAL) and co-hosted by Northern India Textile Mills Association (NITMA) on the topic of ‘Dynamics of Make in India’. Key participants, who addressed a gathering of around 1,000 people with representatives from 18 countries, included Kavita Gupta, Textile Commissioner, Mahesh Sharda – President ICAL, HS Cheema – President NITMA, Manikram Ramaswami, MD, Loyal Textiles, and many international representatives from Switzerland, Vietnam, Singapore, Bangladesh and China. Stressing the need for branding Indian Cotton



CM YK



In areas such as railways, oil and gas and heavy industries, the public sector has an edge.



Once the industrial activity picks up following such huge investments by the public sector, those African governments, like India, can slowly start liberalising such a regime and attract private sector investment, they added. If the plan becomes a reality, many of the CPSUs, currently struggling in India due to competition from far more nimble and eicient private sector companies, can get a new lease of



life and turn profitable, they said. The idea took shape when the Minister of State HI & PE G. M. Siddeshwara visited African countries including Malawi, Zambia, Nigeria and Liberia in September. The minister travelled as the special envoy of Prime Minister Narendra Modi as part of preparations for the recently concluded India-Africa Forum Summit in New Delhi. According to the sources, though



the DPE had written to the MEA asking the latter to include a ‘special session’ during the Summit on opportunities and challenges for Indian PSUs in poor African countries, the MEA had demurred citing diiculties in scheduling as most of the arrangements had been almost completed. The new plan is to ask the MEA to convene a special meeting of all the African high commissioners / senior diplomats stationed in Delhi and elicit their views on the strategy. On its part, the HI & PE ministry will shortly call a meeting of CPSUs to discuss the idea. The development comes even as the Centre has identified 58 loss-making PSUs for either reviving or closing them down, and has been holding inter-ministerial consultations to chalk out a viable strategy. It is also planning to raise Rs.69,500 crore from disinvestment of PSUs this year. Africa is not entirely a new playing ground for Indian PSUs, especially for those in the energy sector. Indian private companies including Bharti Airtel and the Tata Group also have their presence in several African countries.



However, India is far behind China in this game. China-Africa trade has surpassed $200 billion, and is almost thrice as large as the about $70 billion for India-Africa trade. By 2020, China aims to double its trade with Africa to $400 billion and increase direct investment to $100 billion. W. P. S Sidhu, Non-Resident Senior Fellow (Foreign Policy), Brookings India said: “I would caution against approaching all the 54 African countries in the same manner. Some such as South Africa are inclined towards capitalism, but others like Zimbabwe are strongly socialist. Then there are countries where there is a mix of both.” Mr. Sidhu said Africa presents a great potential that neither the PSUs nor the private sector firms can take advantage of on their own, and therefore will have to work together. In areas such as railways, oil and gas and heavy industries, the public sector has an edge, he said. In sectors such as aviation and telecom, the public sector could take the lead, he said.



Mutual Fund inflows sustain for record 18 months NEW DELHI: Inflows into equity mutual funds (MFs) continued for a record 18th month in October with Rs.6,269 crore (around $964 million) flowing into various schemes. Besides, domestic MFs have logged in the highest net buying of $9 billion in the first 10 months of this year. According to a Deutsche Bank research report, inflows sustained into local equity MFs for a record 18th successive month. “This was the 18th straight



month of positive flows, and a strong sign that equitisation of savings is getting entrenched despite volatile equity market in past few months,” Deutsche Bank said in a research note. The global brokerage firm noted that the trend of shift from physical assets to financial assets is a multi-year phenomenon, and a lower level of inflows were likely in near term due to volatile markets, a robust tax-free bond issuance pipeline, and an “unprece-



Domestic MFs have logged in the highest net buying of $9 billion in the first 10 months of this year. dented streak” of $20 billion net inflows in preceding 17 months.” “While the pace of inflows has moderated in past two months (as against a monthly average of $1.36 billion be-



‘Economy to improve in next 2 quarters’ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT CHENNAI: Majority of India Inc. feels optimistic about the state of economy improving in the next two quarters at the industry and firm level, though the last six months have not witnessed much of a change at the ground level, according to an Assocham Biz Confidence survey. “In the coming six months, there seems to be growing optimism in terms of the economic performance with 80 per cent respondents feeling that the state of the Indian economy would be better,” the Biz Con survey for September pointed out. The percentages of optimist respondents in the June 2015 round were close to about 54.8 per cent. As to tentative recovery in the last six months, the survey explained while there were signs of economic recovery underway, the situation is still far from robust. The underlying economic activity, remains weak on account of the sustained decline in exports, rainfall deficiency and weaker than expected momentum in industrial production and investment activity. “But riding on hopes of some decisive decisions expected after the Bihar elections, the industry respondents remain optimistic about improvement in the



In the coming six months, there seems to be growing optimism in terms of the economic performance with 80 per cent respondents feeling that the state of the Indian economy would be better, says Survey sentiment, though at the present moment broad demand and investment activity remains subdued,” the chamber Secretary General D. S. Rawat said. Another reason for the positive outlook stems from the macro-economic stability that will help bring down further interest rates, less volatility in the foreign exchange market and ease of doing business, he added. However, when it comes to the period between June and September this year, the coverage period of the Biz Con Survey, majority of the industry feels (60 per cent) that the present economic situation is more or less same vis-à-vis the situation six months back. Coming to specifics, the firms felt that though sales volume would pick up going forward, a commensurate change may not be visible on the profitability. That means, the power



with the producer to improve margins on increasing sales would remain limited. As many as 68 per cent of the respondents expect that during October to December 2015 their sales volume will further increase, adds the survey. In terms of cost of credit we see that majority of the respondents (44.0 percent) feel that there is no change in the cost of credit during July to September 2015. This is slightly surprising considering the fact that the monetary authority has reduced the policy rates. The possible explanation to this could be that the benefit of the rate cuts is not being passed onto the industry appropriately. However, the industry feels that possible there could be a decline in the cost of credit going forward. A rise in investment is critical for a sustained pick-up in overall economic activity, the survey pointed out. However, the survey seems to reflect that in terms of the domestic investments it is believed by the majority of the respondents (56 per cent) that there has been no change in the firm investment plans. The sentiment seems to grow even more going forward with 60 percent respondents of the view that October to December 2015 quarter also would not see much change in the investment levels.



tween January-August 2015) we still see around $800 million-$1 billion clip as very healthy,” it added. Moreover, in line with the sustained inflows into equity schemes, MFs in turn have continued to be net buyers of Indian equities for eighteenth straight month. The report said, however, that the pace of net investments by MFs moderated sharply to lowest since January this year at $453 million in October this year.



From January to September, net investments by MFs reported a monthly average of $950 million. “Cumulatively, domestic MFs have net bought $9 billion so far this year, making it the highest level of net buying by MFs on record,” the report added. The 30-share benchmark index Sensex is currently trading around 26,000-level. The index had gained over 435 points or 1.66 per cent during October. — PTI



Maruti ofers Stingray WagonR with auto gear shift G. BALACHANDAR CHENNAI: Country’s top car



maker Maruti Suzuki announced that it will start selling auto gear shift (AGS) variants of WagonR and Stingray, a move that will expand AGS variants in its hatchback portfolio. The auto gear shift transmission will be available in VXi variants of both the models and the AGS variants will be priced between Rs.4.76 lakh and Rs.5.31 lakh (exshowroom, New Delhi). The variants also promise the same mileage (about 20 kmpl) as the manual transmission models. The company is putting the AGS into more models as demand for such variants grows after it introduced the technology in Celerio and K10 earlier. AGS variants have met with good response as the technology is suited for Indian driving conditions and provides convenience to the customers especially in high traic areas of cities. “By introducing the AGS in a popular car like WagonR, we aim to democratise the AGS technology so that more customers can enjoy the convenience of automatic gear shift without compromising on fuel eiciency and at an attractive price,” said R.S.Kalsi,



AGS variants have met with good response as the technology is suited for Indian driving conditions and provides convenience to the customers especially in high traic areas of cities. Executive Director - Marketing & Sales of the company During 2014-15, Maruti had sold about 30,000 units of AGS variants of Celerio and AltoK10. On the back of growing demand, the company has planned to treble production capacity to 12,000 units a month from 4,000 units. Maruti is also attempting to boost the safety quotient of its hatchbacks. Now, both WagonR and Stingray will ofer driver and co-driver airbags and anti-lock braking system (ABS) as an option across variants, including the base models. “The option of dual airbags and anti-lock braking further strengthens the core proposition of WagonR and Stingray as ‘Smart’ cars,” Mr.Kalsi added. The company recently rolled out its premium hatchback Baleno that has ABS and dual airbags as standard inclusions in all variants.



Tata Steel may sell Europe long products business by March 2016 NEW DELHI: Forced to go for



more restructuring of its U.K. business due to a “challenging marketplace”, Tata Steel will sell its Long Products Europe business by the end of the current financial year. The long products business manufactures plates, sections, wire rod and semi-finished steel for diferent markets, including construction, shipbuilding & engineering, energy and wire drawers. These products are made at its mills in Teesside and Scunthorpe in the U.K. When asked about the long products business, Tata Steel Europe Chief Executive Karl Koehler last week said: “Our stated strategy stays unchanged. Long products will not have a future within Tata Steel. “And that means we will come to one of the possible options which I don’t need to spell out and decisions about that have to happen within the timeframe of this fiscal year, to say the very least.” The steel maker, which reported Rs.16,948 crore turnover from Europe in September quarter, said a “sharp deterioration” in market conditions impacted performance in the U.K. with an EBITDA loss of Rs.238 crore. On Europe, Mr. Koehler, in an analyst call, said operating result turned negative this year due to huge challenges that the global steel industry was facing. In the U.K., the situation has exacerbated on account of unhelpful exchange rates and regulatory costs, which is destroying competitiveness. Announcing the results for July-September quarter of 2015-16 fiscal, Tata Steel had said in a statement: “We are also continuing to assess all the strategic options for our Long Products business.” It has already made three restructuring announcements of its business in the U.K. since July. — PTI



Andhra Bank second quarter net profit rises 74 per cent OUR BUREAU



The sector will be the driving force behind Skill India and Make in India initiatives



against the world labels, Ms. Kavita Gupta emphasised on technical research and development to increase productivity. She said that average cotton productivity in India is 528 kg/hectare wherein the same stands 2,196 kg/hectare in Australia and 963 kg/hectare in the U.S. Technical sessions and panel discussions were taken by Thomas Paul Reinhart (Switzerland), Wang Shensi (China), Uday Gill (Indonesia), Nguyen Hota (Vietnam), Mehdi Ali (Bangladesh), Sandeep Hota (Singapore) and PK Singhal (MCX Mumbai) among others.
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ndhra Bank’s net profit for the September quarter grew by 74 per cent to Rs.251 crore on the back of low deposit cost and higher net interest margin. The bank’s net profit during the same quarter last fiscal was Rs.144 crore. Andhra Bank Rs.66.55 75 72 69 66 63 60 Oct 8, 15



Nov 6, 15



“Bank’s total income increased by 7.2 per cent to Rs.4,744 crore during the quarter under discussion against Rs.4,424 crore in the second quarter of financial year 2015,” Andhra Bank Ma-



naging Director and Chief Executive, Suresh N Patel said. “Our cost of deposit has gone down and even bulk deposits, which used to have high rate of interest have come down during the quarter. Advances growth is also reasonably good. All these have given yield,” Mr. Patel said. Total business grew by 14.2 per cent to Rs.2,96,894 crore during the second quarter against Rs.2,60,012 crore during the corresponding quarter last year. Non-performing assets ratio (NPA) declined to 2.95 per cent from 3.86 per cent, while net interest margin (NIM) grew to 3.04 per cent in the second quarter from 2.54 per cent last fiscal, he added. Replying to a query, Mr. Patel said they are confident of maintaining three per cent NIM during the current fiscal.



The bank has received Rs.378 crore capital from the centre and raised Rs.500 crore through tier-II bonds during the year, Mr. Patel added.



Total income of the bank increased to Rs.5,308.08 crore during the quarter under review, from Rs.5,256.62 crore over the same period of 2014-15.



UCO Bank UCO Bank reported a jump of 51 per cent in net profit at Rs.156.20 crore for the second quarter ended September 30, even as the lender’s bad assets rose substantially. The bank had registered a net profit of Rs.103.53 crore in the same period in the previous fiscal. UCO Bank Rs.47.15



CORPOARATE RESULTS



57 54 51 48 45 42 Oct 8, 15



Nov 6, 15



Net NPAs or bad loans too increased to 5.15 per cent during the second quarter, from 3.15 per cent a year ago. Despite the rise in NPAs, the bank’s provisioning for bad loans and contingencies were trimmed at Rs.913.27 crore as of September, against Rs.935.30 crore, a year ago. Dena Bank Dena Bank posted a fall of 24.85 per cent in its net profit at Rs.38.76 crore during JulySeptember quarter of 2015-16 against Rs.51.58 crore in the year-ago period.



Total income for the said quarter decreased from Rs.2,885.22 crore in the yearago period to Rs.2,872.08 crore, the bank said in a BSE filing. Gross non-performing assets of the bank slipped further to 6.84 per cent of gross advances as of September 2015, from 5.12 per cent a yearago. Net NPAs stood at 4.65 per cent of net advances, against 3.59 per cent during the same quarter last fiscal.



Total income rose 3.24 per cent to Rs.2,927 crore while interest income stood at Rs. 2,553 crore, an increase of 2.22 per cent during the quarter. United Bank Rs.21.05



United Bank of India United Bank of India (UBI) reported a 41.23 per cent rise in its net profit for the second quarter of this fiscal at Rs. 61.86 crore, as compared to Rs. 43.80 crore in the corresponding period last year. Operating profit during the quarter increased 12.9 per cent to Rs.518.22 crore from Rs. 459.06 crore in the yearago period.



NIM of the bank stood at 2.24 per cent. Gross NPA stood at Rs.6,112.21 crore, down by 13.60 per cent, it said. The total business of the bank during the quarter increased by Rs.9,565 crore, registering a moderate growth of 5.61 per cent. Deposits grew by Rs. 6,531 crore, a rise of 6.22 per cent. Advances saw a growth of 4.62 per cent to Rs. 3,034 crore.
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BUSINESS PLUS



Rebranding NSE indices will increase user confidence: Chitra Ramkrishna OOMMEN A. NINAN



Rebranding the indices of the National Stock Exchange (NSE) with Nifty as prefix, from November 9, is expected to help increase user confidence and help improve trade in the Nifty family of indices. Spearheading a sea change in the capital market with innovative products, NSE Managing Director and CEO Chitra Ramkrishna believes exchanges have a role to play for both, long–term as well as short-term investors. In an e-mail interview with The Hindu, Ms. Ramkrishna outlined future plans for the country’s leading stock exchange. Nifty 50 has completed 20 years, while Nifty Futures has recently completed 15 years. In the backdrop of equity continuing to be an under-owned asset class, how do you see the transformation on the retail front? What is NSE doing to increase retail participation?



NSE has always been a trend setter in many areas. We started our journey in 1993 and Nifty was launched in 1996. Today in just about 20 years, the index has become the barometer for the Indian stock market. The index that was launched in April, 1996, started tracking the Indian market since November, 1995. And after almost 20 years we are rebranding all our indices with the word Nifty. From November 9, all Nifty indices will have a prefix of Nifty. This will stretch the recall value of Nifty for all investors in Indian markets. As far as retail is concerned, I think Indian capital market has so far given a good return. If you consider Nifty 50 index alone, it has given about 16 per cent return in last 5 years. Today, we have so many products based on Nifty. In fact what we started in 2002 in the form of Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) has gained significant ground in India today. ETF is a small ticket, a convenient and cost-eicient alternative to participate



Over the years, Nifty has become a global brand and has gained high credibility. Nifty should be the natural choice and become the umbrella brand name for the entire family of indices in the capital market without directly taking exposure to a single stock. Again, during the end of last decade, we launched a few new products such as currency, interest rate futures, etc. All these are credible eforts in their own right and have ultimately transformed the Indian capital market. Having said all this, we still feel that the journey has just begun! There is so much to do. Will algorithm (algo) trading dissuade retail investors from the stock market?



Algorithm trading has a set of players who are usually short-term traders. Retail segment basically consists of investors and participants, who have longterm investment horizon. They are never in conflict with each other. Besides, there are rules set by regulators governing all segments and participants in the market.



change are inseparable. Corporates perhaps need to explore opportunities at NSE in some stage of their life cycle. Mobile trading is catching up in India, what is NSE’s experience?



Numbers of people that are using mobile and direct Internet based trading are surging every day. A significant chunk of our technology initiatives, are diverted to tap the young generation through this mode. As mobile gives you a lot of freedom, we are also constantly evolving our eforts. Preliminary data suggests that people using handsets for investing have doubled in one year. What role has technology played in shaping NSE’s growth over the years?



We started as an online platform. So obviously technology played a key role. From v-sat to fibre optic cables, the change happened with time. Though the change has already been very substantial, due to the ever-changing technology, we are gearing up for adding new services. NSE has recently completed revamping of its technology platform to a new level altogether. The entire upgradation was done with indigenous team and technology. It’s a significant milestone as entire modification was done without halting the live trading sessions on daily basis. It’s truly a ‘Made in India’ story. Many exchanges have a commodities segment in various countries. SEBI also has plans to encourage integration of exchanges in the country. Will you agree to the amalgamation of commodity exchanges with stock exchanges or vice versa? If so, what are your plans?



SEBI has relaxed rules for startups to help them access primary markets to raise funds. What is NSE doing to facilitate their market participation?



It is a very good thing that the regulator has relaxed norms for startups. These are new-age companies, many of them are having very iconic ideas that signify the new India. So based on the new norms, we are in discussions with a lot of these potential companies. It is, however, quite early to give any further details. NSE has made intensive eforts over the years to educate Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), about the benefits of raising funds through its SME Platform. While we are encouraging such growing firms to list for raising capital, at the same time, we are also ensuring a proper due diligence at every step as most of them are new to the exchange environment. Be it SME or start up or a matured corporate, we firmly believe, in a way, a corporate entity and an ex-



On technology, many exchanges are claiming that speed is the key to successful trading. Since NSE enjoys the highest trading volumes among all exchanges in India, does speed really matter?



We are already part of a commodity exchange. NSE is a shareholder in NCDEX. Going forward, we will evaluate diferent propositions as and when they arise. As of now, it will be too early to comment as the formal merger between SEBI and FMC has just been completed. Does NSE have listing plans? If yes, then by what time?



NSE is all for listing. However, the key is the modalities. It should bring best value for the existing and future shareholders. However, there are certain regulatory constraints as the original Stock Exchanges and Clearing Corporations Regulations do not envisage such a structure. Shareholders, who have been with us from the beginning, have given huge support over the period. Progress would not have been possible without their support. It was originally infrastructure building and listing of the company was not the focus then.



We do not comment on others. NSE’s acceptance by market players at large, in all segments, is a testimony that parameters and priorities are set right. Since technology is ever evolving, we avoid talking any specific numbers. Nifty is a proxy to Indian investment. How do you plan to expand the global footprint and make it more popular overseas?



Nifty started as a barometer of the local market. It has really taken of and found acceptability with the market participants and today truly it is a proxy for the Indian asset class and Indian investment. We also have ETFs structured on Nifty. So we think that the 15-year journey has helped us entrench Nifty as a proxy for investment in India. In fact we are present in 32 destinations already. Gradually, it’s not only Nifty but other researched products from the exchange which have also become popular globally. Today the Nifty family has around 50 indices. NSE has recently rebranded Nifty. Can you please throw some light on this?



Rebranding of India Index Services & Products Limited (IISL) Indices is a huge step forward. IISL is a subsidiary of NSE Strategic Investment Corporation set up in May 1998 to provide a variety of indices and index related services and products for the Indian capital markets. Nifty is an established brand and since two decades, it is synonymous with Indian capital market. Market participants across multiple geographies within and outside India have accepted Nifty to take part in the capital market. Over the years, Nifty has become a global brand and has gained high credibility. It is only natural therefore that the name Nifty should be the natural choice and become the umbrella brand name for the entire family of indices, representing India. Rebranding indices with Nifty as prefix, will increase confidence among users as it will help them to relate more to Nifty family indices. The rebranding of indices will be efective from November 9. So far, the feedback from market participants on use of ‘Nifty’ in index names has been encouraging as they clearly associate tradable financial products and financial benchmarks to ‘Nifty’ brand. Among others, CNX Nifty will become now ‘Nifty 50’ index, likewise Nifty Junior will become Nifty Next 50 and CNX IT will be called Nifty IT. [email protected]
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Perils of being a hegemon C. R. L. NARASIMHAN



egemony is defined as political, economic or cultural dominance or authority over others. When applied to the current global economy, hegemony refers to the primacy of the American dollar in relation to other currencies. Many commentators have argued that the U.S. has acquired that status because the dollar has remained the world’s foremost reserve currency, leaving behind by a large distance other contenders such as the yuan and the euro. Whether justified or not, the primacy of the dollar over a long period of 70 years has brought about a degree of stability to the global financial system and by extension to the global economy. The dollar has remained the superpower of the financial and monetary system. As a means of payment, a store of value and as a reserve currency the dollar has reigned supreme over all other currencies. Statistics are revealing. There are seven major reserve currencies. Apart from the dollar, the reserve currencies are the euro, British pound, Japanese yen, Swiss franc, Canadian and Australian dollars. About 62 per cent of international currency assets are held in U.S. dollars, 23 per cent in euros and four per cent in yen and sterling. Almost two thirds of India’s forex reserves are said to be in dollars. A layman’s interpretation would be that the dollar is the most sought after currency by individuals and governments alike. A substantial portion of global trade including to and from India is invoiced in dollars. To qualify as a reserve currency, the country must run a large current account deficit which will be easily financed by other countries desiring to park their reserves in that currency. For most parts, the dollar has been the first choice of central banks to invest their reserves.



H



Doubts persist Yet and not for the first time doubts have been raised as to the stability of the system presided over by the dollar. This is because the dollar’s supremacy rested on a strong U.S. economy. More and more observers are pointing out that the foundations on which the dollar rests are becoming weak. As the Economist in a recent special issue (October 3 to 9) points out a ‘fault line’ has opened between America’s economic clout and financial muscle. The U.S.’s share of global GDP is 23 per cent and its share of global merchandise trade is 12 per cent. Those are impressive numbers but not suicient to reinforce its number one position when one considers that 60 per cent of the global output lies within a de facto dollar zone (currencies are either pegged to the dollar or move in tandem with it). The U.S.’s share of global corporate investment has been declining.



DISEASE-FREE FARM NO PESTICIDE OR WEEDICIDE IS USED



FARMER'S NOTEBOOK



A model in mixed farming



Export of oilmeals



Farm yard manure is applied in alternate years and hand weeding is carried out around the base of pepper vines while taking care not to disturb their base S. ANNAMALAI



T



he two-decade-old farm located in a slope at Erithavoor village near Maruthencode of Kanyakumari district, Tamil Nadu, has turned out to be a model. It is surrounded by paddy and banana fields. The one-hectare land is free from diseases and pests as no insecticide, nematicide, fungicide or weedicide is used. The one-time paddy farm sports a diferent look now with arecanut trees draped in pepper wines along rows of trenches filled with water almost all through the year. When C. Mohandas, former Principal Scientist, Indian Council of Agricultural Research, found growing paddy labour-intensive, he switched to banana. From 1995, he started to experiment with mixed farming, using trench irrigation. As the erstwhile paddy field always had water stagnation in 11 months of the year, it had to be drained periodically. Hence, small drainage channels were dug and the mud was used to create long bunds around arecanut trees. Whenever they dry up, the silt is used to improve the health of the soil. Only surface wa-



The 20-foot-tall pepper plant at the farm of C. Mohandas, former Principal Scientist, ICAR, in Kanyakumari district of Tamil Nadu. — PHOTO: A. SHAIKMOHIDEEN



As no pesticide was used for over two decades there is a build up of a number of predators and parasites of pathogenic insects and fungi. ter is used for irrigation in this rainfed farm. As the arecanut trees grew up, Mr. Mohandas obtained Karimunda variety pepper’s runner shoots from Indian Institute of Spices Research, rooted them in poly bags and planted them at the base. Harvest of pepper



started in 1997 and now Mr. Mohandas is able to pluck pepper two to three times a year because of the copious water running in trenches. “Mine is a disease-free farm. I occasionally use one-tenth of the recommended level of chemical fertilisers, but no pesticides or insecticides. Pests are found in the nearby paddy field, which uses chemical agents. Against the normal height of 10 feet per climber, my plants go up to 20 feet,” says Mr. Mohandas. In the last few years, the only investment for him is on labour. He also raises banana, ginger, turmeric and amorphophallus as inter-crop and grows fish in the streams. Goats used to be reared using weeds obtained from the farm and the goat manure was recycled into the farm. Farm yard manure is applied on alternate years



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2015



he export of oilmeals during October 2015 is reported at just 13,716 tonnes against 2,38,703 tonnes in October 2014, that is down by 94 per cent. The overall export of oilmeals during April-October 2015 is reported at 7,63,113 tonnes against 12,63,073 tonnes during the same period of last year, that is down by 40 per cent, according to the data compiled by The Solvent Extractors’ Association of India. Soybean crushing is very much reduced due to continuous disparity and high price of domestic market afecting overall domestic availability of both oils and meals. The export of soybean meal is at a historical low during current year and reduced month by month and reported 46,980 tonnes compared to 1,40,098 tonnes during the first seven months of the financial year 2015-16. Similarly, rapeseed meal export is also reduced to one-third of last year. Also, capacity utilisation is at the lowest. Industry is passing through very though time and many plants are close down due to disparity in crushing and export, according to a press release. The robust pace of soybean crushings



The yuan particularly has a strong backing in India and other emerging market countries. Sooner rather than later the yuan will acquire reserve currency status However, it is Wall Street that has an overreaching influence over stock markets everywhere. In short, the gap between America’s economic might and financial power is widening .This creates problems for everyone, in the dollar zone and beyond. As the Economist puts it succinctly the costs of dollar dominance are starting to outweigh the benefits, As seen in India too, currencies and stock markets sufer wild gyrations. A miniscule rise in the American interest rate or even a talk about it is enough to cause huge reverse flows of dollars invested elsewhere. Share prices go downhill very fast. Second, there are limits beyond which the U.S. can make up for liquidity shortage in the global financial system which has grown enormously. Three, America’s political system is seen to be dysfunctional. The question needs to be asked for how long countries will tie their financial systems to the vagaries of U.S. politics. Finally, the U.S. is not averse to using its financial clout to achieve political objectives. Take Iran for instance. The default option There is no denying the benefits the U.S. has had from this arrangement, cheaper borrowing for instance. The dollar being the reserve currency brings unmatched benefits. But there are costs such as in providing liquidity. The case for one or more currencies sharing the burden with the dollar looks strong. However, over the years no other currency, not the euro not even the much touted yuan can occupy that place. The yuan particularly has a strong backing in India and other emerging market countries. Sooner rather than later the yuan will acquire reserve currency status. However the recent slowing down of its economy as well as the series of currency devaluations have lent some opacity to China’s macro management. The yuan has some distance to go before it qualifies as a global currency. A very recent report from China talks of accelerated financial reforms which will inter alia allow the currency to trade freely by 2020. [email protected]
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and hand weeding is carried out around the base of pepper vines while taking care not to disturb their base. The income is from pepper, arecanut, inter-crops and fish, besides pepper saplings. He reaps an average of 500 nuts per arecanut tree. Nurseries of climbers and bush pepper, which is ideal for home gardens, are raised at the farm. Mr. Mohandas claims that the yield in the farm is increasing. It was two kg dry pepper in April-May and September 2014 in the of-season and went up to six kg per climber during December, the main season. As no pesticide was used for over two decades there is a build up of a number of predators and parasites of pathogenic insects and fungi. Runner shoots in the farm are used to produce about 10,000 rooted cuttings, which are sold at Rs.15 each. About 5,000 bush pepper seedlings are raised from lateral branches. About 1,000 orthotropic shoots are also used to produce seedlings which are sold at Rs.25 each. He uses locally designed humidity chambers to enhance rooting. “There is a big demand now for pepper and saplings. The demand has been amplified by the crop failure in nearby Kerala,” says Mr. Mohandas. More details about the farm can be had from C. Mohandas, 29/194 Pastor’s Lane, North Street, Marthandam. Kanyakumari District, Tamil Nadu. Phone: 9843643646, 04651-274607.



and ample soybean supplies both in the northern and the southern hemisphere kept world market prices of soya meal under pressure and sharply below the year-earlier levels. Soybean meal Argentina / Brazil origin being currently quoted CIF Rotterdam between $360-370 per tonnes, where as Indian soybean meal is quoted at $500 ex-Kandla. India is totally out-priced in international market due to high price in local market, it added.



P. Narasimhan



Rabi crop sowing round 84 lakh hectares of land have been sown under rabi crops as on November 6, 2015, as compared to 87.27 lakh hectares in the same period in the previous year. Area under wheat, the main rabi crop, stood at 2.76 lakh hectares, pulses 28.65 lakh hectares, coarse cereals 32.52 lakh



A



hectares, oilseeds in 19.91 lakh hectares and rice in 0.12 lakh hectares, according to the latest figures available with the Agriculture Ministry. Rabi sowing starts from October while harvesting begins from March.



S. Varadharajan



[email protected]



For more: http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/agriculture CM YK
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TV schedule Australia vs New Zealand: 1st Test: STAR Sports 2 &
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Third title for Lorenzo



Knox wins World golf



Spain’s Jorge Lorenzo claimed his third MotoGP world championship with victory at the Valencia Grand Prix on Sunday. Lorenzo overcome a seven-point deficit heading into the final Grand Prix of the season and claimed the championship by five points.



Scotsman Russell Knox won the WGC-HSBC Champions golf event when he held off a world-class field for a two-stroke victory in Shanghai on Sunday. Kevin Kisner of the US was second.



A batsman’s game? Not this one Conflict of interest Pujara and Vijay may well feel aggrieved at missing out on the MoM award



issue to the fore G. VISWANATH MUMBAI: The BCCI members



BATTLING BATSMEN: In the battle between bat and ball, the dice is invariably loaded against the latter. But at Mohali, where the bowlers were calling the shots, the duo of M. Vijay and Cheteshwar Pujara showed great application and dedication to come out on top. — PHOTOS: AKHILESH KUMAR, AFP



to be supported by a wide range of strokes for a batsman to prosper on pitches such as Mohali. “Batsmen have to watch the ball closely. One can’t bring in T20 shots in a Test situation,” he had said recently. For Pujara it has been a case of bizarre treatment of a batsman who was rated very highly by the likes of Rahul Dravid. “He is ideal for Test cricket,” was Dravid’s opinion when he monitored the initiation of Pujara into international cricket. There was a case for Pujara to claim the honours also since his knocks of 31 and 77 bore the stamp of a batsman in form and firmly in control of the situation too. On his comeback to the team, Pujara, asked to open the innings, had claimed the ‘Man of



the Match’ award against Sri Lanka in the preceding Test at Colombo. It would have been a travesty if the team management had preferred Rohit Sharma to Pujara in the prevailing circumstances at Mohali. Pujara’s forte is his calm posture at the crease and he carried himself in exemplary fashion while blunting the South African attack. Dilip Vengsarkar still rues the fact that he was denied the ‘Man of the Match’ for his 166 on a minefield against Sri Lanka at Cuttack in 1987. Vijay and Pujara may rightly feel equally aggrieved at missing out the privilege on a pitch prepared just to suit the Indian spinners. Sometimes cricket is not really just a batsman’s game.



and some cricketers are trying to dissect the conflict of interest rule with trepidation and suspicion. Some 10 months after Supreme Court judge Tirath Singh Thakur dubbed an amended rule of the BCCI that allowed administrators to hold commercial interest in the IPL and CLT20 as the “true villain,” that created the conflict of interest situation, BCCI president Shashank Manohar has gone on an overdrive to rid the Board of administrators who benefit by way of financial interests from the BCCI and its ailiated units. He has explained to his colleagues and ailiated members what constitutes conflict with the BCCI, ailiated units, retired and current cricketers and also proposed to appoint an ombudsman (ethics oicer). In short, Manohar has asked the administrators and cricketers in ‘conflict’ to bite the bullet.



On January 22, the apex court struck the BCCI’s specific rule saying: “Suice it to say that amendment to Rule 6.2.4 is the true villain in the situation at hand. It is the amendment which attempts to validate what was on the date of the award of the franchise (IPL) invalid as Rule 6.2.4 did not as on that date permit an administrator to have any commercial interest in any event organised by BCCI.” Last September the apex court dismissed BCCI’s petition seeking to review the earlier order that invalidated the amendment to the conflict-ofinterest rule. The echo of the apex court ruling is now ringing aloud in the corridors of power in the BCCI and as a consequence, its ailiated members have become anxious and brac-



the ‘Man of the Match’ in a batsman’s game can be a heartening experience. Ravindra Jadeja, making the most of Mohali conditions where he earned wickets because the batsman were paralysed by their mental apprehensions of the state of the pitch, took the honours when he returned a haul of eight for 76 (three for 55 and five for 21). He could certainly pat himself, but where did Murali Vijay and Cheteshwar Pujara go wrong? Batting was a challenge if not an impossible task. Variable bounce was a constant threat and only good technique was the key. Vijay aggregated 122 runs in



Hyderabad posts massive score



Warriors trump Blasters in opener



NEW DELHI: For a bowler to win



NEW YORK: The chants of ‘Sachin,



HYDERABAD: Centuries by Mir Ja-



weed Ali (156 not out) and T. Ravi Teja (106) helped Hyderabad post a massive 626 for five declared against Jammu and Kashmir on the second day of the Col. C.K. Nayudu Trophy (under-23) cricket tournament match at the Gymkhana Ground here on Sunday. Earlier, B. Yathin Reddy, who resumed at his overnight score of 154, went on to score a double century (205). In reply, J & K was 11 for no loss at close of play. The scores: Hyderabad 626 for five decl. in 173 overs (B. Yathin Reddy 205, Tanay Tyagarajan 38, Mir Jaweed Ali 156 not out, T. Ravi Teja 106, Aamir Sofi three for 122) vs Jammu & Kashmir 11 for no loss in seven overs. At Chandigarh: Punjab 403 for eight decl. in 114.5 overs (Navneet Virk 69, N. Chaudhary 52, Bhima Rao three for 94) vs Andhra 112 in 59 overs ( Ashwin Hebbar 32, Karan Kaila five for 35, Vinay Choudhary four for 26) and One for no loss in five overs.



THANK YOU ALL: The two captains Tendulkar and Warne wave at fans at the end of the first of three T20 series at Citi Field on Saturday.— PHOTO: AFP



Sachin’ filled the air but Sachin Tendulkar could not trump Shane Warne’s magic as the Indian icon’s Blasters went down to the Australian legend’s Warriors in the first ‘Cricket All Stars’ Twenty20 here. Tendulkar was the undisputed favourite for the largely Asian crowd at a baseball stadium here but it was Warne, who weaved some old-time magic to lead his side to a six-wicket win. Set a target of 141, the Warriors romped home with 16 balls to spare after Ricky Ponting and Kumar Sangakkara hit 81 runs between them. Shane Warne snared three wickets, including that of Tendulkar and the legendary Brian Lara. For the Blasters, Virender Sehwag hit the series’ first halfcentury which came of just 22 deliveries. Electing to field after win-



AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS ● Confirmation of the minutes



of the previous general meetings, adoption of the Report of the Hon. Secretaries for the year under review, adoption of the Treasurer’s Report and the audited accounts for the year under review and adoption of the Annual Budget. ● Election of the Working Committee, Standing Committees and other SubCommittees. ● Consideration of the recommendations of the Working Committee, Standing committee and SubCommittees. ● Consideration of any amendments to the Rules and Regulations of the Board. ● Consider matters relating to affiliation /promotion/ disaffiliation/ readmissions. ● Consideration of any other business which the President may consider necessary to be included in the agenda.



BCCI AGM



two innings and Pujara 108. Their performance, contributing 57 percentage runs of India’s aggregate for the match, was the driving force as India overcame South Africa by 108 runs, a massive margin keeping in mind the bowler-friendly conditions laid by the curator, Daljit Singh. Vijay stood firm in both innings but a poor shot in the first innings and a stunning catch in the second caused his dismissal. While not masterly, it was a fine exhibition of discipline and commitment by one of India’s most compact batsmen in the past few years. V.V.S. Laxman, a delightful player against spin, especially on dicey pitches, always maintained that tight defence ought



VIJAY LOKAPALLY



ning the toss, the Blasters were given a rollicking start by Tendulkar and Sehwag, much to the delight of an expatriate crowd that filled the stands. Together, the former Indian batsman raked in 85 runs in a mere 48 deliveries. However, the rest of the starstudded line-up failed to come good and the team ended with 140 for eight. For Warriors, Warne showed he had lost none of the famed magic with figures of three for 20 in his four overs. In reply, Ponting (48 not out) and Sangakkara (41) steered the Warriors home after a top-order collapse. Brief scores : Sachin’s Blasters 140 for eight in 20 overs (Sehwag 55, Tendulkar 26, Warne three for 20, Symonds three for 15) lost to Warne’s Warriors 141 for four in 17.2 overs (Ponting 48 n.o., Sangakkara 41 n.o.). —Agencies



ing up to be part of a dispensation with path-breaking changes to its rules and regulations. Appoint ombudsman The BCCI working committee has proposed many changes which will require the support of three-fourths of the members present at the AGM and are entitled to vote to become legally binding; one of which is to appoint an ombudsman who will look into the disputes of conflict of interest and acts of misconduct, indiscipline or violation of rules and regulations by an administrator. The members may not be prepared to accept a rigid system, but when the Supreme Court appointed-three-member committee, headed by Justice R.M. Lodha, is all set to recommend best practices and reforms to the BCCI, they have



BRISBANE: New Zealand’s hopes of stonewalling an Australian victory took a massive blow with the contentious dismissal of leading batsman Kane Williamson on a rain-hit fourth day in the first Gabba Test on Sunday. The accomplished Wil-



Australia — 1st innings: 556 for



four decl. New Zealand — 1st innings: 317. Australia — 2nd innings: J. Burns



c Taylor b Craig 129, D. Warner c Boult b Craig 116, U. Khawaja (not out) 9, S. Smith c Williamson b Boult 1, M. Marsh c McCullum b Craig 2, A. Voges (not out) 1, Extras (lb1, w1, nb4): 6; Total (for four wkts. decl. in 42 overs) 264. Fall of wickets: 1-237, 2-254, 3258, 4-263. New Zealand bowling: Boult 8-0-



PALLEKELE: An unbeaten century



MUMBAI: Kochi and Jaipur have



by Marlon Samuels went in vain as Sri Lanka defeated the West Indies by 19 runs on Saturday to sweep the three-match one-day international series 3-0. — AFP



been removed from the venue list for the two new IPL franchisees for season 2016 and 2017. The new franchises will replace CSK and Rajasthan Royals which have been suspended from the league for two years. “Issues with Jaipur have not been sorted out and Kochi, too, has problems, but there are nine other venues. The IPL Governing Council has approved the draft invitation to tender (ITT) that will be endorsed by the AGM tomorrow [Monday],” said IPL GC chairman Rajiv Shukla, who is likely to be renamed IPL chairman for



West Indies: J. Charles c Dilshan b Malinga 4, A. Fletcher lbw b Lakmal 6, J. Blackwood c Dilshan b Malinga 2, D. Bravo b Lakmal 4, M. Samuels (not out) 110, D. Ramdin c Perera b Chameera 4, J. Carter c Perera b Mendis 6, J. Holder c Perera b Chameera 19, C. Brathwaite lbw b Mendis 18, S. Narine c Chandimal b Mathews 9, R. Rampaul (not out) 2, Extras (lb-5, w-17) 22; Total (for nine wkts. in 36 overs) 206. Fall of wickets: 1-4, 2-12, 3-16, 418, 5-52, 6-84, 7-109, 8-164, 9-195. Sri Lanka bowling: Malinga 7-043-2, Lakmal 7-0-40-2, Chameera 70-39-2, Siriwardana 5-0-17-0, Mendis 8-0-51-2, Mathews 2-0-11-1. Sri Lanka: K. Perera c Blackwood b Rampaul 50, T. Dilshan c Carter b Brathwaite 21, L. Thirimanne c Samuels b Holder 21, D. Chandimal c Ramdin b Carter 23, A. Mathews (not out) 27, M. Siriwardana c Ramdin b Holder 17, S. Jayasuriya (not out) 11, Extras (lb-3, w-6, nb-1) 10; Total (for five wkts. in 32.3 overs) 180. Fall of wickets: 1-40, 2-95, 3-103, 4-134, 5-161. West Indies bowling: Rampaul 50-34-1, Narine 7.3-1-24-0, Holder 7-044-2, Brathwaite 7-0-40-1, Blackwood 3-0-16-0, Carter 3-0-19-1. Sri Lanka won by 19 runs under D/L method Man-of-the-match: M. Samuels CM YK



BARCELONA: Neymar and Luis



SHOOTING



Two gold for Grewal NEW DELHI: Achal Pratap Grewal



won the individual and team gold in junior men’s standard pistol in the 13th Asian shooting championship in Kuwait City on Sunday. He had Rituraj Singh and Shivam Shukla for company on the podium. In the men’s section, Mahendra Singh won the silver, nine points behind Jang Dae Kyu of Korea. With Neeraj Kumar shooting a below par 537, after Gurpreet Singh had placed fifth with 567, the Indian team was pushed to the bronze. The results: Men: 25m standard pistol: 1. Jang Dae Kyu (Kor) 581; 2. Mahendra Singh 572; 3. Tuguldur Oy-



un (Mgl) 571; 5. Gurpreet Singh 567; 31. Neeraj Kumar 537. Team: 1. Korea 1698; 2. China 1691; 3. India 1676. Junior men: 1. Achal Pratap Grewal 562; 2. Park Jungwoo (Kor) 561; 3. Lee Jaekyoon (Kor) 560; 5. Rituraj Singh 555; 7. Shivam Shukla 552. Team: 1. India 1669; 2. Korea 1655; 3. Mongolia 1630. Women: 50m rifle 3-position: 1. Chen dongqi (Ch) 461.0 (585); 2. Narantuya Chuluunbadrakh (Mgl) 457.7 (583); 3. Yoo Seo Young (Kor) 446.7 (592); 7. Lajja Gauswami 404.6 (582); 14. Anjum Moudgil 577; 28. Elizabeth Susan Koshy 567. Team: 1. China 1749; 2. Korea 1737; 3. India 1734.



Suarez once again shone for Barcelona in Lionel Messi’s absence as Barcelona beat Villarreal 3-0 to move three points clear at the top of La Liga on Sunday. The European champion was frustrated by a solid first-half display from the visitors, but finally made the breakthrough on the hour mark when Neymar slotted home Sergio Busquets’s through ball. Neymar then stood aside to let Suarez seal the three points from the penalty spot after Munir El Haddadi had been brought down by Jaume Costa. And the Brazilian rounded of a



EUROPEAN LEAGUES sensational display as he volleyed home a stunning third five minutes from time. Gibbs equalises In the Premier League, Arsenal substitute Kieran Gibbs scored three minutes after coming on to earn his side a 1-1 draw in Sunday’s north London derby and deny Tottenham a famous victory. Harry Kane’s 32nd-minute goal put Spurs on course for a first win at the Emirates Stadium in five years, but after Arsenal goalkeeper Petr Cech had prevented the visitors from swelling their lead. The results: EPL: On Sunday: Ar-



senal 1 (Gibbs 77) drew with Tottenham 1 (Kane 32) Aston Villa 0 drew with Manchester City 0; Saturday: Stoke 1 (Arnautovic 53)



RISING TO THE OCCASION: Neymar and Luis Suarez have



compensated for Lionel Messi's injury lay-off by plundering goals and keeping Barcelona on top. — PHOTO: REUTERS bt Chelsea 0. La Liga : Sunday: Athletic Bilbao 2 (Williams 8, Raul Garcia 64) bt Espanyol 1 (Hernan Perez 51); Barcelona 3 (Neymar 60, 85, Suarez 70-pen) Villarreal 0 Saturday: Levante 1 (Camarasa 54) drew with Deportivo la Coruna 1 (Lucas Perez 23); Rayo Vallecano 2 (Guerra 3, 10) bt Granada 1 (Babin 53); Eibar 3 (Sergi 16, 29, Saul 61-pen) bt Getafe 1 (Rodriguez Romero 22); Malaga 0 lost to Real Betis 1 (Ruben Castro 64). Serie A : Sunday: Torino 0 lost to Inter Milan 1 (Kondogbia 31); Empoli 1 (Maccarone 19) lost to Juventus 3



liamson took up where he left of after 140 in the first innings to reach his 50 of 55 balls but fell to a marginal leg before wicket decision nearing tea. The Black Caps were 142 for three of 53 overs chasing an improbable 504 runs for victory.



SCOREBOARD



Sri Lanka pockets series



SCOREBOARD



no option but to fall in line with the BCCI chief’s thinking. Some members have already examined the proposed changes to existing rules and could brainstorm at a party to be hosted by the Mumbai Cricket Association president Sharad Pawar some 16 hours before the D-Day on Monday. A group of former cricketers like Brijesh Patel, Dilp Vengsarkar, Arshad Ayub, Aunshuman Gaekwad, Sourav Ganguly and Maharashtra Cricket Association president Ajay Shirke may be in a conflict of interest situation now and would wait for a clear picture to emerge on Monday. While the conflict of interest rule has created enough woes to a handful of administrators and cricketers alike, the BCCI president is determined to see other proposals sail through, like restructuring the working committee, other standing and sub-committees to small groups not exceeding 6 or 8; to remove the rule that enables the president to vote (not casting vote) at Board meetings, to allow the house to vote and settle the dispute in the event of two representatives showing up from a member unit and to consider the recommendation of the IPL governing council. The selectors have a maximum tenure of four years, and with the ICC Twenty20 World Cup to be played next year, it would be interesting to see the way the BCCI responds. There could be a change in South Zone (Roger Binny making way for someone else) and not long ago it was being speculated that Bengal was keen on getting former India wicketkeeper-batsman Deep Dasgupta into the committee. The 85th AGM is bound to spend much time on the near-about 50 proposed changes to the BCCI’s existing rules and the fact that Mr. Manohar was elected unopposed is an indication that majority of them would be adopted.



Rain holds up Kiwis charge



IPL: Kochi and Jaipur Neymar double downs Villarreal removed from venue list 2015-2016. Shukla also said the GC has deferred the big auction by a year. “The two new franchises will be allowed to choose from ten players together from CSK and Rajasthan Royals, and the rest of the 40 players from CSK and RR will go for the auction. “We will follow a reverse bidding for the two new franchises and Rs. 40 crore will be the base price, which means a franchise can start bidding below the base price.” The ITT will be open from November 15 to December 4 and the two new franchises will be declared on December 8. — Special Correspondent



Appointment of representative on ICC



(Mandzukic 32, Evra 38, Dybala 84); Frosinone 2 (Blanchard 31, Diakite 38) drew with Genoa 2 (Pavoletti 6, Gakpe 75); Palermo 1 (Gilardino 71) bt Chievo 0; Roma 2 (Dzeko 10-pen, Gervinho 63) bt Lazio 0; Sassuolo 1 (Sansone 28) bt Carpi 0 Saturday: AC Milan 0 drew with Atalanta 0; Verona 0 lost to Bologna 2 (Giaccherini 6, Donsah 14). Bundesliga : Sunday: Borussia Dortmund 3 (Kagawa 30, Ginter 43, Aubameyang 47) bt Schalke 04 2 (Huntelaar 33, 71). Saturday: Darmstadt 98 1 (Heller 47) drew with Hamburg 1 (Lasogga 29-pen). — Agencies



61-1, Bracewell 11-1-63-0, Neesham 90-61-0, Craig 14-0-78-3. New Zealand — 2nd innings: T. Latham lbw b Starc 29, M. Guptill c Smith b Lyon 23, K. Williamson lbw b Lyon 59, R. Taylor (batting) 20, B. McCullum (batting) 4, Extras (b-3, lb-3, w-1): 7; Total (for three wkts. in 53 overs) 142. Fall of wickets: 1-44, 2-98, 3-136. Australia bowling: Starc 13-424-1, Johnson 13-5-42-0, Hazlewood 10-3-24-0, Marsh 6-3-13-0, Lyon 11-0-33-2.



MUMBAI: One of the items on the



agenda at the BCCI’s 85th Annual General Meeting (AGM) at the Cricket Centre here on Monday would be to appoint the Board’s representative(s) on the International Cricket Conference and similar conferences. As of now, former president N. Srinivasan is the BCCI representative on the ICC. The BCCI, under the presidentship of Jagmohan Dalmiya, decided to continue with Srinivasan, who was elected ICC Chairman in 2014, as its representative on the ICC at its last AGM in Chennai on March 2. There is speculation that Manohar himself take up the role on the ICC board with Pawar as the alternate representative. Replacement for Srinivasan There are reports that the BCCI president Shashank Manohar has been urged to find a replacement for Srinivasan, but until Sunday afternoon the BCCI has not told Srinivasan that it will name his replacement for the next seven months. It’s not mandatory on the part of the BCCI to do so. “He’s done his job as chairman of ICC and also worked to get good (Rs. 617 crore) Champions League Twenty20 compensation money. He feels it’s the BCCI prerogative and that he’s fine with whatever decision they take,” said a TNCA functionary. By virtue of being ICC chairman, Srinivasan is also chairman of the ICC, ICC-Development International, and ICC Business Corporation Board of Directors, ICC Development Committee, ex-oicio member of the ICC Cricket Committee, Chief Executive’s Committee, Audit Committee, Governance Review Committee, HR and Remuneration Committee, Executive Committee, Nominations Committee and member of ICC Finance and Commercial Afairs Committee. BCCI secretary Anurag Thakur represents the Board in the ICC Chief Executives Committee, ICC Governance Committee and the Disputes Resolution Committee.



Sameer bags another title BAHRAIN: Fresh from his victory



at the Bahrain International Series, Sameer Verma of India bagged his second title in a row with victory at the Bahrain International Challenge badminton, defeating Singapore’s Zi Lian Derek Wong in the final 2114, 21-10. Seeded No. 11, Sameer upset the top seed and World No. 42 Tien Minh Nguyen in the quarterfinals, before overcoming compatriot Rahul Yadav 21-13, 21-17 in the semifinals. Sameer said: “I am really happy with the way I have been able to play over the last two weeks. There were some tough matches, especially the quarterfinals against (Tien Minh) Ngyen, and I am happy to have won.”



TENNIS



Hat-trick for Djokovic PARIS: Novak Djokovic won his



sixth Masters title of the year on Sunday when he defeated Andy Murray 6-2, 6-4 in the ATP Paris Masters. The top seed won the series closing title for an unprecedented third straight year and a fourth time in all as he dominated the Scottish second seed from start to finish. The win brought Djokovic's final regular season win-loss record to 78-5 and takes his unbeaten run, stretching back to August 23, to 22. He will now go on to the World Tour Finals in London having won three out of four Grand Slam titles and six out of nine Masters 1000 series titles in 2015. In what was the first Paris Masters final since 1990 featuring the top two seeds, Djokovic stamped his authority on the match from the start. He won eight straight points from the end of the first game to move clear and pile the pressure on Murray, who had lost nine out of the last 10 matches between the two. Another dropped serve by Murray in the seventh game saw the Serb then pocket the set 6-2 in 42 minutes. When a rampant Djokovic broke again in the third game of the second set it looked all over, but out of the blue Murray broke to love to revive his hopes. Playing for the first time in the Paris final, The Scot moved 3-2 up and had pressure on Djokovic's next serve. But, as he has done all year, the Serb dug deep to level



and then had a break again in the following game as Murray faltered. Two games later it was all over with Murray stabbing a backhand wide as Djokovic raised his arms in triumph over what he had achieved. Bopanna-Mergea qualify Rohan Bopanna and his Romanian partner Florin Mergea qualified for the year-end ATP World Tour Finale when Vasek Pospisil and Jack Sock lost the Paris Masters final on Sunday. Pospisil and Sock, who were trying to grab the last available spot, lost 6-2, 3-6, 5-10 to second seeds Ivan Dodig and Marcelo Melo, who had knocked out Bopanna and Mergea in the quarterfinals. The results: Final: Novak Djokovic bt Andy Murray 6-2, 6-4. — Agencies



Novak Djokovic with his trophy. — PHOTO: REUTERS ND-ND
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Singhania finishes fourth
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Adrian Mutu salvages Jafer creates history reputation and a draw W CRICKET



DIPAK RAGAV MUGELLO (ITALY): India’s Gautam



Singhania wrapped up his debut season in the Ferrari Challenge with a fourth place finish in the weekend’s headline event — the World Finals of the Coppa Shell category. The one-of event, which features participants who competed in the APAC, Europe and North American leg of the Coppa Shell championships, was won by Italy’s Erich Prinoth. Singhania started the race on the front row in second position but had an incident with German driver Thomas Lolad, when the latter was trying to pass him in the first corner. The 50-year old was the fastest on the track in the closing stages.



Kyra-Daiana pair loses NEW DELHI: Kyra Shrof, partner-



ing Daiana Negreanu of Romania, was beaten 6-3, 2-6, 10-8 in the doubles final by Patrycia Polanska of Poland and Anna Slovakova of the Czech Republic in the $10,000 ITF women’s tennis tournament in El Kantaoui, Tunisia. Purav Raja, World No.94 in doubles, gave a walkover in the doubles final of the $125,000 Challenger in Hua Hin, Thailand, owing to his father’s death. Purav was seeded No.1 with Andre Begemann of Germany, and was scheduled to play against second seeds Hsin-Han Lee and YenHsun Lu of Chinese Taipei. The results: $10,000 ITF women, El Kantaoui, Tunisia: Doubles (final): Patrycia Polanska (Pol) & Anna Slovakova (Cze) bt Daiana Negreanu (Rou) & Kyra Shroff 6-3, 2-6, 10-8. ITF grade-5 juniors, Dhaka, Bangladesh: Boys (final): Dhruv Sunish bt Hazem Naow (Syr) 7-6(4), 6-1. Doubles (final): Parikshit Somani & Dhruv Sunish bt Vikrant Dahiya & Sanil Jagtiani 7-6(1), 4-6, 10-8. Girls: Doubles (final): Hisao Yun Chang & Li-Hsin Chang (Tpe) bt Aditya Karunaratne (Sri) & Rashmika Rajan 6-4, 7-5. ITF grade-5 juniors, Fujairah, UAE: Boys (semifinals): Yousef Khamis (Egy) bt Siddhant Banthia 6-4, 6-0. Girls (final): Akanksha Bhan bt Vitalia Stamat (Mda) 5-2 (retd.). Semifinals: Akanksha bt Helene Relllicano (Mlt) 7-5, 6-1. Doubles (semifinals): Adrienn Nagy (Hun) & Helene Pellicano (Mlt) bt Ahlam Shawkat (Egy) & Akanksha 6-3, 6-3.



Goa remains in lead with 15 points, followed by Pune NANDAKUMAR MARAR PUNE: Adrian Mutu salvaged his



reputation, as a marquee striker struggling to find the net, with a stylish left-footed volley in injury time as FC Pune City clawed back against a confident FC Goa as the teams split points after a 2-2 draw in their ISL 2015 clash at the Balewadi stadium here on Sunday. Eugenson Lyngdoh put the home team ahead, Rafael Coelho struck the equaliser before Jonatan Lucca put the visitors ahead. The crowd then got into the act, spurring the Romanian Mutu into action with a swerve and left-footed volley to help his team draw level for the second time.



ISL Goa remains in lead with 15 points, followed by Pune a point behind. Zico started with five foreigners in the playing squad — Brazilians Lucio, Moura, Rafael, Lucca and Frenchman Gregory Arnolin even as Nigerian Dudu Omagbemi — drafted in as cover for the injured Darryl Dufy — watched from the dugout. David Platt, meanwhile, started with star signing Mutu as the sole forward. Mutu got to the end of a pass, following a passing bout between Pune City from their own half, zipping the ball through the white shirts for the Romanian to deal the killer blow. He, however, did not connect cleanly in an attempted right-footed shot on the turn and goalkeeper Kattimani successfully rushed out to narrow the angle and block. At the other end, Simonsen looked on helplessly as the ball rolled towards Haokip following a corner kick. The striker tried a tricky side-heel, the ball did not come on as swiftly as expected, and the visitors had wasted the best chance so far amidst end-to-end action. Two goals, one by each side, livened up the spectacle. Zakora took of from inside his own



RACING



Palm Springs triumphs HYDERABAD: The L.D’Silva-trained Palm Springs (Akshay Kumar up) won the Kasu Brahmananda Reddy Memorial Cup, the main event of the races held here on Sunday. The winner is owned by Mr. M. Rama Krishna Reddy 1. KINNERASANI PLATE (D. II), (1,100m), Cat. III, 3-y-o & rated upto 50: Exclusive Monarchy (K. Sai Kiran) 1, Yes Baby (A.K. Pawar) 2, Legend (Md. Sameeruddin) 3, Golden Angel (G. Naresh) 4. Nk, 2-1/2, hd. 1m 09.08s. Rs. 123 (w), 14, 11, 35 (p), SHP: Rs. 33, FP: Rs. 1222, Q: Rs. 515, Tanala: Rs. 21303. Favourite: Tokyo Bloom. Owner: Mr. M.D. Reddy. Trainer: M. Satyanarayana. 2. RECOMMENDER PLATE (1,100m), Cat. II, maiden 2-y-o only (Terms): Ashwa Raftar (K. Mukesh Kumar) 1, Euro Zone (Deep Shanker) 2, Montana Sky (P. Trevor) 3, Mary Rose (P. S. Chouhan) 4. 3-1/4, 3/4, 2-1/2. 1m 08.89s. Rs. 42 (w), 7, 7, 6 (p), SHP: Rs. 18, FP: Rs. 179, Q: Rs. 62, Tanala: Rs. 249 . Favourite: Mary Rose. Owners: M/s. A.K. Jaiswal & Ravinder Pal Singh Chauhan. Trainer: Anupam Sharma.



3. BHADRACHALAM CUP (1,100m), Cat. III, 4-y-o & over, rated upto 50: Egyptian Wind (A.M. Tograllu) 1, True Pearl (K. Sai Kiran) 2, Symbol Of Honour (C. Henrique) 3, Romantic Fire (Ajit Singh) 4. Not run: Golden Storm. 1, hd, 3/4. 1m 08.79s. Rs. 11 (w), 7, 9, 19 (p), SHP: Rs. 28, FP: Rs. 68, Q: Rs. 49, Tanala: Rs. 1247. Favourite: Egyptian Wind. Owner and trainer: Mr. Zoheb Shaikh.



4. M.B.MANGALORKAR MEMORIAL CUP (1,400m), Cat. II, 3 & 4-y-o, rated upto 75: Net Champ (Deepak Singh) 1, Kimono (Aneel) 2, Brilliant Twist (Deep Shanker) 3, Fabulous Jewel



asim Jafer etched his name permanently in the Ranji Trophy’s hall of fame, becoming the first man in the long history (81 years) of the premier tournament to complete 10,000 runs, on Sunday. The scores: Group ‘A’ At Mysuru: Odisha 232 vs. Karnataka 255 for three in 97 overs (Mayank Agarwal 78, Robin Uthappa 83 batting, Karun Nair 52 batting). At Lahli: Haryana 168 in 70.5 overs (Himanshu Rana 56, R.P. Sharma 45, Krishna Das six for 56, Dhiraj Goswami four for 38) & 15 for three in 13 overs vs. Assam 120 in 52.2 overs (Gokul Sharma 43, Ashish Hooda four for 27). Group ‘B’ At Chennai: Andhra Pradesh 203 vs. Tamil Nadu zero for no loss in one over.At Gwalior: Railways 256 & 42 for one in 16 overs vs. Madhya Pradesh 276 in 90.2 overs (Rajat Patidar 113, Devendra Bundela 47, Rameez Khan 53, Karn Sharma five for 102). At Mumbai: Mumbai 610 for nine in 153 overs (Akhil Herwadkar 58, Shreyas Iyer 137, Rohit Sharma 113,



(P.S.Chouhan) 4. 4, 1-1/2, 1-1/2. 1m 27.46s. Rs. 29 (w), 7, 7, 7 (p), SHP: Rs. 18, FP: Rs. 241, Q: Rs. 98, Tanala: Rs. 514. Favourite: Fabulous Jewel. Owners: Mr. P. Prabhakar Reddy & Dr. Peddi Reddy Prabhakar Reddy. Trainer: Donald Netto.



5. SRINIVASA SADAGOPA SHARMA MEMORIAL CUP (1,400m), Cat. III, 4-y-o & over, rated upto 50: Rebellion (P.Trevor) 1, Undu Undu Undu (Aneel) 2, Dolce (Ajeeth Kumar) 3, Miss A Kiss (S.Sreekant) 4. Not run: Buckshee. 4, hd, 1. 1m 28.57s. Rs. 8 (w), 5, 12, 17 (p), SHP: Rs. 35, FP: Rs. 44, Q: Rs. 30, Tanala: Rs. 374. Favourite: Rebellion. Owner: Mr. P.S. Reddy. Trainer: K.S.V. Prasad Raju.



6. KASU BRAHMANANDA REDDY MEMORIAL CUP (1,200m), Cat. I, 3-y-o & over: Palm Springs (Akshay Kumar) 1, Desire (P.S.Chouhan) 2, Policy Maker (Deep Shanker) 3, Blossom (Sai Kumar) 4. Shd, 1-3/4, 1/2. 1m 13.11s. Rs. 99 (w), 22, 7, 13 (p), SHP: Rs. 21, FP: Rs. 429, Q: Rs. 120, Tanala: Rs. 1641. Favourite: Desire. Owner: Mr. M. Rama Krishna Reddy. Trainer: L. D’Silva.



7. HIDDEN BLOOM PLATE (1,400m), Cat. III, 4-y-o & over, rated upto 25: Fresco (Deepak Singh) 1, Upon A Star (P. Ajeeth Kumar) 2, Sea Change (Abhishek S. Pawar) 3, Fashionista (N. Ravinder Singh) 4. 4-1/4, shd, 1/4. 1m 32.36s. Rs. 9 (w), 7, 26, 10 (p), SHP: Rs. 101, FP: Rs. 121, Q: Rs. 109, Tanala: Rs. 565. Favourite: Fresco. Owners: M/s. Baldev Singh & Rajesh Sanghani. Trainer: D. Netto. Treble (i): Rs. 1639 (23 tkts.), (ii): Rs. 386 (249 tkts.). Consolation: Rs. 1326 (116 tkts.). Jackpot: Rs. 6086 (59 tkts.)



Surya Kumar Yadav 58, Siddesh Lad 89, Abhishek Nayar 42, Shardul Thakur 56) vs. Uttar Pradesh 51 for no loss in 27 overs. At Valsad: Gujarat 505 in 148.2 overs (Smit Patel 57, Priyank Panchal 128, Manpreet Juneja 55, Rush Kalaria 68, Rujul Bhatt 61, Axar Patel 81, Irfan Pathan six for 47) vs. Baroda 82 for three in 31 overs. Group ‘C’ At Jamshedpur: Jharkhand 551 for



eight in 171.2 overs (Ishan Kishan 109, Anand Singh 124, Saurabh Tiwary 63, Ishank Jaggi 93, Kaushal Singh 81) vs. J&K 17 for one in 7.3 overs. At Rajkot: Goa 239 vs. Saurashtra 224 for eight in 88 overs (Avi Barot 56, R.R. Singh four for 57). At Malappuram: Kerala 347 in 129.5 overs (Rohan Prem 118, Sachin Baby 70, Akshay Chandran 41 not out) vs. Tripura 119 for two in 42 overs (U.U. Bose 52). At Dharamshala: Himachal Pradesh 531 in 138.3 overs (Paras Dogra 227, Nikhil Gangta 98, Bipul Sharma 74) vs. Services 105 for no loss in 39 overs (Aanshul Gupta 46 batting, Soumik Chatterjee 57 batting).



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2015



Bengal on top AMITABHA DAS SHARMA KOLKATA: Sudip Chatterjee did the rescue act with the bat before Pragyan Ojha did the demolition with the ball to put Bengal on top against Vidarbha on the second day of the group A Ranji Trophy match here on Sunday. Chatterjee hauled the host, which began on the overnight score of 217 for seven, out of crisis, scoring a fine century (116, 200b, 14x4, 1x6). Resuming on 49, Chatterjee paired in two identical 53-run partnerships with tailenders Ojha (17) and pacer Ashok Dinda (24) to steer Bengal to 334 in its first innings. Replying to Bengal’s big firstinnings lead, Vidarbha crashed to 141 for seven at stumps, still 44 runs adrift of the follow-on score of 185. Ojha did the maximum damage with his fine left-arm spin as he completed a five-wicket haul while allowing 30 runs. The scores: Bengal — 1st innings: Abhimanyu Easwaran c Ubarhande b Wagh 58, Sayan Sekhar Mondal b Wakhare 56, Sudip Chatterjee c Ubarhande b Thakur 116, Manoj Tiwary c Ubarhande b Wagh 3, Shreevats Goswami lbw b Wakhare 1, Pramod



Chandila c Ubarhande b Wakhare 21, Pankaj Shaw st Ubarhande b Sarwate 4, Veer Pratap Singh c Ubarhande b Wakhare 11, Pragyan Ojha c Jaffer b Thakur 17, Ashok Dinda c Ubarhande b Wagh 24, Sayan Ghosh (not out) 13; Extras (b-6, lb-12, nb-5): 23; Total (in 115.4 overs): 334. Fall of wickets: 1-118, 2-122, 3-133, 4-140, 5-182, 6-199, 7-214, 8-267, 9-320. Vidarbha bowling: Shrikant Wagh 24-6-53-3, Swapnil Bandiwar 20-461-0, Faiz Fazal 4-0-17-0, Ravikumar Thakur 25.4-7-61-2, Aditya Sarwate 11-1-39-1, Aditya Wakhare 31-6-85-4. Vidarbha — 1st innings: Faiz Fazal b Dinda 63, Wasim Jaffer b Ojha 9, Ganesh Satish c Chandila b Ojha 36, S. Badrinath b Ojha 2, Shalabh Shrivastava c Chandila b Ojha 0, Amol Ubarhande lbw b Ojha 5, Aditya Sarwate lbw b Ghosh 0, Shrikant Wagh (batting) 18, Akshay Wakhare (batting) 4; Extras (lb-4): 4; Total (for seven wickets in 52 overs): 141. Fall of wickets: 1-29, 2-91, 3-103, 4-103, 5-109, 6-110, 7-131. Bengal bowling: Ashok Dinda 7.14-10-1, Veer Pratap Singh 8-0-24-0, Pragyan Ojha 16.5-5-30-5, Sayan Ghosh 12-1-33-1, Sayan Sekhar Mondal 4-0-20-0, Abhimanyu Easwaran 30-15-0, Pankaj Shaw 1-0-5-0.



Shorey ton guides Delhi to win Y.B. SARANGI NEW DELHI: Dhruv Shorey scored



ON A HIGH: FC Goa’s Rafael celebrates with a support staff



member after scoring the equaliser against Pune City on Sunday. — PHOTO: ISL / SPORTZPICS half, tapped the ball forward a few steps before bursting through. Goa closed in, but was left behind in Zakora’s wake, who then followed it up with a pass inside for Lyngdoh and a simple jabbed finish. Rafael punched in Goa’s equaliser two minutes later. He floated free of his marker to receive a pass from his teammate, twisted into space and veered away from an onrushing defender to finally pick his spot in the goal confidently past Simonsen.



Both coaches showed their hand on resumption. Zico brought in Dudu upfront in place of scorer Rafael. Mandar Desai got a look-in for Haokip. Platt introduced Dutch midfielder Wesley Verhoek in place of defender James Bailey, Bikash Jairu came in for Jackichand Singh, Tuncay Sanli replaced skipper Zakora who walked of to applause. The result: FC Goa (Rafael Coelho 34, Jonatan Lucca 44) drew with FC Pune City (Eugenson Lyngdoh 32, Adrian Mutu 90+3).



his maiden hundred in his second first class outing to guide Delhi to an emphatic nine-wicket win over Maharashtra in the Ranji Trophy Group A match at the Ferozeshah Kotla on Sunday. On a pitch that ofered variable bounce and made batting a challenging task, 31 wickets were lost, including 17 on the second day. Delhi, resuming from its overnight first innings aggregate of 157 for four, benefited from another solid display from Shorey to put up 230 and secure a decisive 150-run lead. Against some accurate bowling from the home bowlers, led by the four-wicket star Manan Sharma, Maharashtra’s batsmen did not show enough application and managed 176 runs in their second essay. Delhi achieved the target of 27 runs for the loss of Unmukt Chand’s wicket. A bonus point gave Delhi six to bolster its position at the top of the table and virtually seal a spot in the knockout stage.



Alameda poised for a hat-trick HYDERABAD: Alameda, who is in good form, is poised to complete a hat-trick in the C. Satyanarayana Memorial Cup (1,600m), the chief event of the races to be held here on Monday (Nov. 9). 1 SARAVAN KUMAR MEMORIAL CUP (2,000m), 3-y-o & over, rated upto 75 (Cat. II), 1-10 p.m.: 1. Jerrell (9) Deepak Singh 60, 2. Fairy Emperor (3) R. B. Shinde 59.5, 3. Chal Dhannu Chal (8) P. Trevor 59, 4. Ice Crystal (2) Aneel 58.5, 5. Meheran (6) Kuldeep Singh 56.5, 6. Kireeti (4) P. Gaddam 56, 7. Silver Passion (7) N. Rawal 55.5, 8. Ice Barrier (5) B. Dileep 55 and 9. Khoshgel (1) Akshay Kumar 53. 1. Meheran, 2. Chal Dhannu Chal, 3. Khoshgel 2 NAGARJUNA SAGAR PLATE (1,100m), (Cat. II), maiden 2-y-o only (Terms), 1-40: 1. Cannon Hope (3) Kunal Bunde 55, 2. Charlie Brown (8) Sai Kumar 55, 3. Golden Joy (7) Ajeeth Kumar 55, 4. Symbol Of Star's (4) C. Henrique 55, 5. Two Rock Da World (5) Ravinder Singh 55, 6. Dancing Leaf (2) P. Trevor 53.5, 7. Ruby's Gift (6) N. Rawal 53.5 and 8. Surprise Party (1) Deep Shanker 53.5. 1. Dancing Leaf, 2. Surprise Party, 3. Ruby's Gift 3 C. SATYANARAYANA MEMORIAL CUP ( 1,600m), (Cat. II), 3-y-o & over (Terms), 2-10: 1. Kohinoor Thunder (2) S. Sreekant 62, 2. Alameda (5) Kuldeep Singh 60, 3. Celestial Fire (6) N. Rawal 60, 4. Machine Gun (1) A. Joshi 60, 5. Power Planet (8) A M Tograllu 60, 6. Prince Of Arabia (3) C. S. Vikrant 55, 7. Golden Arrow (4) P. S. Chou-



han 53.5 and 8. Vijay Vaishnavee (7) Ajit Singh 50.5. 1. Alameda, 2. Power Planet, 3. Golden Arrow 4 GOLCONDA PLATE (Div. I), (1,100m), 5-y-o &o over, rated upto 75 (Cat. II), 2-45: 1. Lips Locking (11) Deepak Singh 62, 2. Pacafic Star (7) A. S. Pawar 62, 3. Midnight In Paris (6) Md. Sameeruddin 60, 4. Noble Citizen (12) M. F. Ali Khan 58.5, 5. Marquise (9) C. S. Vikrant 57, 6. Ein Ein Ein (4) K. Sai Kiran 55.5, 7. Field Commander (10) Ravinder Singh 53, 8. Rock Heights (8) Ashhad Asbar 52.5, 9. Rocking Racer (3) Kunal Bunde 52, 10. Stolen Date (5) G. Naresh 51.5, 11. Exclusive Lady (1) Akshay Kumar 51 and 12. Shatakshi (2) C. Henrique 50. 1. Ein Ein Ein, 2. Midnight In Paris, 3. Lips Locking 5 ETURNAGARAM PLATE (1,200m), 5-y- & over, rated upto 50 (Cat. III), 3-15: 1. Big Boss (5) C. S. Vikrant 60, 2. Spirited (2) G. Naresh 59, 3. Arudra (4) Ajeeth Kumar 58, 4. Goldie (7) Kiran Naidu 55.5, 5. Trustful (9) N. S. Rathore 52.5, 6. Time For Smile (8) Ashhad Asbar 52, 7. Desert Bloom (3) P. Gaddam 51.5, 8. Squanderers Square (6) Sai Kumar 51.5 and 9. Bold Reason (1) Ravinder Singh 51. 1. Arudra, 2. Big Boss, 3. Trustful 6 KINNERASANI PLATE (Div. I), (1,100m), 3-y-o &over, rated upto 50 (Cat. III), 3-45: 1. Sketch Of Beauty (3) K. Mukesh Kumar 62.5, 2. Picture Perfect (5) Deepak Singh 60.5, 3. Majorca (4) C. S. Vikrant 59, 4. Green Olive (9) R. B. Shinde 58, 5. Gunner (1) A. S. Pawar 56, 6. Golden Xanthus (7) Md. Sameeruddin



54.5, 7. Time Is Luck (2) Ajit Singh 53, 8. Ice Cave (6) N. S. Rathore 50.5 and 9. Kinnera (8) Akshay Kumar 50.5. 1. Sketch Of Beauty, 2. Gunner, 3. Majorca 7 ARDENT KNIGHT PLATE (1,600m), 3-y-o only, rated upto 50 (Cat. III), 4-15: 1. Ryuzaki (5) K. Sai Kiran 61, 2. Astra (4) S. Zervan 59.5, 3. South Lake (3) Ajit Singh 58.5, 4. Charming Beauty (8) Aneel 57.5, 5. Strengthandbeauty (10) P. Trevor 56.5, 6. Kohinoor Valour (6) Kunal Bunde 53, 7. Princess Rose (2) Ashhad Asbar 52.5, 6. Seeking Alpha (9) P. S. Chouhan 52.5, 9. Steyn Memories (7) N. Rawal 50 and 10. Zensaational (1) Ajeeth Kumar 50. 1. Strengthandbeauty, 2. Astra, 3. Kohinoor Valour 8 GOLCONDA PLATE (Div. II), (1,100m), 5-y-o & over, rated upto 75 (Cat. II), 4-50: 1. Win And Enjoy (7) S. Sreekant 62, 2. Fair And Squre (11) B. Dileep 60, 3. Vijays Grandeour (9) Kuldeep Singh 59, 4. Military Belle (3) C. Henrique 57.5, 5. Rajkumar (4) A. S. Pawar 56.5, 6. Olympic Gold (8) Ajit Kumar 54, 7. Proud Image (10) Md. Sameeruddin 53, 8. Yet Again (2) Akshay Kumar 52.5, 9. Komo Komo Komo (5) K. Sai Kiran 52, 10. Sonic (1) Sai Kumar 51.5, 11. Allianz Arena (12) K. Mukesh Kumar 51 and 12. Aware (6) Ravinder Singh 51. 1. Vijays Grandeour, 2. Military Belle, 3. Win And Enjoy Day's best: Alameda Double: Sketch Of Beauty – Strengthandbeauty Jkt: 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8; Tr (i): 1, 2 & 3; (ii): 3, 4 & 5; (iii): 6, 7 & 8; Tla: all races.



Dhruv Shorey. — PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



For 23-year-old Shorey, it was a reward for his long wait among the reserves. In his debut against Odisha in Bhubaneswar last week, he showed good temperament and compact technique in testing conditions and on a bouncy track to score 42 and 62. Shorey rose to the diferent challenges and batted more confidently to take the match away from Maharashtra. His maiden century could be broadly divided into two parts—– his role in supporting Nitish Rana in consolidating Delhi’s innings on day one



and his initiative in scoring runs aggressively to extend the host’s lead on the second. The crafty Samad Fallah bowled Milind Kumar of the third ball on day two and claimed three more wickets to accomplish his 14th five-for. However, that did not deter a determined Shorey, who began from 54, as he switched gears to play some attractive strokes. The scores: Maharashtra — 1st innings: 80. Delhi — 1st innings: Unmukt Chand c Atitkar b Mundhe 4, Gautam Gambhir b Fallah 3, Dhruv Shorey (not out) 104, Nitish Rana lbw b Mundhe 59, Rishabh Pant c Fallah b Darekar 19, Milind Kumar b Fallah 8, Pawan Negi b Mundhe 4, Manan Sharma lbw b Fallah 0, Pradeep Sangwan c Motwani b Fallah 9, Pulkit Narang lbw b Mundhe 1, Navdeep Saini c Khurana b Fallah 8; Extras (b-1, nb-9, w-1): 11; Total (in 68.1 overs): 230. Fall of wickets: 1-9, 2-9, 3-108, 4132, 5-157, 6-166, 7-167, 8-183, 9-201. Maharashtra bowling: Samad Fallah 19.1-6-45-5, Shrikant Mundhe 22-2-100-4, Rahul Tripathi 5-1-9-0, Akshay Darekar 18-4-51-1, Chirag Khurana 3-0-17-0, Swapnil Gugale



1-0-7-0. Maharashtra — 2nd innings:



Swapnil Gugale b Sangwan 18, Harshad Khadiwale c Gambhir b Negi 26, Sangram Atitkar lbw b Narang 30, Chirag Khurana c Shorey b Negi 6, Ankit Bawane c Pant b Manan 18, Kedar Jadhav c Shorey b Manan 7, Rahul Tripathi lbw b Manan 18, Rohit Motwani (not out) 27, Shrikant Mundhe lbw b Manan 0, Akshay Darekar c Manan b Milind 11, Samad Fallah run out 1; Extras (b-9, lb-4, nb-1): 14, Total (in 56 overs): 176. Fall of wickets: 1-22, 2-58, 3-68, 4-112, 5-118, 6-123, 7-147, 8-147, 9-173. Delhi bowling: Pradeep Sangwan 10-3-16-1, Navdeep Saini 9-2-21-0, Pulkit Narang 14-2-59-1, Manan Sharma 16-3-47-4, Pawan Negi 5-0-12-2, Milind Kumar 2-0-8-1. Delhi — 2nd innings: Dhruv Shorey (not out) 11, Unmukt Chand c Tripathi b Darekar 12, Rishabh Pant (not out) 4; Extras (lb-3): 3; Total (for one wicket in 14 overs): 30. Fall of wicket: 1-26. Maharashtra bowling: Samad Fallah 3-0-10-0, Akshay Darekar 7-59-1, Chirag Khurana 4-1-8-0. Man of the match: Dhruv Shorey. Delhi won by nine wickets.



GOLF



Memorable day for Chiragh RAKESH RAO NEW DELHI: Chiragh Kumar’s wait



for a maiden Asian Tour title ended with three-stroke victory at the $400,000 Panasonic Open golf championship at the Delhi Golf Club course here on Sunday. The margin of victory looks emphatic but that could not be visualised when Chiragh and closest contender Bangladesh’s Siddikur Rahman were separated by just one shot on the 17th green. Siddikur’s bogey-bogey finish robbed the event of a nail-biting finish but the gallery kept cheering for the champion, bred on this course. In fact, Siddikur’s finalhole bogey made him share the second spot with veteran Thai and former India Open champion Thaworn Wiratchant at 10-under. Jyoti Randhawa fired six birdies over the last nine holes to finish with a 67 for a joint-third fourth with young Shubhankar Sharma and two others. Chiragh, whose previous best on the Asian Tour was the runner-up finishes at the 2015 Macau Open and the 2011 Indian Open,



CHAMPION! Chiragh Kumar proudly displays the trophy after



triumphing on Sunday. — PHOTO: SANDEEP SAXENA collected $ 72,000. His tally of 13under 275 matched the lowest winning score, posted in 2011 by Anirban Lahiri for his maiden title on the Tour. “I again had a bad start (with a bogey on the fifth hole) but thereafter, I played some solid golf. My second shot on the 16th hole and the tee-shot on the 18th really good. “I must say, playing at home did help,” were the words of from



the champion, who turns 32 next month. The scores (Indians unless stated): Chiragh Kumar (67, 66, 72, 70) 275; Thaworn Wiratchant (Tha) (68, 72, 69, 69), Siddikur Rahman (Ban) (68, 70, 68, 72) 278; Namchok Tantipokhakul (Tha) (71, 71, 71, 66), Jyoti Randhawa (69, 72, 71, 67), Shubhankar Sharma (70, 73, 67, 69), Mithun Perera (Sri) (66, 70, 73, 70), 279; Manav Jaini (72, 71, 69, 68), Shankar Das (69, 71, 71, 69) and Vikrant Chopra (71, 68, 71, 70) 280.



VARIETY THE HINDU CROSSWORD 11546 1
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Buzzer
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Across



1 Take a break during speech (5) 4 Excellent article in paper on Italian wine clubs (9) 9 Exploit described one and provided backing to be regarded as god (7) 10 Becoming aware of ruler imprisoned immediately (7) CM YK



11 Need month in rehabilitation for improving (2,3,4) 12 Four brightly coloured fish (5) 13 Cricketer about to glance again (6) 15 My word is a credit for Pygmalion perhaps (2,6) 18 Family tree fiance’s trying to keep under wraps (8) 19 Heroic man losing



heart and head (6) 22 Greasy and old food shop's revolting (5) 24 Force prepare to go after criminals (9) 26 Deal to break down (4,3) 27 Sign of prosodic composition lacking depth (7) 28 Starting to grin, nun is in fits (7,2) 29 Mathematician's base formula right in the end (5) Down



14 Old church fan put in the shade (5,4) 16 Chosen baton essential for orchestra conductor (9) 17 Total cost of putting in place carpeting that's not new (5,3) 18 Anxiety gripping doctor in between (7) 20 Hard feelings gushed out on date briefly (7) 21 United Nations exists, working for harmony (6) 23 Menswear offered hot Indian clothes (5) 25 Offend a stammering friend? (5)



1 Day and time set aside initially for marriage (7) 2 Be second to enter flight (5) 3 Banality of cultivating Solution to puzzle 11545 interests (9) S H R I K M G 4 More rum following fine food S AMO S A N E O N A T A (6) N L J T H G Z 5 Perhaps a key need for seer A D A M S A L E L O N G E W E S N E B (5,3) D I S S A T I S F A C T I O 6 Fuss over exercise to follow C H E D I C H E N N A I C O N C E P (5) O N U L R 7 Whistled and expressed joy F A L S E I M P R E S S I O S E R S K P nabbing wicket (9) S I E R R A A R C L I G H 8 Parts of beguine, tango, M I P I E I E cha-cha on reflection, of the C O U N T E S S N O N E T V G X E T G S same kind (7)



L R N T N T S



FAITH



SU | DO | KU



Sreyas and Preyas The paths of Sreyas and Preyas clearly point to the goals they lead to, namely moksha and worldly aspirations respectively. Vedanta teaches the way to distinguish the real from the unreal by explaining the truth about the Absolute Brahman as that which always exists and hence is not subject to change. But the world, with its infinite variety and charms and attractions, enthrals the jivatmas easily into believing these as real and wishing to possess these. Vidhura blends such Vedanta truths with the tenets of Dharma Sastra to make Dhritarashtra realise his own failings that have deprived him of any peace of mind, pointed out Sri C. L. Ramakrishnan in a discourse. The Isa Vasya Upanishad states that the entire creation and the universe belong to God. “In the heart of all things, of whatever there is in the universe, dwells the Lord. He alone is the reality. Wherefore, renouncing vain appearances, rejoice in Him. Covet no man’s wealth.” What better explicit advice for individual happiness than to internalise this mantra as an inner experience and realise that whatever one thinks is his possession is actually sourced from God? If whatever exists is the wealth of God, it automatically is not any individual’s possession — neither yours nor the belonging of others. There is no higher principle than the Lord and the existences in the world are held together by Him even as the gems are by the string. A flower garland is supported by the thread which is hidden. God is behind the entire creation as the material and eicient cause of the world. He is the abiding force in every aspect of creation. Vidhura states: “Taking the wealth of others, coveting another’s wife and forgetting the good deeds of others are the causes for mental unrest in a person.”



A mind game and a puzzle that you solve with reasoning and logic. Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box accommodates the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any. The solution to yesterday’s puzzle is at left. ND-ND
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Titanic getting own amusement park ride



Stella McCartney designs brooch for campaign



Depp tapped to voice ‘Sherlock Gnomes’



A ride inspired by the famous 1912 Titanic shipwreck is set to be launched at an amusement park in 2018. Twentieth Century Fox is building the structure for a Dubai resort.



Designer Stella McCartney has designed a brooch for the White Ribbon for Women campaign to raise funds for the elimination of violence against women. The initiative was launched on Saturday.



Hollywood star Johnny Depp is going to be a recognizable voice in “Gnomeo and Juliet: Sherlock Gnomes”. He has taken a titular character in the Paramount animated film, reported Ace Showbiz



NEW FILM



Action without emotion is just fights: Salman Prem Ratan Dhan Payo is all about love, romance and action MUMBAI: Superstar Salman Khan, known for his actionpacked films and ‘masala’ entertainers, will be seen sword-fencing in Prem Ratan Dhan Payo. The actor says he puts his best foot forward for all such scenes as he believes that action without emotion is just fights. The Kick star, who will be turning 50 next month, will be seen in the film, which has packed dollops of love, romance and action. Salman will be seen performing action which involves flaunting his moves with a sword in the Sooraj Barjatya directorial. Salman, who has worked together with Barjatya after 16 years, shares that the director knows the secret to shoot the action scenes in lucid and poetic manner. “Action without emotion is



Sonam Kapoor and Salman Khan during a promotional event for the forthcoming Hindi film Prem Ratan Dhan Payo. Photo: AFP just fights. Action in Sooraj will be seen using the blade Barjatya’s movie is only with finesse. The actor had about emotion and shot as put in hours of rigorous trainpoetry,” Salman said in a ing for the movie sequence. statement. The family entertainer, An entire sequence on which also stars Sonam Kasword fencing has been shot poor and Anupam Kher, will for the film, where Salman release on November 12.



Another walk in space Two NASA astronauts wrap up second spacewalk WASHINGTON:NASA astronauts Scott Kelly and Kjell Lindgren on the International Space Station (ISS) ended their seven-hur and 48 minute spacewalk on Friday, successfully completing some key tasks in the outer space. The astronauts restored the ammonia cooling system to its original configuration and also returned ammonia to the desired levels in both the prime and back-up systems, NASA said in a statement. In a minor departure from the planned tasks, the astronauts ran out of time to cinch and cover a spare radiator known as the Trailing Thermal Control Radiator. The radiator, which Lindgren retracted earlier in the spacewalk, was fully redeployed and locked into place in a dormant state. The radiator had been deployed during a November 2012 spacewalk by astronauts Sunita Williams and Aki Hoshide as they tried to isolate a leak in the truss’ cooling supply by replumbing the system to the backup radiator.



CM YK
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The image shows Scott Kelly as he makes an inspection on the ISS. PHOTO: AFP



The leak persisted and was subsequently traced to a diferent component that was replaced during a spacewalk in May 2013. The spacewalk was the second for both astronauts and the 190th in support of assembly and maintenance of the orbiting laboratory. Crew members have now spent a total of 1,192 hours and 4 minutes working outside the orbital laboratory. IANS



Good, but not easy: Jolie on working with husband LOS ANGELES: Actress Angelina



Jolie says it was good working with her star husband Brad Pitt on their latest film By The Sea, but it wasn’t easy. Comparing the film to their 2005 movie Mr and Mrs Smith, Jolie said: “The first film we had a lot of fun because of the subject matter. And this film it’s very heavy...” “It’s not really fun, but the pleasure is breaking through something together and pushing each other and getting to the other end of it and learning something about each other. So, that was good, but it wasn’t easy. But he was wonderful.” Pitt echoed his wife’s sentiments, saying the scenes were tough but he believes the pair worked well together, reports femalefirst.co.uk. “It’s not always a pleasur-



Angelina Jolie Pitt with her husband actor Brad Pitt. FILE PHOTO: AFP



able place to be as far as the scenes are concerned. But we work so well together. We go home together and we get up and go to work together. It was a great experience, it really was,” Pitt added. The Fury actor says there was no chance of the couple



STAR TREK Speak up, says Nargis Actress Nargis Fakhri believes each and everyone has a key to get rid of their woes. The actress, who embarked on a journey to Hollywood with film Spy this year, says one should not hesitate to stand up for the right and speak up. She posted: “People will treat you the way you let them treat you. Always stand up for yourself. If something is not fair or right, speak up.” The Rockstar fame actress, who was also part of films like Madras Cafe, Phata Poster Nikhla Hero, is currently busy shooting for the biopic on former cricketer Mohammad Azharuddin titled Azhar. Nargis is playing the role of Sangeeta Bijlani, the second wife of Azharuddin.IANS



bringing their work home with them as they had children, Maddox, Pax, Zahara, Shiloh and twins Knox and Vivienne, to look after. “Well, six kids pretty much defines that. They need you,” he told Access Hollywood.-IANS



Indian astronomers detect dying, giant radio galaxy PUNE: A team of astronomers



working at the National Centre for Radio Astrophysics here has discovered an extremely rare galaxy of gigantic size. This galaxy- located about nine billion light years away- emits powerful radio waves, the researchers found. Such galaxies with extremely large ‘radio size’ are called giant radio galaxies. “Our work presents a case study of a rare example of a GRG (giant radio galaxy) caught in dying phase in the distant universe,” they said. This newly discovered galaxy known by its scientific identification ‘J02165944920’ was discovered using the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT), an array of 30 fully steerable, 45mtre diameter antennas, spread out over a 30-m re-



gion around Khodad, near Narayangaon town of Pune district. This project was led by Prathamesh Tamhane from the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER-une) working under the supervision of Yogesh Wadadekar at the National Centre for Radio Astrophysics. While radio galaxies with size less than a million light years are common, giant radio galaxies are extremely rare, even more so, at large cosmic distances where only a handful have been discovered so far. This newly discovered galaxy is the newest member of this elite group, the astronomers said.The findings were detailed in the journal Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. -IANS



Xmas style Diwali



“Mad comedy” wish



As Diwali is round the corner, actress Priyanka Chopra is all charged up to celebrate the festival of lights despite being in a foreign country. With her house in Canada decked up in lights, the actress says it may give an impression of “early” Christmas to many. “Diwali decor in full swing at home in Montreal. The only house in my neighbourhood that’s so lit up. People probably think it’s early Xmas,” Priyanka tweeted on Sunday. Bollywood’s ‘desi girl’ Priyanka made a powerful debut in the international fiction TV space with “Quantico” this year, and spends most of the time on the foreign shores to shoot for the American series. In the show, Priyanka plays Alex Parrish, a rookie FBI recruit with a mysterious past. The show narrates adventures and experiences of FBI recruits as they train on Quantico base in Virginia, and secrets of their past start to emerge.-IANS IANS



Actress Sonakshi Sinha says she wants to do a “mad comedy” film with actor Varun Dhawan. The Bollywood’s “Shotgun Junior” also shared that she believes that both of them will take the comedy genre to a “new level” and bring the house down. During a live chat session on Twitter, when one user asked her “who’s an actor you’re looking forward to work with?, the Tevar actress replied: “Varun for sure! I want to do one mad comedy with him, I think we’ll take crazy to a whole new level.” The reply comes after the actress tried out dubsmash with the Badlapur actor while they were in an aircraft. The duo, who have never appeared in a film together, mouthed a famous funny dialogue of Paresh Rawal from Hera Pheri. The actress, who is busy shooting for her upcoming films Akira and Force 2, admitted that she thinks the Bollywood’s sexist actor is Hrithik Roshan.
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SAMI KHAN TALKS ABOUT HIS FILM “KHOYA” P2



TO NEW ATTRACTIONS AT LAS VEGAS P4



POET ROBERT SULLIVAN ON HIS MAORI ROOTS P3



Chef speak



The interpreter of delicacies “Ramlila”



“Festivities”



Shriram Bharatiya Kala Kendra’s 59th epic presentation of Ramlila. Date: November 9 Time: 6.30 p.m. Venue: Shriram Bharatiya Kala Kendra (SBKK), Copernicus Marg, New Delhi. Tickets: Rs.500, 300 and 100.



A group exhibition of paintings by contemporary artists including Chandra Bhattacharya, Manas Ranjan Jena, Tejinder Kanda and Viren Tanver among others. On till Nov. 15, Creativity Art Gallery, 6, GF, Hauz Khas Village, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.



Pizza California Pizza Kitchen celebrates Children’s Day by offering free pizza to children of 11 years and below accompanied by their parents. Offer on from Nov. 12 to 18 at 11, Cyber Hub, DLF Cyber City, Gurgaon.



“The Light Beyond” A solo art exhibition by Alpana Kataria. Date: On till November 16. Time: 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Venue: Beanstalk, Galaxy Hotel Shopping & Spa, NH-8, Sector-15, Gurgaon.



Exhibition “Tables & Fables from India & Japan: Animation, Film & Photography”, a photo exhibition by National Institute of Design. Date: November 9 Time: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Venue: The Japan Foundation, 5A Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar IV, New Delhi



As Vikas Khanna returns from a Persian Trail, the celebrated chef tells us that like visual arts traditional cuisine also requires reinvention MADHUR TANKHA



W



hile many of us like to dig into the legends behind popular monuments, celebrated chef Vikas Khanna likes to unravel the history of dishes and cuisines during his visits to far-off destinations. As he eloquently puts it, “Exploring the history and culture of a dish is my life.” Returning from a long working trip to West Asia, where he shot for Twist of Tale – The Persian Trail, his latest show on Fox Life, Vikas – looking jetlagged – recounts his experiences with local chefs and cuisines.His fondness for food is such that he treats a newly-discovered dish as his own child, captures it from different angles on his cell phone and shows it to anyone who is a foodie. Edited excerpts from an interview: Giving a twist to traditional has become a fashion. Is there a need for it? Traditional cooking is beautiful but if you go to a fashion show would you like to see the same shirt, trousers and T-shirts sold in the neighbourhood market. It is the newness about a thing which makes the world take note. Otherwise, the whole world would have been eat-



FROM PERSIA WITH LOVE Chef Vikas Khanna



ing butter chicken and paneer makhni. Every cuisine has its own identity. But on TV how many times can you show a chef making butter chicken the same way. Would you spend 30



minutes watching it being prepared the traditional way? So we need reincarnation; otherwise modern art would not have been born. That is why the French excelled because



Imagine a white man comes to India and says he would make rajma chawal better. Would you like it? But if he says he would give this Indian dish a beautiful twist then I would be interested because he is giving a tribute to my roots



,,



that our dishes have come from Persia but many of us don’t know that their cooking is inspired by India. Cooking style is the same like majboos, an Egypt’s comfort dish, is inspired by our biryani. But they do it in a different way by caramelising the onions and putting saffron and cashew nuts. If you go with your family to Oman you would automatically go to an Indian restaurant because you have no idea about Omanian cuisine. But if you go with someone, acquainted with the country, then you might try a new cuisine. The idea is to open doors to a new world. Otherwise you would be confined to just paneer, chana, dal and rotis. Why our minds should be locked up? Indians do not like to take their parents to an Iranian restaurant. But if I show them the beauty, simplicity of each dish then they would lap it up. Tell us how you have given a twist to sangak? If you are having a Sindhi friend then you must have heard of or tried doda rotis, they believed in evolution cious but imagine a white which is wet atta. Ours is of art. So in the series we man comes to India and stiff dough. Soft dough is are first showing how tradi- says he would make it bet- naan. Then there is watery tional dishes are made and ter. Would you like it? But dough which lifts like a then how I am going to if he says he would give this lace. We soften it with our Indian dish a beautiful hands and then stretch it interpret them. Are you are trying to twist then I would be in- on stones, which is called terested because he is giv- sangak in Persian. I like to improvise? At your home a parantha ing a tribute to my roots. describe myself as a breadis made in a certain way. It He would tell the world maker; I have made rotis, would be wrong on my part that rajma is a comforting naan, khamiri roti all my to say that I would improve dish and then proceed to life but never come across it. Improvisation is the crush rajma like a tart. As this. I could not make it wrong word as it disregards an Indian I would love to even in my fourth attempt. your methodology of cook- taste his dish. It was so fragile that while ing. Your dish has history, Why this fascination stretching it would break. it has memorable moments for Persian cooking? How could I have given it a that you shared while eatThe great Persia and the twist? I have tried to show ing with your family . I am Middle East holds a special the beauty and simplicity of only showing my version. fascination for everyone. sangak. Continued on page 3 Our rajma chawal is deli- We, in India, keep claiming



A lifetime’s worth Recently conferred the Lifetime Achievement Award at the Annual Chef Awards, Chef Joseph Vincent looks back on a long, eventful journey SWATI DAFTUAR



I catch Chef Joesph Vincent just before he is ready to leave for a long, three month holiday. His retirement has begun, and his first stop is his daughter's home in Cape Town. He sounds excited about it, especially since the holiday comes so soon after another piece of good news. In the recently held 12th Annual Chef Awards 2015, Chef Vincent was conferred the Lifetime Achievement Award for his dedicated and extraordinary contribution to Indian cuisine. The annual awards, hosted by the Indian Culinary Forum (ICF) in association with the apex body –– Indian Federation of Culinary Associations and World Association of Chef Societies, celebrated the International Chef Day and honoured chefs for contribution to the hospitality industry. Chef Vincent's contribution has indeed been impressive, and especially in his case, a wonderfully colourful story. “I was born in Burma. I completed my schooling there, and it was only in 1970 that my wife, who is of Chinese origin, and I, migrated to India,” he says, adding that in Burma, his home was near the place where Bahadur Shah Zafar was exiled to. When Chef Vincent made his way to India, he had concrete plans but almost no knowledge of either English CM YK



or Hindi. “It was a problem, I couldn’t communicate properly.” And so, he began to pick up both languages as a first step towards achieving his goals. Today, when I speak to him, it is impossible for me to know, unless told expressly, that I'm speaking to someone who only started picking up the languages well into his adulthood. Quite soon after he had got the basic hang of the languages, Chef Vincent joined the first batch at the Oberoi hotel, a three year apprenticeship course. The year was 1971. “Once the apprenticeship ended, I continued to work very hard under some European and German chefs. Within three years, I had become a supervisor, a pretty well known one.” So far, Chef Vincent had decided to stick with The Oberoi, but very soon, a man whose opinion he respected, suggested a



Authenticity has to be there. You can't play around…Now there is a fusion, but if you are making a sambar, and calling it a chettinad sambar, it should be chettinad



,,



WELL DESERVED Chef Joseph Vincent receiving the award



change. “Mr. Anil Channa asked me to try and join a new hotel being set up by the ITC group. Initially, I resisted. I told him that Oberoi was a well known group and I didn’t want to leave it. But he insisted and said that his uncle was the Chairman at ITC.” Arrangements were made, interviews conducted, and soon, Chef Vincent had a new job –– a sous chef at ITC’s new property. Before long, he was taking care of recruitments, hiring cooks, and finally, joining the Sheraton training. “This meant I had completed both Oberoi and Sheraton trainings. It made me very strong at the basics” Chef Vincent has had several career moves, including his 12-year-long stint at Holiday Inn Crown Plaza. Over



the years, new opportunities took him to different countries, and at one point, he spent five years in Egypt, working and learning. “I am fluent in Arabic today, and I also saw the professional way in which the tourism and food and beverage industries worked in that country.” While working in Egypt, Chef Vincent cooked for several important people, including the then President of Egypt Anwar Saadat, President Jimmy Carter, and J.R. Jayewardene of Sri Lanka. Even today, Chef Vincent feels that the Indian tourism as well as F&B industries need polishing. “We have to take care of our tourists, not squeeze them of every penny, or they won’t come back.” The Chef's work has taken him to several countries, in-



cluding Japan, Singapore and Bangkok. In every place, he has learned something, and he says that he would describe himself as someone who learned from everyone, big or small. Above all, he values authenticity in cuisine. “That authenticity has to be there. You can’t play around. You sometimes hear guests talk as they sit and eat and they talk about how the taste has changed. Now there is a fusion, but if you are making a sambar, and calling it a chettinad sambar, it should be chettinad.” Having penned a book about Baluchi cuisine, Chef Vincent talks about how it is one of his favourites. At home though, he is currently taking it easy. His last day at work over, his holiday has officially begun. ND-ND
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Finding home



Good times



Lost and found has been a common plot in Bollywood potboilers. Now an independent filmmaker has explored the theme in a natural light ANUJ KUMAR



A



Shirts Bombay Shirt Company & SS Homme have launched Ceremonia, a festive collection of formal and casual style shirts. The collection offers 12 shirts in evening and classic buttondown styles, made from Egyptian cotton. Available in three different sizes and colours like burgundy, autumn brown and steel blue.



Gifts Da Milano also brings a range of corporate gifting collection for Diwali. These include fine leather ladies bags, wallets for men, belts, corporate folders, desk accessories, portfolios, business organizer, laptop bags, stylish trolleys and many more. Available in prices from Rs.3000 to 15000 at its exclusive showrooms.



mong the films that were noticed at the just concluded 17th Mumbai Film Festival was Khoya. An IndoCanadian production, it is based on director Sami Khan’s own life and was shot in his family home in Madhya Pradesh. Starring Rupak Ginn, who was earlier seen in The Namesake and Friends With Benefits, the film is inspired by Sami’s own efforts to find his long lost brother. Sami describes it as a quiet, simple story exploring raw naturalism of every day life. When his adopted mother dies, Roger Moreau decides to travel to India to find the birth family that gave him up for adoption but things get complicated when a Catholic orphanage in Mumbai reveals his adoption documents are forged. Desperate, Roger sets out on a quest into Madhya Pradesh to find the one local official who can help him solve the mystery surrounding his adoption. The film is backed by some big names in the business of independent cinema. Spike Lee has put money through Kickstarter, the Tribeca Film Institute backed it financially and logistically and Guneet Monga was the producing guide in India. Edited excerpts from an interview: What was the catalyst? A few years ago I learned that I had a long-lost brother, living somewhere in the world. He was put up for adoption ten years before I was born. When I began the process of looking for my brother, I was struggling to reconcile the conflicting emotions I was experiencing. Khoya came out of that process. It was a way for me to sort out those complex



Khoya is really about home and about how the spiritual and emotional idea is much more powerful and much more important than any geographic idea of home



,, IN SEARCH OF THE MISSING LINK A scene from “Khoya”; (right) Sami Khan



feelings of loss and longing and to make sense of them. What are you trying to say through the film? Is Khoya a metaphor... Khoya is really about home and about how the spiritual and emotional idea is much more powerful and much more important than any geographic idea of home. I grew up in Canada, the son of immigrants, and now I’ve lived for more than ten years in New York city as an immigrant myself, so the geographic concept of home is very complicated for me. I recently got married and, at the wedding, when I had the opportunity to speak about my wife, who is the love of my life, I said that home is wherever and whenever I am with her. Khoya is about finding that bliss. Tell us about your Indi-



an roots... My father was born in Amravati and grew up in Jabalpur and virtually all of my family, from my father’s side, still lives within 10 miles of Jabalpur. When I was a boy we would spend nearly every winter holiday in Jabalpur so, although the city has a reputation as a difficult place to live in and to visit, it has a very special place in my heart. I grew up chasing cricket balls through the narrow, old city streets with my cousin Raja and sitting on my Papa’s scooter as we would swerve in and out of the dense traffic. It’s an incredibly vibrant place, full of life, and Khoya is a tribute to Jabalpur and to my family. Jabalpur is a part of India that isn’t typically seen on film, in India or elsewhere, so part of my



job was to be true to the spirit of the city. What were the challenges during shooting in Jabalpur? On our first day of filming we were shooting in a cemetery because we thought it would be a quiet way to begin production but by 11a.m. we were surrounded by hundreds of curious kids. I think they saw “S. Khan” on the slate and got excited and were hoping a certain other filmmaker was there… Shooting in Jabalpur posed a number of challenges because it’s a city that isn’t typically visited by film crews so movie infrastructure doesn’t exist. Our production team from Mumbai and our fixers in Jabalpur did an incredible job. But by far the biggest challenge during production was the



fact that religious riots broke out in Jabalpur early on in our shoot. Thankfully nobody was seriously hurt but it was scary to be shooting less than a mile from where the riots broke out when Naved, our line producer, ran up and said, “We have to stop shooting and go back to the hotel… right now!” Jabalpur is a city that has struggled with communal problems so, again, I’m just thankful no one was seriously hurt. How did you pick Rupak Ginn? Just two weeks before we were scheduled to begin filming we lost our lead actor because his visa was delayed. We had to re-cast the lead role in a matter of days. Thankfully, we found the unbelievably talented USbased actor Rupak Ginn who stepped into the lead



role and gave an incredible performance under very difficult circumstances. It was very serendipitous – Rupak was an old acquaintance who, by chance, had emailed me just a few months earlier to tell me that I shared a birthday with his young son. Today, Rupak is one of my very best friends and I couldn’t imagine making the film without him. How did you approach Spike Lee? That was pure luck. Spike Lee was raising money for his last film on Kickstarter at the same time we were and I gather that he was looking to support a handful of other independent films. One morning I got an automated message from Kickstarter saying “Spike Lee has backed your film” – I couldn’t believe it. It was a very, very generous contribution to Khoya and it was one of those surreal moments in life. I’m so thankful for his support. Tell us about your growing up years and your influences. As the son of immigrants, growing up in Canada, Hollywood movies were an important way for me to assimilate into North American culture. It’s funny to say but they taught me a lot about the world I was growing up into. As I got older and more educated about cinema and the world, I saw the potential to use film as a conduit to express more complex ideas. One of my filmmaking heroes is the late Bengali director Ritwik Ghatak. Richard Peña, my former professor at Columbia University, introduced me to Ghatak. I feel deeply that Ghatak doesn’t get nearly enough respect here in India and around the world. He was so courageous and honest as a filmmaker. I try to live up to his example.



Shilpotsav continues to beckon people



The Wadali Brothers



The ongoing annual fair Shilpotsav at Noida’s Sector 21 A organised by Uttar Pradesh Tourism in association with Noida Authority and the Ministry of Tourism, has received tremendous response from the people of the area with people thronging in hundreds to see the wares displayed in 400 odds stalls besides enjoying a variety of dishes in the food stalls. One such is Apno Rajasthan serving tasty preparations of the State which has proved a great hit. Foreign participation comes from Asian, Middle Western and SAARC countries. The domestic and foreign artworks and products are been appreciated and bought in large numbers by the visitors. The picturesque setting of Shilpotsav saw hordes of people clicking pictures and selfies especially around the tall and dazzling clock tower and the art works prepared by the Korean Cultural Centre. With a view to entertain the visitors, a number of cultural programmes featuring Bollywood artists, singers and comedian have been included in the schedule. One such was performance by Wadali Brothers who were given a standing ovation by the audience. Proper security and transport arrangements from Sector 16 and City Centre Metro stations has facilitated visitors.



Festive delights



Down Memory Lane



Diwali of the Sahibs Restaurants are providing an array of delectable options this Diwali Let’s rewind to the days when Ludlow Castle was illuminated while crackers burst around Kashmere Gate Decor Housewarming has unveiled a wide of products including wall decor, wall installations, coffee tables, side tables, bar stools in metal, glass and wood. Designed for not only those who have an eye for luxury but for art too the decors like art installations make a statement.



Hampers Headstart International importer of grooming products has brought two gift hampers. For the premium one can choose from from Immortelle Oil, Bodyography Cream Eye Shadow Shadow–Glimmer and Dramat Eyes Mascara and Acca Kappa Pneumatic Bristle Paddle Brush. For basic one can select Rusk Deepshine Protective Oil Treatment, Rusk Thermal Serum with Argan Oil, and other products. CM YK



D



iwali at Ludlow Castle at the beginning of the last century was something novel in the sense that it served as a precursor to Christmas. There was no puja, no incense smoke and no kheel-batashas but the Gujaria was there because it was reminiscent of the FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS The night burns bright seven-times married Samaritan woman a thirsty dispersed when the last of the John family, were Christ met at the well and crackers were busting, the other mill owners too, drank the proffered water sahibs returning in their with cupped hands, just like mostly big seths who were known for giving expensive tumtums and the seths any old resident of the gifts (like dandy Hindu Rao (Lala Nannu Mal and Seth Walled City would do be Jagat Narain among them) 50 years earlier) in even now at a water-hut or sabeel. The Gujaria was not accordance with the festive in phaetons drawn by two or four horses. One thing spirit. This was one a doll to the sahibs and more worth noting was that neither did they venerate it occasion when club rules no crackers were burst at were waived to admit but somehow felt attuned the club. The ladies Indians for the evening. to it and to the festival she however enjoyed having What followed the drinks symbolised for them, fun with sparklers before was gambling with cards. according to old wives’ the dance in which the The stakes were low in the tales. members intent on playing beginning but as the night Diwali illuminations too cards did not participate. advanced after dinner (the attracted them and the At Bombay House, Old seths preferring not to eat British Club housed in Lewis also had an elaborate Ludlow Castle (demolished with fork and spoon), they Diwali celebration at which rose and some lost heavily. in 1968) was gaily lit. The many Anglo-Indians living But not like Sir Edwin drinks served as the in bungalows close by were John, grandson of the sundowner, while crackers among the guests. The Greek gem merchant burst not so much around ladies of the house, at least Antony John (actually as in Kashmere Gate and the young ones, enjoyed Antonius Joanides). Sir Bombay House, half a bursting crackers while the Edwin lost an entire kilometre away. Bombay older ones lit phuljharis House was owned by “Old” fortune later at Monte Lewis. Why he was referred Carlo on the French Riviera and Roman candles. The cooks were from the Jama in one night in the 1920s. to as “Old” almost always Masjid area, who prepared After that he returned to was more by way of Mughlai dishes, which India as a virtual pauper affection than as an some guests found too hot. and lived as a permanent indication of his age. He Provision was made for guest of the Maharaja of was originally from them too, for there was Gwalior till his death in Bombay and hence named jhal-farezi, vindalo, his spacious bungalow after 1935. Incidentally, his pancakes and bone soup grandfather was the first his home town. Some with bread pudding for soldier of fortune to enter descendants of his still live dessert (not strictly in that the near-impregnable there after selling off the Bharatpur fort after it was order). But the ones house to the Jesuit priests stormed by Lord enjoying the kababs with of St. Xavier’s School. their whisky, gin or rum Among those drinking at Combermere in 1826. The gathering at Ludlow Castle and then the shermalthe club, besides members



korma and biryani had zarda for sweet dish. Some of those from Ludlow Castle also paid a quick visit to Bombay House for a change of taste from the comparatively bland European dinner. Would you believe it that a great favourite was the desi tharra or country brew which brought instant tipsiness, though it smelt awful enough for the memsahibs to hold handkerchiefs to their noses. There was a Father Daniel, an Indian Capuchin priest, who had taken temporary charge at St Mary’s Church, not far from Kashmere Gate. Father had served long at the rural church in Chandu-ka-Nagla (Mathura district) and whispered in old Lewis’ ear, “Yar, tharra pilao”. He was obliged no doubt and confessed that he couldn’t drink it on X’mas Eve as the Archbishop of Agra smelt the assembled priests when he embraced them at the Cathedral Midnight Mass. The Ludlow Castle celebration ceased when the club moved beyond Delhi Gate but Old Lewis continued to enjoy Diwali night with friends old and new. Probably the last of them was George William Sebastian, who died in 1962, still nostalgic about Bombay House function, as was borne out by the late Mrs Beckwith, who once lived in the military barracks of the Agra Fort.



R. V. Smith The author is a veteran chronicler of Delhi



Besides illumination, crackers and decoration marking the celebration of the festival of lights, food is an important element. Thus the NCR’s eating outlets have several options for its denizens to enjoy dishes in the company of family, friends and well wishers. The chefs of Khandani Rajdhani have put together a special Diwali thali which includes specialities from different parts of the country like khasta kachoris, samosas surati undhiyu, akhrot modak, karanji halwa, apple jalebi and gulabi malpua with shahi. For those wanting to stick to the regular dishes there is dal baati churma, khaman dhokla, puran poli, khandvi, ghughras and more. On till November 15 at outlets located at Connaught Place and DLF Place from 12 noon to 3.30 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Bistro and Tea Room, a newly opened café has created a special vegetarian and non vegetarian thalis with a wide range of food items to eat. The former offers tomato shorba, potato chilli poppers, paneer kurcchan, dal makhani, chutney, salad, curd, lemon rice, naan and phirni priced at Rs.350 while the latter includes non-veg tomato shorba, potato chilli poppers, murg makhani, dal makhani, chutney, salad, curd, lemon rice, naan and phirni for Rs.399. The café will display products like diyas and incense sticks, made by the children of Prerna Sanskriti International, a NGO working with underprivileged children. The sale proceeds will help in be used for the better tomorrow of these underprivileged students. On till November 11 from 11.30 a.m. to 12 midnight at G-38, Sector 18, Noida. Bueno on the other hand has come with a card party food package in vegetarian and non vegetarian variants. The offer includes hummus and pita, mutton seekh with



CHOICE GALORE A thali, a new flavour of doughnut and and a dish on offer



pudina dip and mini roomali roti, chicken seekh with pudina dip and mini roomali roti and chicken biryani with burani raita for non-veg wherein one can choose any three items just for Rs.600. Those preferring vegetarian food can go for any three dishes from nachos and fresh tomato and cilantro salsa; hara bhara kabab with pudina dip and mini roomali Roti, veg seekh kabab with pudina dip and mini roomali roti and veg biryani with burani raita for



Rs.500. Keeping in mind the festive spirit for every package purchased, one child from Diksha, an NGO will get a Diwali special meal. Order online: www.bueno.kitchen from 11 a.m. to 4 a.m. (9811917992/011-39586767). Delivery only in Gurgaon. For those with sweet tooth, Mad Over Donuts this Diwali brings three special flavours, motichoor, kaju katli and gulab jamun. Priced at Rs.65 per piece these will be available till November 15.
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The essential truth Noted poet Robert Sullivan on his Maori roots and the inherent messages on nature and child abuse in his work GAURIKA KAPOOR



Fashion for a cause To create awareness among women from different socio-economic sections of society regarding to go in for regular screening for breast cancer, a fashion show of designer Puneet Kochhar was held in the Capital. The purpose of the show was to reach out to as many women and their families as possible and persuade them to go in for regular screening. With a clarion call of early detection saves precious lives, this was part of a day-long activity involving a Vintage Car Rally with 35 vintage cars and 10 vintage bikes to send the message across to women, was also there. The rally was organised by Forum for Breast Cancer Protection.



Cultural extravaganza The recently concluded Rashtriya Sanskriti Mahotsav saw a number of activities in the cultural domain. Emphasis was on folk art forms starting with Gudum Baja performed by Adivasis from Madhya Pradesh; Mayur Nritya inspired by nature and Lord Krishna. Terah-taali, a devotional dance, was performed by women with manjira tied to their feet and hands. Other performances included Deewari, which was based on martial arts to celebrate the advent of Diwali.



Somewhere in the land’s mind a taniwha lifts his head and grins, a mountain walks off with a female mountain, a waiata is sung in honour of the above Maori are children of God obert Sullivan’s poetry stirs the heart and the soul. The award-winning poet and author from New Zealand, who was in New Delhi recently, talked about his poems and writings at a poetry and reading session organised for school children at the Birla Vidya Niketan School, Pushp Vihar. The initiative, undertaken by the Bookaroo Trust, was part of Bookaroo’s outreach programme and was supported by the New Zealand High Commission. Of Maori–Irish Galway descent, the soft-spoken poet began with a traditional greeting in Maori language and had the inquisitive and enthusiastic students of Birla Vidya Niketan intrigued, from the start. In an interactive session, Sullivan, recited his poems and read from his award winning book children’s book, “Weaving Earth and Sky: Myths and legends of Aotearoa.” The book with fabulous illustrations by Gavin Bishop retells Maori myths and legends which range from creation to Maui to Kupes arrival in Aotearoa. (Maori name for New Zealand). Asked by a bubbly student on what he thinks deﬁnes a poem, a speciﬁc idea? Sullivan, slightly confounded at ﬁrst and then amused, shared



R



Centre for Health and Social Justice, Department of Political Science of Jamia Millia Islamia organised a “Notes of Harmony – towardsGender Justice”, at Ansari Auditorium of Jamia University recently. Kamla Bhasin, feminist-activist and South-Asia coordinator for One Billion Rising Campaign released a book Dimensions of Change, which has articles written by journalists Rashme Sehgal, Annu Anand, Annapurna Jha and Anita Katyal - that bring out how complex is the process of gender socialisation.



The other kids wrote about fluffy things like cotton wool, bunny rabbits, and candy floss. I wrote about a boy lying in the grass hunting an alligator



,,



kids wrote about ﬂuffy things like cotton wool, bunny rabbits, and candy ﬂoss. I wrote about a boy lying in the grass hunting an alligator. Mrs. Nair made me feel like a poet that day – I was ten-years-old. Much later, at university, at the age of 18 and still believing I was a poet, I showed some of my poems to some of the lecturers there. One of them crossed a whole poem out and left just one line, saying, ‘that’s a good line.’ I was astonished, but it made me more committed to improving and revising my poetry so that by the end of my ﬁrst year at university I had my ﬁrst poems published. So yes, I do believe in the adage, that practice makes perfect. Your mother’s stories about your family had a role in aiding you to write as well? Please elaborate. My mother told me many contemporary stories about the family, for instance, her mothers’ life and the wider family and how other families connect to ours. So my second book, “Piki Ake” (the lines in the beginning are from a poem “Maori Are Children of God” that featured in the book), another of my poetry books, which I actually loved because it is mainly about my family and librarianship – just like a family album in a way. For me the book was family reunion, a collage of my fond memories, and the times I spent with them. But the historical stuff she didn’t know. That aspect of my descent was not explained to me by my mother, I researched on it. Tell us something about your inspiration behind writing your award-winning children’s book,



IT’S ALL ABOUT A PASSIONATE IDEA Robert Sullivan



“Weaving Earth and Sky: Myths and Legends of Aotearoa” and it’s connect with nature I missed my children. I was writing for them. I had gone on a fellowship to Hawaii for six months. While I was doing the fellowship, 9/11 happened. My family was due to meet me in Hawaii, but because of 9/11 ﬂights were grounded. And they were worried about travelling to America. So I just stayed in Hawaii and got really lonely for my kids, especially my daughter who was only two, back then. So I stayed back and wrote. And this is how the children’s book came about. On the second part of the question, I really don’t think it was my personal idea. I really think it was my ancestors’ idea. Like my tribe, my house in Nga Puhi is actually made up of mountains. The pillars of the house are these mountains. And you know I didn’t



On his death anniversary today, we explore how Dylan Thomas inﬂuenced and changed the course of popular music To begin at the beginning: It is spring, moonless night in the small town, starless and bible-black, the cobblestreets silent and the hunched, courters’-and- rabbits’ wood limping invisible down to the sloeblack, slow, black, crowblack, ﬁshingboat-bobbing sea. These are the ﬁrst lines of Dylan Thomas’ play Under Milk Wood. If I had written something like this for my school essay, I’m sure I would have got a ‘D’.  My English teacher’s constant instruction was to “keep it simple and short” and Dylan Thomas’ writing was anything but



that. His prose is more like poetry, but the words somehow come together and paint a vivid picture. The words “sloeblack, slow, black, crowblack, ﬁshingboat-bobbing sea” could well have been the lyrics of a Bob Dylan song. Paul McCartney once said, “I am sure that the main inﬂuence on both {Bob} Dylan and John {Lennon} was Dylan Thomas. That’s why Bob’s not Bob Zimmerman — his real name. We all used to like Dylan Thomas. I read him a lot. I think that John started writing because of him.” Dylan Thomas inﬂuenced



two of the greatest songwriters in history. At a time when it was not fashionable for rockstars to bare their souls, Dylan Thomas inspired Bob Dylan and John Lennon to write some of the most lyrically rich and achingly personal songs that rock has ever seen. Be it Lennon’s childhood memories in ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ or the stoned, hallucinatory ramblings of ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’, if you scratch the surface of a Dylan or Lennon song, you can hear the whispering of Thomas. The Beatles even had an image of Dylan Thomas on the cover of the Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band album. John Cale of the Velvet Underground set a number of Dylan Thomas’ poems to music, and in 1989, Cale used Dylan Thomas’s poem ‘Do not go gentle into that good night’ in his album Words for the



MORE THAN WORDS Dylan Thomas



Dying. Dylan Thomas inspired a generation of poets and songwriters like Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Paul Simon and Leonard Cohen, and put the poetry back in song-writing. But Dylan Thomas was not just a rock star’s poet; he was a rock star himself in



S.M. UMAIR



The talented duo of Lakshay Mohan Gupta (sitar) and Aayush Mohan Gupta (sarod) gave a memorable performance at the Delhi Classical Music Festival-2015 in the Capital recently. The pair regaled music connoisseurs with Alap Jor and composition in Raga Jog. This was followed up by playing a fast-paced piece in Raga Kirwani. Disciples of Pandit Ravi Shankar, the young protégés were also credited as being the first Indians to perform at The Grammy Museum in Los Angeles, USA. CM YK



an era much before the terms Rock and Rock n Roll were invented. He was a radio star who read out poetry on the BBC, he made records of his writings and sold close to half a million of them, he toured the U.S. four times, performing his poetry coast-to-coast to



A car that reminds of a painting The newly launched Baleno scores high on aesthetics and design but has its share of ﬂaws



Musical notes



think of it, but as you said, my poetry did. When somebody says the word myth I also hear the word truth. (Surprised, when I ask again, Sullivan reiterates ardently, “Isn’t it?) These are the essential truths. And this is a vital fact. Through myths we learn how to deal with situations. In fact, even ways to behave (grins). You recited an interesting incident from the book where you describe how Maui encourages his brothers to slow and contain the fierce sun. In a way being irreverent towards nature, rather mischievous towards it? I think that it is a characteristic of our culture. We have these established set of protocols. These ways of behaving correctly in the world are handed down to us. But then we have these legends and myths that actually encour-



Poetry’s rock star



REJI VARGHESE



Gender justice



an interesting take on his definition. “Well, I like to think of four kinds of poets. There are earth poets, water poets, ﬁre poets and air poets,” he said. “I have been a different kind of poet at different times in my life. A poem kind of carries a message. A poem helps you cross to a new threshold, crossing over from one point of view to the next point of view. It just depends on how you do it.” Edited excerpts from an interview: How did your life-long affair with poetry begin? Well, I used to love going to the library, used to spend hours pouring over history books, reading about the Roman Empire, the Russian Revolution, and even the solar system, anything to do with science ﬁction interested me too! Eventually, I graduated towards poetry, though I started a bit late. My primary school teacher was a great source of encouragement and, in fact, recognised my poetic leanings early on. It was a class writing exercise where Mrs. Nair asked us to go outside and lie on the school lawn and look up at the clouds in the sky and write about what we saw. The other



Several hundred years ago, an Italian painter by the name of Piero Della Francesca came out with his much celebrated work “the Flagellation”. In those days of early Renaissance, it marked artist’s enviable control of two aspects. One, the ﬂash of light and the other, perspective. Both worthy of admiration even today. Around half-a-dozen centuries down, in 2015, we have both controls guarded. Though this time it is all a changed game. Then, it was on canvas. Now, it is on four wheels. Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, now out with its Baleno — (which means ﬂash of light in Italian) , is now in charge of the changed sensibilities. Calling on the world for a



AN ARTIST'S IMPRESSION The new Baleno



changed perspective towards the auto-maker. Taking baby steps into the luxury segment through its Nexa dealerships, Maruti Suzuki is trying hard to build an image which is much different from the existing one. And thus, in comes a dash of wanting to go global. Not just because Baleno’s launch in India was a global launch and that the car would be introduced in the rest of the world after-



wards. But because there is a renewed focus on the aesthetic appeal, the designing, and the styling. Something that the Italian painters of age would swear by. The little art piece by the artists from the stable of Maruti is not less worthy of marvel and admiration. Baleno, a very distinct hatchback from the company, rates high on designing. And, like any painting the



more you look at this one the more interpretations of its beauty you come up with. The day time running lights, the curvy sides, the chromy look and the classy drooping rear all give it a look which isn’t short of being beautiful. But, then it is no individual’s work. And so to all the anonymous artists who played their part I would say I want to appreciate your art for art’s



age folks like Maui for instance, who is the youngest of the brothers, and so least important in the pecking order. So to actually rise above his position in the world, actually leap over and slow down the sun and I guess that enables us to do things out of the ordinary. To actually break the rules. I like to think of it as a parallel to our cultures because Maori are the youngest of the Polynesian peoples. Being the youngest, how do we become special and rise above in life? By doing extraordinary things. And Maui just does that. In the second chapter of your book, you reveal Tane, the God of the forest, has a daughter, Hine Titama who he marries as well. Are you trying to address the issue of abuse through the fable? As a parent you have to address this issue. And as a parent, I couldn’t let the myth go unchallenged or unexplained.



So I had to explain the point of not keeping secrets. Because if I had told her as the myth tells it, then it would seem odd, but it wouldn’t have any editorial on it – so I want to address that children should have no secrets about abuse. So yes, it was a conscious decision. Do you have any advice for budding writers and poets? I was lucky that I had the seed planted when I was 10. So I immediately sought out poets as soon as I got to University. There is nothing like a passionate idea to carry a young person forward. And there is this other poet, Rilke, (Rainer Maria Rilke) a German poet, and he talks of ‘designing your life’. So if you are going to be a poet, design your life so that you can be a poet and that’s great advice because there is not a lot of money in poetry.



sold-out venues, he drank, partied hard and lived the hedonistic life of a rock star. He dropped out of school at the age of 16 and twothirds of his work was written before he was twenty. Poems like ‘Do not go gentle into that good night’ and ‘And Death shall have no dominion’ are still read out at funerals 70 years after they were ﬁrst written. Our band recently composed a tune to one of his poems, and we were about to put it up on YouTube, when we realised that the copyrights to quite a lot of Dylan Thomas’ work is now owned by Mick Jagger. Dylan Thomas would have been 101 if he were alive today. Like Jimi Hendrix, Jim Morrison, Kurt Cobain and John Lennon — he died a rock star’s death at the age of 39, when he collapsed in a New York hotel after a binge of drinking and a shot of morphine. His last words were, “I’ve had 18 straight whiskies; I think that’s the record”. With this wild, ‘bad boy’



image, he was hardly the perfect role model, and it’s no wonder that we were not taught Dylan Thomas in school. Our teachers, who were used to lecturing yawning students about the glory of Wordsworth chancing upon ‘a host of golden daffodils’, might have had a tougher time explaining the lines, ‘Though lovers be lost, love shall not; And death shall have no dominion’.  One of the themes that keeps surfacing in Dylan Thomas’ poetry is death, and his most famous poem is the one he wrote for his dying father, the last verse of which reads “And you, my father, there on the sad height, Curse, bless, me now with your ﬁerce tears, I pray, Do not go gentle into that good night Rage, rage against the dying of the light.” Dylan Thomas “burnt, raved, raged and did not go gentle into that good night”, and popular music is richer for that. (The writer is the founder of the band Second Coming.)



...the interpreter sake. This one is nice for the pomp and show. But, going a little beyond means coming out of the artistic world. Drive it and there is not so soothing noise of the engine to give you company all along. For reference, the acceleration is far from the ﬂash of light. And, the cabin, even though is very spacious, lacks the airy feeling that you would want. The designated space for keeping mobile is a little stretch away and the arm rest is a little behind. And, a little here and a little there and you can ﬁnd your own small nags in the car. But, they are all well-concealed. On the positive side, there is spaciousness, the touchscreen Apple CarPlay, the reverse parking camera, and the multi-information speedometer all help in making it pleasurable and of utility for you. Coupled with dual airbags, ABS with EBD as standard features, it lends safety. The claimed mileage of 21.4 km/litre for petrol and 27.3 km/litre for diesel also sounds comforting.



CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1



What about chicken mandi; has it some Indian connection? Indian inﬂuences to certain Persian dishes are there but not in this one but its preparation is like our tandoori chicken. Same ingredients are used in its cooking. It is a Yemeni dish which is interesting to look at. (shows the dish on his phone). The only difference is that we eat our tandoori chicken with crisp naan or roti but they eat it in a different way. They serve it with salad with the chicken on the heap of rice. This show would open the doors for Yemeni cooking. It is so popular in Dubai. The restaurateur told me that I was his ﬁrst Indian customer. So many Indians are staying in Dubai but not even a solitary person had eaten at his outlet. How do you decide on the country of origin of a dish? I admit some dishes are overlapping but I am not going into deciding which is



original. Since all these countries are touching each other, there is intermingling. During the Middle East excursion, I ate three-four versions of chicken mandi. I even ate one with turmeric. It was cooked in Jordan, a country about whose cuisine there is very little information available. That is why we have to travel, interact with people and go into the culture and history of the dish. Anything that surprised you… When I travelled to Turkey I found a man serving gulab jamun on the streets. I wondered that I had travelled for so many miles just to be greeted by this sweat meat. So I went inside the kitchen and came to know that instead of chhena he was using egg as a binder. Whole egg has high cholesterol but it makes gulab jamun more delicious. In ten minutes I told the man I would make gulab jamun. First I made chhena by boiling the milk. People became crazy eating those cooked by me. ND-ND
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VEGAS — BEYOND THE STRIP Las Vegas’ nightlife and casinos might have shaped its image as the ultimate party destination, but a host of new attractions and experiences is quickly changing that. ASHWIN RAJAGOPALAN lists his top five



Go museum hopping Museums in Vegas? We’re not kidding. Vegas is home to two of the coolest new museums in America. If you grew up on a diet of mafia flicks, you will feel at home at the Mob Museum, housed in a building that was once a federal courthouse. Start your tour at the courtroom, where the high-profile Kefauver Committee hearings were held in the 1950s as part of a massive crackdown against organised crime. High-tech theatre presentations, rare artefacts and interactive exhibits combine to make this an immersive experience. Las Vegas’ neon signs were the pride of this city before the digital signage era. The neon signs might have disappeared from the skyline, but have found pride of place at the unique Neon Museum. The outdoor Boneyard is the centrepiece of this large space, and boasts of a collection of 150 signs. Join one of the wellinformed local guides, as they take you all the way back to the 1930s, with fascinating Vegas tales of some of these iconic signs.



Now everybody can be a ‘High Roller’



Eat all morning at Vegas’ never-ending buffets Each hotel here is a world in itself, often with a few thousand guest rooms and a couple of dozen restaurants. It’s not unusual to find visitors who spend entire days within the comfort of their hotels. The buffets at the hotels are another spectacle, with mind-boggling spreads that cost lower than your average Sunday brunch buffet in an Indian luxury hotel. None of the staff rush you out of these buffet restaurants, even if you linger on for a few hours. The Bacchanal Buffet at Caesar’s Palace is among the finest. You might be tempted to try Zach Galifianakis’ The Hangover stunt (like I did) where he asks the receptionist: “This isn’t the real Caesar’s Palace is it?” The Bacchanal Buffet is spread over 25,000 sq ft and serves over 500 items every day, including their legendary red velvet pancakes and mini wagyu sliders.



Everything is bigger in Las Vegas, and the city’s newest attraction that opened just over a year ago underlines this now-famous adage. The cleverly named High Roller is an observation wheel – more than 100 feet higher than the London Eye, and one of the most recognised landmarks in the Las Vegas skyline. The High Roller is an incredible 550 feet tall and comprises 28 air-conditioned pods that can carry 40 passengers each. There’s no better time than dusk to grab a vantage point in one of these pods that offer gorgeous 360-degree panoramas that stretch beyond downtown Vegas. You can view the rocky, arid landscape that encircles the city and also watch Vegas light up as the sun goes down.



See the Canyon from a new high Don’t have a whole day to spare to visit the Grand Canyon and the magnificent Hoover Dam? No problem, take a 30-minute ride to the Papillon helicopter base and get on board one of their chopper flights that offer you a completely new perspective. Visitors to the Canyon are often confused about which rim of the Canyon to visit for the best views. This chopper ride takes that indecision out of the equation and offers gorgeous aerial views of the Grand Canyon, and the Hoover Dam en route. You also get an hour to make a stop (usually at the West Rim) and grab breathtaking images of the Grand Canyon. The choppers fly over Lake Mead just outside



Go back to the original downtown Over the last couple of decades, ‘The Strip’ has become the busiest boulevard and the new centre of town. The original downtown might not have the glitz and bright lights of the strip, but a whole host of attractions have put the spotlight back on the real downtown. The Container Park is a retail and dining destination, with almost all tenants housed in large containers that were designed for transportation. The Container Park also serves as the gateway to a cool street art project that has transformed the neighbourhood. Large murals crafted by graffiti and other artists from the world over have enveloped walls in and around the Vegas Art district, adding a cool, arty vibe to downtown Vegas.



Motorcycle diary from Malaysia It is carnival time at the Sepang Racing Circuit as the Shell Malaysia Motorcycle Grand Prix 2015 takes off amidst cheers, jeers and mugs of beer PARSHATHY J.NATH



They fly in and vanish in seconds. The shutter speeds of our cameras can’t keep up with the mad pace of their slick bikes. “How fast they move!”, “Look at them fly!”, “Stay still for a second!”, people exclaim, amidst the earsplitting sound of their revving engines. At the media paddock in Sepang Racing Circuit, Malaysia, journalists from around the world have gathered to witness the Shell Malaysia Motorcycle Grand Prix 2015, an international premium motorcycle championship that visits 14 countries. The penultimate round is being held in Malaysia. Outside, the sun beats down on the spectators, who frantically wave handheld fans. A few of them scoot out to grab a mug of beer from the stalls. The parents shoot angry glances at kids who want to sneak out to the burgerand-fries stalls. The stadium is abuzz with slogans cheering the local riders, participating in the Moto3 race in the 125 cc category, preceding CM YK



MotoGP. “Motorcycle racing is catching up in the city now,” says Zulfahmi Khairuddin, a young rider and leader of the Drive M7 SIC team, a racing team owned by Sepang International Circuit (SIC) to nurture Malaysian talents. Zulfahmi, who started biking when he was 15, holds the record as the fastest Southeast Asian rider in the Moto3 TM category. “We are undertaking more training sessions to encourage youngsters. The more the riders, the better the



Men with children on their shoulders shout out as the racers whiz past. There are fans perching on the railings. The race kick-starts soon after a round of test-driving by the racers.



racing scene. We are blessed with a lot of sponsors and local home supporters,” he says. “Rossi is a legend”, “No one can beat Rossi”; Valentino Rossi fans, wearing yellow and red hair wigs and T-shirts, chorus. However, Christine Jacques and Bridget Beamish from Australia, beg to differ. “We love Marc Marquez. Because he is so cute!” croons Christine. The girls have come mainly because of their bike-crazy husbands. “Of course, Rossi is a legend. But we have our own set of local riders, who have many fans in Australia,” Bridget smiles. By afternoon, an unusual calm sets in, as the crowd waits with bated breath for the MotoGP to begin. The big guys stride onto the race track and mount their stylish bikes, as the crowd applauds. But No.46, the rider on the Yamaha YZR MI, gets the loudest welcome; Valentino Rossi, ninetime world champion from Urbino, Italy, zooms past us, as we crane our necks to



catch a glimpse of the star sportsman. Men with children on their shoulders shout out as the racers whiz past. There are fans perching on the railings. The race kick-starts soon after a round of testdriving by the racers. The file of motorcyclists snakes through the circuit; Dani Pedrosa leads, followed by Jorge Lorenzo, and the



third and fourth places retained by Valentino Rossi and Marc Marquez, respectively. All eyes are on Marquez and Rossi, who are now so close to each other that their shoulders almost rub against one another. It looks like they will collide at any moment! The game picks up steam when a visibly agitated Rossi swerves his bike, speeds up



and overtakes Marquez. But, in a few minutes, Marquez again closes in on him, and what happens next is unbelievable. On lap seven, Marquez inches close to Rossi, and wham! Marquez has fallen off the track, but hold on, Rossi’s foot is seen hanging loose from the bike. Has he unseated his younger competitor from the track? Even the die-hard Rossi fans are let down. We do not know if the camera has played tricks with our eyes or if Rossi has actually committed a foul. “Wasn’t it obvious?” asks Javed Ahmed, a fan. “It was unfair on Marquez. Rossi ought to be penalised.” “We all saw it. He kicked him! He has actually eliminated competition. It could be intentional or unintentional. But he has secured his lead in the race,” says



Vegas, a popular picnic spot. If you still crave for the craggy outdoors, drive a few



Ryan Christopher Songalia, a sportswriter for Rappler, a news website. The voices of Rossi fans have grown feeble, but they have not given up on their star. “I prefer Rossi a little too much to hate him,” laughs Azahrim Abusaim, a young government officer from Malaysia. “Rossi might be old-school, but he is always consistent. I have been following him since his first race. He has one more race left. He still has chances to lift the trophy!” But, despite all this, the scene is still chirpy. There is excitement when we get to know that the local Malaysian riders have agreed to give us an interview. The tour operators lead their respective groups to the track to meet the team. The girls, who are volunteering at our paddock, rush out to click selfies with them. For a moment, their attention has shifted from the Rossis and Marquezes to their homegrown local heroes! The final round of MotoGP will be held at Valencia, Spain this Sunday. (The writer was at the Shell Malaysia Motorcycle Grand Prix 2015 at the Sepang Racing circuit on the invitation of Tourism Malaysia.)



miles out of Vegas to the Red Rock Canyon located in the Mojave Desert.



New hotels in the city AccorHotels has started two new hotels in the city — Pullman New Delhi Aerocity and the Novotel New Delhi Aerocity. The two hotels, with a combined 670 rooms, were inaugurated at New Delhi Aerocity, a 43acre hospitality precinct at Delhi International Airport. The hotel is the 100th Pullman to open globally. The five restaurants offer an exciting mix of South Asian street food to Tapas and a fine selection of wines. Both hotels are positioned to respond to India’s growing Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions (MICE) needs. Its convention spaces are spread over a vast expanse of more than 40,000 square feet with pillar-less ballroom measuring 12,719 square feet. The convention space at the Pullman New Delhi Aerocity comprises 13 co-meeting rooms, three boardrooms and a business centre.



Correction In the article "A walk on the wild side" (MetroPlus dated November 2), the permit for fishing costs Rs.100 and not as mentioned in the piece. ND-ND
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How does a predator view the rings and the colours on a butterfly?



Education extends beyond the classroom — a look at how law students learn.



Somsubhro Chaudhuri is intrigued by the study of machines at Southampton University
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Are you ready to crack CAT? Building concepts and optimising test performance should be the two objectives of preparation. ARVIND MANTRY



W



ith less than a month to go for CAT 2015, the question on most student’s minds is “What should I do between now and the exam to be able to crack it?” Right up there on the to-do list is checking your familiarity with the online test format. If you have not given enough mock CATs, you have to get familiar immediately. At the fag end, your preparation necessarily needs to cater to two objectives: Building concepts and optimising test performance.



METHODS FOR BUILDING CONCEPTS Conceptual clarity would have implications for performance during the tests by way of question selection, accuracy, time-perquestion and so on.



READING COMPREHENSION Reading newspapers, especially editorials, over the next few weeks. ● Categorise the different types of questions. For example (a) critical reasoning, (b) specific questions, (c) vocabulary-based questions and so on. ● The key skill to doing well in the language section is to read carefully, get into the meaning of the sentences – understand what is implied and what is not. ● Practise critical reasoning. Each question type in VA is governed by a set of specific rules. Have a list of these rules for each question type. Use it.



DATA INTERPRETATION AND REASONING Begin with a simple reference book for practising these areas.



●



IMPERIAL COLLEGE PH.D SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME The scheme aims to support 50 candidates in their chosen field of research. ELIGIBILITY: Candidates should have completed their master’s with a first-class score APPLICATION: Online PRIZES AND REWARDS: Tuition fee and a stipend of £20,600s per annum DEADLINE: November 13 WEBSITE: http:// www.b4s.in/plus/ICP188 FAIR AND LOVELY FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP To support women pursuing higher education (undergraduation, postgraduation and PhD) in any recognised Indian institution. ELIGIBILITY: Girl students should have completed Class XII with a score of 60 per cent and above. APPLICATION: Online and post PRIZES AND REWARDS:



Tuition fee DEADLINE: November 15 WEBSITE: http:// www.b4s.in/plus/FAL758



AICTE-SAKSHAM SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME The scholarship aims to support differently-abled students to pursue technical education. ELIGIBILITY: First-year students pursuing undergraduate / diploma courses from any AICTEapproved technical institution. Also, parent’s annual income should be less than Rs.6 lakh. APPLICATION: Online PRIZES AND REWARDS: Tuition fee and living allowance. DEADLINE: November 23 WEBSITE: http:// www.b4s.in/plus/ ASS826 Courtesy: www.buddy4study.com



» INTERNSHIPS



●



VERBAL ABILITY



» SCHOLARSHIP ALERT



Content Writer at Tec Chic Software Solutions Analyse your strengths and weaknesses. FILE PHOTO For advanced questions, you could bank on the mocks you take.



●



QUANTITATIVE ABILITY (QA) If your QA score is under the 80 percentile mark, begin with a basic book. Remember, there are many other MBA entrance exams that you are going to take towards the end of the year, and most of these ask much simpler questions in QA compared to CAT. So, hang on!



GENERAL POINTERS Observe your performance in mocks and segregate the topics into three areas: (a) Topics where both your at-



●



tempts and accuracy are high — you can bank on mocks for practice in these topics. (b) Topics where your attempts are high but accuracy is low — you only need to solve high-difficulty exercises in these topics. (c) Topics where you typically tend to skip questions — You should solve these chapters from the basics upward. ● It is not necessary to study each area everyday, but try to revise about two or three areas everyday. You can take up one assignment, finish it and then get on with another. The idea is that the overall bal-



ance should be maintained. The scores in the mocks have a direct bearing on your self-confidence. Never leave a mock in the middle! Taking as many mock tests as possible, very close to the exam, is not the right way to go about it. A thorough analysis of the mocks taken so far will yield far better dividends than taking more such mocks now. From all the mock papers, identify questions from a particular area and solve them. This is useful for solving questions of CAT level or above CAT level. ● Do not expect miracles. Think things through. ●



Shut your mind and ears to rumour mills about the exam. Always remember — all that is in your control is to put up your best performance in the exam. Do not think of the cutoffs before or during the test, remember that they are fixed after the test. ● If you have prepared for CAT earlier, begin with an analysis of your strong and weak areas. Spend the next few days working on your weak areas. The strong areas do not take very long to prepare. (The author is director, T.I.M.E., Chennai.) ●



Category: Content Writing Location: Mumbai, Pune Stipend: Rs.1,000-8,000/month Who can apply: All students Website: http://bit.ly/Twenty19TH460



Designer at Kaleidoscope Content Services Category: Graphics Designer Location: Work from home Stipend: Rs.5,000/month Who can apply: All students Website: http://bit.ly/Twenty19TH461



Medialytics Marketing and Advertising Services Category: Marketing Operations Location: Bengaluru Stipend: Rs.5,000-15,000/month Who can apply: All Students Website: http://bit.ly/Twenty19TH462 Courtesy: Twenty19



Breaking the cage Students speak on the Pinjra Tod campaign



» CAMPUS VOICES KATHAKALI NANDI



T



he Pinjra Tod (break the cage) campaign, aimed at protesting against discriminatory rules for female students at Delhi University hostels, saw the participation of



several students across the city, and students took to the social media and public campaigns to share their bitter experiences with hostel wardens and strict curfews. As the campaign culminated in a public hearing with a representative of the Delhi Commission for Women earlier this month, students shared their views on the campaign.



Avipsha Das, MPhil, Jawaharlal Nehru University:Moral policing is not new to the spaces that we as women occupy. In this bargain, I am disciplined to submit my freedom to a complex of honour and shame that are detailed from spaces I access. One can trace all of it in the registers on the tables of wardens and guards that demand your whereabouts all the time. Pinjra Tod is relevant in trying to question these clearly discriminatory practices that have been practised in university spaces in the name of safety for women, covering infrastructural incapacities of the institutions. We have forgotten that we could actually look for student unions, committees against sexual harassment or even street lights that could solve their problems. Instead, the institutions have always fallen back on gates, walls and provosts to engage with women students.



Nirmita Roychowdhury, MPhil, Delhi University: I see this whole idea of moral policing meaningless because the hostel authorities don’t really take the responsibilities of the girls, even if they fall ill at the middle of the night. During admission, they try to ensure whether the outstation students have local guardians or not. Is it possible to have local guardian(s) in every city you go to study? Pinjra Tod is a brilliant initiative for women to raise their voice, but it will not be of much influence as the authorities and the rule-makers are up in the hierarchy in the power CM YK



game.



Prithibi Pratibha Gogoi, M.Sc, Delhi University: I definitely see the need for the Pinjra Tod movement in the context of moral policing in hostels. In my hostel North East House for women, we are debarred from crossing the gate after 9 p.m. Being a postgraduate student, it is very disturbing that I feel like staying in a jail. Students complain about the confinement they are enduring in the name of safety but there is a general lack of awareness and enthusiasm among them. Directly, they don’t want to join the protest which I think needs to be addressed first. A spontaneous participation of all students is necessary to make the authorities change the outrageous rules. ND-X
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SNAPSHOTS



Decoding the colours on a butterfly



Novel molecule for cancer therapy Y. MALLIKARJUN



MOHIT M. RAO



EYE DROPS CLEAR CATARACTS



» A chemical that



could potentially be used in eye drops to reverse cataracts, a laeding cause of blindness, has been identified by a team of scientists.



DISEASE-SPREAD IN WILD BEES



» An entomologist has come to the conclusion that managed bees are spreading diseases to wild bees, after analysing study done in this area.



A



F



or the wildlife enthusiast, the bright colours, rings, spots and stripes on the wing of the butterﬂy represent the pinnacle of nature’s beauty. However, how does a predator — a bird or a larger insect — view the wing colouration and the rings? Does it tilt the balance in favour of the butterﬂy in this millennia-old battle of survival in the evolutionary war that is described by biologist Richard Dawkins as the ‘Greatest Show on Earth?’ A study by scientists from the National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Bengaluru and the National University of Singapore (NUS) investigate how well butterﬂy mimics resemble their ‘models’, and ﬁnds the complexities that drive the evolution of mimicry. Researchers studied over 200 specimens from the lush Western Ghats forests of ‘unpalatable’ butterﬂies that serve as models to ‘palatable’ butterﬂies. For instance, the Danaus chrysippus (plain tiger or African monarch butterﬂy) protects itself from predators by injecting unpalatable alkaloids from plants during the larval stage. This protection from predators allows it to ﬂy “leisurely” without threat of the predator. It



Butterflies are under intense natural selection to be very good mimics. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



The lower surface of the wing shows better mimicry than the upper



isn’t surprising then that the ‘palatable’ Danaid Eggﬂy (Hypolimnas misippus) has evolutionarily learnt to mimic the look of the plain tiger in an effort to fool predators into avoiding eating it. The predator’s point of view was obtained through the visual modelling of the avian colour vision (which differs from the colours and patterns perceived by humans). The study, published in the latest edition of the journal Evolution, quantitatively shows that female butterﬂies were better mimics than their male counterparts. Krushnamegh Kunte from NCBS explains: “Female butterﬂies carry heavy loads of



eggs, which impairs their escape ﬂight when they are attacked by birds and other predators. Because of this risk of predation, female butterﬂies are under intense natural selection to be very good mimics.” For male butterﬂies, the quest for sexual advantage — colours that attract mates —



seems to have affected its ability to mimic, and in many species the males look completely different from females. Do their offspring — which inherit genes of mimicry as well as colours of sexual advantage — see their offspring struggle to mimic? Surprisingly, no. The study ﬁnds that evolutionary needs trump any genetic dilution. Another surprising result thrown up is that the lower surface of the wing shows better mimicry than the upper surface which is seen in a butterﬂy’s ﬂight path. This, says Mr. Kunte, could be because the butterﬂy is more vulnerable at rest (when its folded wings displays the lower surface) than at ﬂight.



new small molecule synthesised by scientists at the Hyderabad-based Indian Institute of Chemical Technology has shown to effectively control growth of cancerous cells by preventing the mis-expression of a specific micro RNA involved in tumour formation. Micro RNAs or miRNAs play an important role in cancer biology. They are non-coding RNAs and are involved in gene regulation and many developmental processes. Several thousand miRNAs that control 30-40 per cent of all genes have been identiﬁed in human and other organisms.  Researchers worldwide are targeting miRNAs to ﬁnd better therapeutics for cancer.  In studies carried out in collaboration with the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad the scientists identiﬁed dual functions of the newly synthesised molecule, triazole. It was found that uncontrolled cell growth was drastically reduced when the molecule was inserted into cancerous cell lines. The molecule also acted as HDAC protein inhibitor in human tumour cells and Drosophila larvae during



For saving Asian vulture from fatal drugs Conservation breeding is another focus point of the campaign



K.S. SUDHI



HOW BIRD WINGS TAKE SHAPE



» New research has found that the shape of bird wings is influenced more by how closely related species are to one another than by flight style.



A



fter successfully campaigning for the ban on multi-dose vials of painkiller drug diclofenac in veterinary use, conservationists have stepped up pressure for withdrawing two more drugs, which they say, are fatal for Asian vultures. It was recently that the authorities slapped a ban on the 30 ml multi-dose vials of the drug, which was largely responsible for the decline of the vultures, which used to feed on bovine carcasses. The bird conservationists pointed out that “twenty years ago there were tens of millions of vultures in the Indian subcontinent. They provided a valuable ecosystem service by disposing of millions of tonnes of waste carrion from dead cattle each year. Now



Vultures disposed of millions of tonnes of waste carrion from dead cattle each year. — PHOTO: K. V. UTHAMAN they, and the services they provided, are nearly all gone,” according a publication of Saving Asia’s Vultures from Extinction (SAVE), a consortium of eleven organisations. The “three species of Gyps vultures endemic to South and Southeast Asia, oriental white-backed vulture (Gyps bengalensis), long-billed vulture (G. indicus) and slender-



billed vulture (G. tenuirostris), are the worst affected and are threatened with global extinction after rapid population declines, which began in the mid-1990s. They are listed by IUCN as Critically Endangered, the highest level of endangerment short of extinction in the wild. The oriental whitebacked vulture population in



» QUESTION CORNER DIET STUDY OF PRIMATES



» New data about



chimps' diet has been gained based on teeth remains — vegetable remains preserved in the dental calculus or plaque of chimps.



NEW LIGHT ON HEARING LOSS



» The function of



pejvakin, a molecule that plays a key role in hearing, has been found. Its absence causes noise-based hearing loss. CM YK



RADIATION PROTECTION How do astronauts protect themselves from radiation in outer space? J. MICHAEL NIRANJAN Madurai, Tamil Nadu



According to the US National Space Administration (NASA), an astronaut's radiation exposure depends on the structure of the spacecraft, the materials used to construct the vehicle, the altitude and inclination of the spacecraft, the status of outer zone electron belts, the interplanetary proton ﬂux, geomagnetic ﬁeld conditions, solar cycle position, and Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) start time and duration among other factors. The Space Radiation Analysis Group (SRAG) of NASA measures radiation levels inside and outside the spacecraft. It estimates radiation doses to astronauts after assessing inputs such as radiation coming from outer space, radiation trapped in the magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth after integrating them with information on the altitude and inclination of the spacecraft and location and timing of EVAs. SRAG evaluates radiological safety aspects of radioisotopes and radiation-producing equipment carried on the spacecraft Each crewmember carries a passive radiation dosimeter. SRAG may ask the astronauts to remain in the shielded areas of the spacecraft and may demand either the cancellation or revised scheduling of EVAs. SRAG ensures that the exposures received by the astronauts remain below established safety limits and are As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). More details are available at: http:// srag.jsc.nasa.gov/spaceradiation/how/how.cfm K.S. Parthasarathy Former Secretary, AERB



THIS WEEK’S QUESTIONS Why does our body temperature rise when we get fever? D. Janani, Chennai



What is dark energy? Rakesh Pandey



When we light a lamp it always burns in the upward direction. Why? Indu C.,Thrissur Readers can send their questions/answers to [email protected]



India in 2007 was estimated at one-thousandth of its level in the early 1990s,” the document said. In south India, the vulture populations have been reported from Muthumalai and Sathyamangalam regions of Tamil Nadu, Wayanad of Kerala and Bandipur and Nagarhole of Karnataka, where also the bird numbers are fast dwindling, pointed out C. Sashikumar, a leading ornithologist. Besides other conservation



programmes, steps for banning the veterinary use of Ketoprofen and Aceclofenac have to be achieved. The veterinary use of Ketoprofen has already been banned in three districts of Tamil Nadu, he said. It has been pointed out that the veterinary use of diclofenac was the major cause of the decline of vulture population. When vultures which feed on carcass of animals treated with the drug, “severe kidney damage and extensive visceral gout” were observed. The conservation consortium has also suggested monitoring the ban on veterinary diclofenac, surveys on populations of vultures to assess its population trends, testing of vulture-safe veterinary drugs and creation of Vulture Safe Zones. Conservation breeding is another focus point of the campaign.



Dr. Manika Pal Bhadra, one of the study authors, says that the team proposes to conduct experiments on rat models. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



in vivo experiments. HDAC inhibitors are known to promote the process of programmed cell death in which unwanted cells that pose a threat to the organism are destroyed. Interestingly, the researchers discovered that the novel molecule speciﬁcally acted as a negative regulator for bantam miRNA. The mis-expression of bantam miRNA is responsible for diseases of cell proliferation that inhibit programmed cell death. With the in vivo studies conducted using Drosophila model (the nature of apoptosis is similar to humans), the researchers now propose to carry out experiments in rat models and eventually conduct clinical studies.



“If it goes through effectively in pre-clinical and clinical studies, there is a deﬁnite chance to add a new molecule for cancer therapeutics and for reducing tumours”, said Dr. Manika Pal Bhadra, Head of the Centre for Chemical Biology at IICT and one of the authors of the study. She underlined the fact that the molecule was playing a dual role in not only controlling cancerous cell growth but was also inducing apoptosis.  Dr. Utpal Bhadra of the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology said: “This work is important as we used Drosophila for screening of molecules and validation of a molecule for cancer therapy.” The study was published recently in Scientiﬁc Reports.



New light on human blood formation



T



urning conventional wisdom on its head, a team of Canadian scientists has discovered a completely new view of how human blood is made. According to them, the whole classic “textbook” view we thought we knew about blood formation doesn’t actually even exist. “Through a series of experiments, we have been able to ﬁnally resolve how different kinds of blood cells form quickly from the stem cell — the most potent blood cell in the system — and not further downstream as has been traditionally thought,” explained stem cell scientist Dr John Dick. The research also topples the textbook view that the blood development system is stable once formed.



“Our ﬁndings show that the blood system is two-tiered and changes between early human development and adulthood,” says Dick, director of the cancer stem cell programme at the Ontario Institute for Cancer Research. For redeﬁning the architecture of blood development, the research team mapped the lineage potential of nearly 3,000 single cells from 33 different cell populations of stem and progenitor cells obtained from human blood samples taken at various life stages and ages. For people with blood disorders and diseases, the potential clinical utility of the ﬁndings is signiﬁcant, unlocking a distinct route to personalising therapy. The ﬁndings were published online in the journal Science. — IANS



Why save the rocks of the Deccan Plateau? » SPEAKING OF SCIENCE



A



s our Institute at Hyderabad started constructing a new building, we found a huge boulder on the site. Such boulders and rocks are common place in Hyderabad (and indeed in the Deccan region) and many builders have simply blasted them away to make room for buildings. As Hyderabad expanded during the last four decades, much of the landscape has been remarkably changed from a series of boulders to high-rise buildings. This irreversible change in the landscape has bothered many, and the conservation group “Save the Rocks” at Hyderabad has canvassed against such thoughtless blasting of these natural gifts and for conserving them as much as possible. These have borne some fruit as some architects have come out with ingenious plans to build houses and complexes around the boulders, or making the boulders as part of the plan. We too decided to do so and made the boulder part of the ground ﬂoor of the new building, where it ushers visitors. This is yet another example of the debate between ecology and environment on one hand and development and economic demands on the other, but with a different focus. Boulders of Deccan are not ‘green’, they play no role in agriculture, water or the livelihood of the people in any signiﬁcant way. While we understand the role of other ecosys-



tems such as mangroves, forests or animal sanctuaries, of what use are these stones and rocks? The answer comes once we realize how these rocks and boulders came about in the ﬁrst place. The work of geologists over the last couple of centuries has unveiled the scenario of the area, which show us that these rocks, boulders and steps (of the kind we see in the rocks in Mahabaleshwar or Ajanta area) are the result of the churning of the earth that went on as early as 65 million years ago. Those were the pre-human days when giant dinosaurs roamed the Indian landscape in Punjab, Rajasthan and Deccan. The remains of one such dinosaur that roamed in the Adilabad area have been put together and exhibited at the Birla Science Museum (which itself stands on such boulders) in Hyderabad. Looking at the actual bones of the dinosaurs lying there, one wonders what caused their extermination from the ‘Jurassic Park’ of India of 65 million years ago. Geo-chronologists study such events and estimate their time periods. We have such experts at the National Geophysical Research Institute at Hyderabad, Physical Research Laboratory at Ahmedabad and IIT Bombay. One such, Professor Kanchan Pande of IIT Bombay, has been working on the geo-chronology of the Deccan, and has recently co-authored a paper in the journal Science, which gives us an insight to the scenario. It was over



Asteroid impact led to the formation of the Deccan Traps. — PHOTO: REUTERS



66 million years ago that a giant asteroid from space came and barged on earth. The impact was so huge that it led to catastrophic changes on earth. Giant series of earthquakes erupted and massive ﬁres were ignited, wiping out most life forms, plant and animals on land and sea. Dark clouds of poisonous dust blocked sunlight, vitiating the atmosphere and climate. This catastrophic event changed the entire landscape and natural history of our earth. The collaborative work of Professor Paul Renne of UC Berkeley, and Professor Pande on Indian geochronology shows that the effect of such an asteroid impact was not just a single bang, but a series of earthquakes churning out the Indian land mass, particularly in the Western and Central regions of India, an area almost the size of U. P. and M. P. put together. The impact was not just a ‘one-off’ event but a series of contin-



uing re-adjustment of the layers of earth, which continues even today. The volcanoes that resulted and the lava that began ﬂowing still continue. This is what led to the “steps” or staircase-like arrangement of the landscape in the Mumbai-Pune Ghats region. These regular formations as called the “Deccan Traps” (borrowing from the Swedish word ‘trapp’ for staircase). For some stunning views of the Deccan Trap, go to Google and ask for images. Cynics may ask: what use is this barren land? For the people who live in the area, this is an irrelevant, indeed irreverent question. And for understanding the details of our own history, this is a natural gift. Save the Rocks Hyderabad ﬁghts a heroic battle and we wish them well and support. Turning to the boulder in our building, we asked the world experts on geo-chronology based in Hyderabad, Drs. Kunchitapadam Gopalan and Kaigala Venkata Subba Rao. They tell us that this boulder is actually older than 65 million, perhaps close to 1 billion years old! In respect, we surrounded it with four walls and the artist Surya Prakash covered the walls with murals- as an ode to this priceless gift that Mother Earth has bestowed on us. Poets retell the past and foretell the future. Saint Kabir wrote: The clay told the potter: “you are churning me today. There will come a day when I will be churning you”. D. Balasubramanian [email protected] ND-X
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Law beyond the classroom Students can understand the profession better by participating in mock courts.



» HEADSTART SHUBASHREE DESIKAN



I



t is not exactly a stunning discovery to say that education is not only about books, classrooms and lectures. Many have stressed the importance of active learning in the classroom, as opposed to passively listening to the teacher’s explanations. But the need of the hour is to go one step further and make the world itself your classroom: in other words, to learn through extracurricular activities. Nowhere is this more relevant that in studying to be a lawyer. Law is a discipline that really requires multiple skills. A successful lawyer has to be able to see the many sides to an argument; be knowledgeable about what precedents have been set; think laterally and be able to voice a strong case. Obviously, these are skills that develop only through application of the mind in activities other than what you get in a classroom. The student also has to invest extra time on these activities. Students can spend their holidays doing internships. Short internships can give valuable insights into what practising law is like in the real world. From learning the workings of law firms to understanding the unwritten rules of the game, internships can teach a lot of things that are not discussed in class. As Ranjit Abraham, faculty member of School of Excellence in Law, Chennai, says, “Most national law schools have made internships during vacations compulsory and some others urge their final-year students to go for it.” He also draws students’ attention to Summer Schools, which last from two to three weeks, offered by famous institutions like the London School of Economics and other U.S. schools.



A moot court competition in progress.



MOOT COURT The moot court is a common practice with law schools. It is a mock setup of a court — complete with a stand-in judge. The organisers pose a problematic situation and the student has to argue the case out in front of the person who poses as a judge. Sometimes, they even bring in actual judges to listen to the case. “There are now over 500 such competitions across India,” says Mr Abraham. Working with non-governmental organisations (NGOs) can add to the students’ insight into various issues. For instance, if a student is interested in women’s



FILE PHOTO



“Most national law schools have made internships during vacations compulsory.”



nuances of the medical profession as well. Similarly, working in areas like freedom of speech, brings the student in touch with journalists and activists and their way of working. Lastly, there is no real substitute for reading, when it comes to enhancing your knowledge. Many INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK journals like the All India Reports, Students can interact with peo- Lawyers Update and State-specifple from other disciplines to hone ic publications, for example, the their ability to adapt. For exam- Madras Law Journal or Current rights or child rights, he or she can ple, working with (interning with) Tamil Nadu Cases, are tremenvolunteer with an NGO working organisations specialising in med- dously important. Websites such as Bar and the in that area and learn the realities ical negligence cases bring the law and the complexities of the prob- student in contact with medicos Bench or Live Law now line up lem. Giving legal aid is another and social workers, and the stu- with the list of must-read books way to join the fray of legal prac- dent can grow to understand the and journals.



» WHAT’S NEW



A



pplications are invited for Venture Accelerator Programme which focuses on the Smart City initiative. The course is jointly offered by Indian School of Business, Ashoka University and Microsoft India. It is a multidisciplinary course and offers specialisations in healthcare, education, technology transfer and infrastructure. The last date for application is December 31. *** outhampton Law School, Law and Art at University of Southampton, UK, is inviting applications for its master's (LLM) in Corporate and Commercial Law. According to a press release, the fee for the one-year full-time programme is £15,160. The course is offered in different modules which include International Commercial Arbitration, International Trade Law, Internet Law, Advanced



S



Secured Transactions, Corporate Governance of Boards and Insurance Law, added the press note. Applicants should have an upper second-class bachelor’s degree in Law (or a degree with a substantial legal component) and an overall IELTS test score of 7.0, with a minimum of 6.0 in each component (or equivalent). An overall IELTS test score of 6.5 with a minimum of 6.0 in each component, together with satisfactory completion of the six week LLM Pre-session programme on English legal language and skills, will also be accepted. Applicants who do not have the required qualification may join the one-year pre-master’s programme. After completion of this course, students can join the master's degree. For details, visit http://www.southampton.ac.uk/ law/postgraduate/taught_courses/ courses/ LLM_Corporate_and_commercial_ law.page?



EU launches Erasmus Plus KATHAKALI NANDI



A



fter the success of European Union’s scholarship programme Erasmus Mundus which saw India as the highest beneficiary, EU has expanded the earlier programme and launched the Erasmus+ programme which brings together seven existing EU programmes in the fields of education, youth, training and culture and has introduced sports. The Erasmus+ programme offers scholarships, travel and living expenses, tuition fees for approved courses from three months to full master’s degrees. India is one of the partner countries of the Erasmus+, enabling Indian students to avail most of the actions (especially higher education) under the programme. For course details, funding and eligibility details, interested candidates can check



» WASS UP COMMON MANAGEMENT ADMISSION TEST



A



ll-India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) has invited online application for its online Common Management Admission Test (CMAT2016) which will be conducted on January 17, 2016, at various centres across India. The CMAT score will be considered by all AICTE- approved institutions for admission to postgraduate courses. Graduates or final-year students in any discipline can apply for the test. Apply online at www.aicte-india.org before December 10. A trial test will be conducted from December 12. For details, visit www.aicte-india.org CM YK



out the Erasmus+ website: http:// ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/ index_en.htm. Applications are invited from October to February every year. The programme aims to improve the quality of vocational education and training across Europe and build partnerships with other organisations to establish employability. Till 2013, 3,400 Indian students from all over India had availed the Erasmus Mundus scholarships. With the Erasmus+ programmes, newer opportunities are offered, primarily for higher education institutions, staff and students. In order to discuss greater participation from Indian universities in EU-funded programmes, a workshop was held in New Delhi recently with EU representatives and Indian academicians.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST



T



he AICTE has invited applications for its online Graduate Pharmacy Aptitude Test which will be held on January 17, 2016. The test score is considered for admission to master’s programmes in pharmacy in AICTEapproved institutions. Apply online at www.aicte-india.org before December 10. For details, visit www.aicte-india.org.



PLUS TWO TECHNICAL ENTRY IN ARMY



T



he Indian Army has invited online applications for its technical courses which will begin in July 2016, from unmarried male Indian citizens who have completed Class X or XII. Last date for registration is November 30. For details, visit www.joinindianarmy.nic.in Gopakumar Karakonam



tice even as a student. “Guided by social workers and faculty, a student can do pro-bono legal work even starting from the first year of study. There are guest faculty who practise in the court and they can really help the student in this,” says Mr Abraham.



» KNOW YOUR ENGLISH S. UPENDRAN “Luckily, nothing serious happened. My dad managed to avoid the truck.” “Thank goodness! So your dad was on the wheel when this thing...” “He wasn't 'on' the wheel. He was 'at' the wheel. He was the one driving the car.” “What about the truck? Who was at the wheel? Did you...” “Whoever was at the wheel probably realised he'd made a mistake. So, he didn't stop.” “That happens a lot in our country. Anyway, did you file a complaint with the police?” “No. Everything happened so fast that we didn't get the truck's licence plate.” “That's too bad. Don't worry about it. I just heard some news that's likely to cheer you up. Your neighbour, Mr. Janardhan, has been transferred to Vizag. He leaves next week.” “That's great news! The man's a nuisance. Everyone in this building will be happy to see him go. Good riddance to bad rubbish.” “Good riddance to bad rubbish! Is the expression usually used when somebody you don't like leaves or departs?” “That's right. It's normally used to show delight - that you're happy to see the back of someone you don't like. It can be used with things as well. For example, mother traded in the old TV for a new one. Good riddance to bad rubbish. It's also possible to shorten the expression to 'good riddance'. “Our principal is retiring next month. Many of the students are already saying 'good riddance'.” “That's a good example. When my sister decided to donate her violin to charity, everyone at home heaved a sigh of relief and said good riddance.” “I'll be happy to see the back of Mr. Janardhan and his son. They are...” “His son? The poor kid is just six years old. What did he ever....” “Whenever he sees me, he comes charging and hits me with his head. It really...” “Hits you with his head? Oh that's right! Ever since he started watching football on TV, he's into head-butting quite a bit.” “What's head-butting?” “That's when you make use your head to hit someone really hard on their body or their face. In the 2006 World Cup final, Zidane was shown the red card after he had head-butted a player from Italy.” “I remember that! It cost France the World Cup. I once got a head-butt from someone who had a black belt in karate. It took me a couple of hours to recover.” “In many of our movies, we see the hero head-butting the villain to the ground.” “Enough about head-butting. Tell me, what does ‘Movember’ mean?” “It's a combination of two words - moustache and November. During this month, some men decide not to shave - instead, they choose to grow a moustache for charity. This yearly event is to make people aware of certain health issues related to men - both physical and mental. A man who takes part in this event is called ‘Mo Bro’.” “That's pretty cool.” *** A man without a moustache is like a cup of tea without sugar. English Proverb Email: [email protected]



Moulding creative minds The Teach for India programmes have broken the shackles of archaic methods of education to widen the horizons of young minds. An interview with its CEO Shaheen Mistri



» CHANGE MAKERS MADHUVANTI S. KRISHNAN



T



he sky is overcast, and it looks like it is going to pour. However, the atmosphere inside the Kotturpuram Corporation school in Chennai is anything but dreary. A cheerful yellow-and-green coloured slide in an open ground , and a small makeshift hall with a number of students hard at work with their teacher supervising them, are the first things you would invariably notice, on entering the school’s big blue gates. A gaggle of kids are hard at work, occasionally going on mental excursions or sneaking a peak at what their neighbours are up to. The classrooms are a student’s haven — Teach for India aims to revolutionise the concept of education. brightly coloured posters and informational streamers adorn PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT the walls. And every classroom in the building is just as cheer- manner that would involve fully decorated as the next. communities at every stage. They all have eager youngsters “There were young minds and clamouring around their hearts that needed to be eduteachers, keen to glean as cated, and youngsters who much knowledge as possible, wanted to educate. Infrastrucin fun and exciting ways. “Well, ture was available. We put being creative is the best way them together, and we had a to mould creative minds for ready platform to mould young the future,” says Shaheen Mis- minds and revolutionise the tri, the CEO of Teach for India concept of education and lead(TFI), an NGO that is a part of ership,” she says. Indeed, it the Teach for All global was from these baby steps that worked around how leadership two of her most successful ven- would be the big step towards movement. “Creative minds ask ques- tures — Akanksha Foundation ending educational inadequacy in India, and voila, TFI had tions and questions are ulti- and TFI — emerged. Mistri explains how, her ex- arrived.” mately instrumental in perience as a teacher at Akankeducating us,” she adds. sha and her association with HURDLES PASSION FOR PEDAGOGY Mistri admits how, at first, Teach for America (TFA) felNothing about Mistri is like lows who worked there, were a the team was nervous about the conventional CEO. An easy harbinger of things to come, in the idea. “It was a crazy idea,” demeanour that exudes friend- the form of TFI. “Coupled with she exclaims. “In a country like ly warmth, minus the stiff up- this association was my thesis India, where parents invest a per lip, it is easy to see why from the University of Man- lot in their children’s educashe’s popular among students chester, where I studied. It ex- tion, to ensure a great career, and, of course, her fellows at amined the role of college and, consequently, high salary, TFI. Pedagogy is her passion. students in India’s educational we were asking people to take And that’s what she has been development, she elaborates, that really great education and doing for more than 23 years, on how the seeds of TFI were teach in a government school. It was possibly the least aspiranow. sown. Mistri stumbled into teach“Later, I went to the U.S., tional thing that the family ing when she visited a slum in met Wendy Kopp, the founder would want their kids to do.” She also articulates her iniMumbai, while in college. She of TFA, and discussed ideas was convinced that education with her. The TFA model had tial scepticism about whether had to transcend the realm of been replicated in the U.K. We or not the model would have an books and classrooms in a brought the model to India, impact in classrooms.



"Working with children does more to change your life than theirs."



ed can stay on to teach in lowincome schools that TFI has partnered with. Mistri adds how plans for a third-year and fourth-year fellowship are in the pipeline. While 60 per cent of the fellows stay on, 40 per cent turn to other avenues. However, Mistri argues that the 40 per cent are also important. “After all, we do need people in business and the government who understand what children need. It is only when schools, governments, businesses and curriculum work in tandem to cater to children, that there can be a positive shift.”



MAKING A MARK What about dropouts? “We do not get to see dropouts in our classrooms,” says Mistri and it is hard to miss the hint of happiness in her voice. “Primarily, the kind of teaching students avail here is different. There is a lot of emphasis on inculcating in them values such as perseverance, grit, facing adversity and not giving up. “When you put a 22-year- Such values, over time, make old in a classroom where he or them resilient to challenges she may encounter everything and help them face problems from sexual abuse to child as opposed to dropping out. abuse, and unemployment of Secondly, there is a lot of the parents coupled with huge emphasis on the involvement academic gaps among stu- of parents. Our fellows spend dents, it is but natural to be considerable time with parents anxious about how our fellows in the community. Parents are would navigate such an envi- invited to schools and they ronment,” she admits. “It was form a panel and discuss issues daunting to think about the such as whether or not girls idealism with which they ar- and boys ought to be treated rived, and the possibility of equally, what happens when a them leaving disillusioned, at girl gets married early, and the end of two years, if the many other thought-provokmodel was unsuccessful.” ing issues. Before you know it, “But yes, it worked out they are more open in the way great,” she says, as though they think as they become incoming out of a reverie. “We’ve creasingly aware of existing rehad a lot of inspiration from alities. One should remember some of our fellows. Once se- that, often, it is not the child’s lected, they are exposed to a decision to dropout, but the five-week residential training parents.’” in Pune where fellows from Ask Mistri on how she would across the country come to- sum up the fellowship, and gether. As they have five weeks she’s quick to add, “Transforto learn what most teachers do, mative. You learn that working in two years, there is a lot of with children and trying to urgency and drive to accom- help them, ironically, does plish. Our short-term and more to change your life than long-term goals too, have en- theirs.” hanced the way we function,” Deadlines for the third she adds. round of applications is DeWhile the short-term goals cember 8 while the last deadinvolve a two-year fellowship, line is scheduled for February on completion, those interest- 2, 2016. ND-X
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Make a structured study plan Here’s how you can increase your efficiency, manage time and motivate yourself to get the best score.



ZISHAAN HAYATH



S



INCREASING EFFICIENCY The importance of ample practice cannot be emphasised enough. Solving as many questions as possible will clear all your doubts as you go along. Spend time revising formulas and concepts. As in any other competitive exam, the quality of effort and preparation is what ultimately counts. The number of books you read or the hours you spend studying will not result in much if there is no focus on quality. Studying effectively and smartly is the



» GLOBAL BUZZ



Somsubhro Chaudhuri



A good plan should have a clear goal and realistic timelines. key to performing well. So, first understand the basic concepts and then build your way up. A strong foundation is essential for intellectual applications in the exam. More than 20 per cent of candidates reappear for the JEE exam. Armed with the advantage of having attempted the exam before, these candidates can benefit from the experience of knowing the exam pattern and how to approach it and can prepare with a revamped strategy. But when attempting the JEE for the second time, remember to start afresh. Look back at your previous scores and performance to analyse the mistakes made and the topics which need special attention. Get hold of as many sample papers from previous years as you can. Solving them will help you evaluate the level of difficulty and improve your speed. It will also help you get accustomed to the exam pattern. Mock tests conducted in the right way are most
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Having a study plan will eliminate any unnecessary stress. effective in putting your knowledge to test and give you a fair idea of the tricky areas and what you need to focus on.



Focus on mechanisms.



reaction



● Mathematics - Make a chart of all the formulae. Practise a great deal. Remember the three T’s — Tips, Tricks and Techniques for each topic. Focus on calculus. ● Physics - Remember the concepts and practise the questions. Focus on mechanics and electrostatics.



TIME MANAGEMENT JEE ADVANCED TIPS Physical Chemistry - Remember the formulae and practise the questions. Focus on thermodynamics and ionic equilibrium.



●



Inorganic Chemistry: Do a bit of reading from the start so you are in touch with the subject constantly. Focus on analytical chemistry and p-block.



●



Organic Chemistry – This also demands constant and regular effort and revision.



●



An important part of the study plan is time management. Allocate enough time to difficult subjects and topics. Do not leave them to the last minute. Equal time should be devoted to learning concepts, revising chapters and practising application of the concepts through mock tests. Plan your study schedule in such a way that you do not feel burdened and bogged down by your books all day and night. Keep aside time for stress busters and recreation activities. Time spent



qualitatively matters more than the quantity of hours that you put in.



MOTIVATION TIPS It is not unusual to see engineering aspirants losing interest and going off-track halfway through preparing for the JEE exam. The intense focus and commitment required over one full year of preparation often takes its toll and students get sidetracked by distractions. In order to motivate yourself, write down your goals on a sheet of paper and read them every single day. Evaluate whether you are on this path. Most of all, work hard and believe in yourself. Take the help of your mentors or senior IITians. Lastly, remember that your efforts may not get you the rank you desire, but it will give you a year’s learning and experience which will be worth your while. The writer is a co-founder of Toppr.com
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U.K. ACADEMICS PROTEST



A



total of 343academicians from across the U.K., including leading universities, have pledged to boycott Israeli academic institutions because of the country’s “illegal occupation of Palestinian land” and “intolerable human rights violations” against Palestinians. They have said that they will not accept invitations to visit, not act as referees to activities related to Israeli institutions and not cooperate with Israeli universities and so on. They have, however, claimed, as reported in The Guardian, that they will continue to work with individual Israeli colleagues. Compiled by Shubashree Desikan CM YK



iving in times of ever-expanding technical and technological innovation, I have been intrigued by engines, machines, aeronautics, automotives and electrical systems. Not wanting to compromise on my passion, I took the difficult decision of following a childhood wish. After a diploma from Delhi Flying Club and an Engineer’s degree from The Aeronautical Society of India, I reached out to the University of Southampton. It was surely not the end, there were further goals in mind. Having enrolled in a one-year, regular Master’s of Science in Propulsion and Engine Systems Engineering (Advanced Mechanical Engineering Sciences) in 2014, I had anticipated theoretical engagement, but what was surprising was the extensive practical training that was offered by the faculty on campus. The engineering faculty has excellent facilities and academics which make the experience rich. Like any other aspiring student, I was anxious about admission to a foreign university. But my preference was for this particular course, which was being offered by very few universities.



DIVERSE EXPERIENCES Along with profound educational exposure, the University also offers varied extra-curricular opportunities which expose one to diverse experiences. I devoted some of my spare time to University of Southampton Formula Student Team and also played for Medics Cricket Team. Also, as the university has a large range of international students, from around the globe, it is more captivating to engage and befriend people with varied cultures and languages. During the master’s, I used to stay in the university accommodation and had a small group of friends from Jamaica, Indonesia, Germany, England, U.S.A. and Brazil. At times, I would roam around with my friends or cook Indian dishes for my friends. Now that the course has ended, every one of my friends has gone back to the respective country, and I am going to miss them, as none of them will be there during my PhD. The writer was at the University of Southampton for a fully funded PhD.



Take the cue from Goldilocks



GERMAINE GREER’S VISIT ith the famous feminist author slated to visit Cardiff University, there were petitions seeking to cancel her lecture and invitation to the visit, the reason being given that her writings carried marginalising views of transgender people. However, vice-chancellor Colin Riordan rejected the petition stating that discriminatory views were not condoned, but challenging conversations were. The author has, however, declined the invitation.



INTRIGUED BY MACHINES Along with practical and theoretical training, Southampton University offers excellent extracurricular activities, writes SOMSUBHRO CHAUDHURI.



» JEE 2016 even months remain for the JEE 2016 qualifying exam. Engineering aspirants should be well into their preparations to secure a seat in any of the coveted IITs across India. Arguably, the JEE Main and Advanced exams are among the most gruelling entrance exams in the country. The selection criterion is extremely strict and only the crème de la crème of engineering aspirants are shortlisted for admission in the prestigious institutes. While most aspirants would have started attending coaching classes many months ago, how many actually have a structured study plan with a defined process and follow it diligently? Having a study plan in place is the first and crucial step towards achieving the goal of cracking the JEE with a good rank. But for those who do not have a concrete study plan to follow in the next six or seven months, it is not too late to get organised. Now is the time to put together a plan with effective time management strategies, dividing subjects into specific study schedules, prioritising weak subjects and conducting regular self-assessments through mock exams. Creating a study plan will eliminate any unnecessary stress in the learning process and ensure that candidates are well prepared in the weeks running up to the exam. A well planned study and preparation schedule should: ● set clear, achievable goals ● have realistic timelines ● prioritise practice sessions with extra focus on difficult subjects include self-evaluation techniques at regular intervals ● factor in regular breaks to reduce the monotony and keep stress at bay.
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What is the “just right” mix? How do you find the perfect balance in different situations? » BACKPACKER’S GUIDE USHA RAMAN



M



ost of us would be familiar with the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears… or some version of it. A little girl names Goldilocks enters the house of the three bears, uninvited, and first samples the three bowls of porridge, then tests the comfort of the three beds, settling on the one, in each case, that feels “just right” (not too hot, not too cold; not too hard, not too soft). Variously called the “Goldilocks Principle” or the “Goldilocks Effect,” the concept refers to that ideal spot that falls between two extremes, or the condition that offers a perfect balance between two ends of a spectrum. We’ve all probably tried to achieve that perfect balance in different situations, and some might say that we spend our whole lives finding that point which is “just right” — in terms of work and play, taste and nutrition in food, energy and exhaustion in exercise, price and quality in the things we buy… and so on. We also know, like the little girl in the story, when we find it, whether it’s to do with a shirt we’ve found while shopping or the taste of the mint chutney served



» READ ONLINE Did you know that the best of Education Plus is also available online? To read more articles: thehindu.com/education



by our roadside bandiwalla. The principle has been applied in fields as diverse as evolutionary biology and cosmology (life on earth is possible because we are situated just the right distance from the sun, not too close, not too far), to marketing (what makes the price of a product or service not too high, not too low) and psychology (what’s the right mix of challenge and incentive to get someone to do something). But as young learners, we often find this balance in hindsight, when we are done with a course, or get back an assignment, or have run out of money or time. Is it possible to apply the Goldilocks principle to how we make decisions everyday, especially in areas that are likely to impact our lives in significant ways? I’m not suggesting that we spend every minute of our day strategising and thinking through every decision — that would be wasteful and would take away from the joy of unexpected experiences. But maybe a little bit of thinking through, now and then, of how we do things (and what things we do) would save us time, energy, even money, and, possibly (most importantly), heartache.



WORKLOAD One of the most common excus-



es I get from students for turning in assignments late is that they had too many other assignments to do in other courses at the same time. We can talk about this in terms of time management and prioritisation, both very important approaches to handling workload, but it may also be useful to look at what we have to do in terms of the right amount of effort and time needed for each task. Say you have three assignments to turn in over the course of a week. The usual way to do it is to just begin with one, take as much time as is needed to complete it, and then go on to the next, and then the next. It’s entirely possible that by the time you get to the end of assignment number two, you have already reached the end of the week. So assignment three gets short shrift and either you drop it or you finish it in a rush. Often we haven't even looked at what’s needed in assignment three until we are completely finished with the first two. Suppose, then, that we apply the Goldilocks principle to the issue of assignments and course work. What this means is that we take a careful look at each requirement before we begin. We consider how much time and effort each calls for, and the potential benefit — in terms of learning and marks — it delivers. Then



there’s the question of favourite and un-favourite subjects, some we enjoy and others we just don’t. Maybe we will need to allocate more time to the latter, as we usually breeze through things we enjoy. It may even be better to complete the things we don’t like as much and then move on to the less pleasurable ones. The thing is, to think about the right combination of inputs for each task ahead of beginning it, so that the work is done in the right kind of circumstances for the best output. The Goldilocks principle could also be applied in other ways to our lives, wherever we need to think through a situation and test the waters before we dive in. It’s also true that the principle emerges after something has already happened — as an effect — and we see that the circumstances were just right for that particular conclusion. In such cases, we can learn from experience. What made something work out? Can we replicate those conditions? In the end, it’s all about balance and planning. Obviously, you can’t (and shouldn’t) over-plan life. But in some situations, such as course work, such planning does help! The author teaches at the University of Hyderabad and edits Teacher Plus magazine. Email: [email protected] ND-X
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